
The Department of Health (Department), with the approval of the Advisory Health Board,

amends 28 Pa. Code Chapter 23, Subchapter C (relating to immunization). The amendments are

to read as set forth in Annex A.

I. PURPOSE AND BACKGROJJD

This rulemaking amends the Department’s existing requirements for school immunizations, and

is based, in part, upon recommendations of the Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices

(ACIP). an advisory committee of the Federal Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

(CDC). These amendments replace the 8-month provisional period for immunizations with a

new requirement. Previously, the regulations allowed a child to be provisionally admitted to

school even though the child did not have all the required immunizations for entry or continued

attendance as set out in § 23.83 (relating to immunization requirements) for eight months before

facing exclusion.

These amendments require a child to have any single dose vaccine upon school entry, or risk

exclusion. In the case of a multi-dose vaccine, the amendments require that the child have at

least one dose of the vaccine upon school entry. If additional doses are required and are

medically appropriate within the first five days of school, the child must have either the final

dose during that five day period, or must have the next scheduled dose and must also provide a

medical certificate setting out the schedule for the remaining doses. If the child has at least one

dose, but needs additional doses, and those doses are not medically appropriate during the first

five days of school, the child may provide a medical certificate on or before the 5th school day

scheduling those doses.
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The medical certificate must be signed by a physician, certified registered nurse practitioner

(CRNP), or physician assistant (PA). If the child will be receiving the immunizations from the

Department or a public health department, a public health official may sign the medical

certificate. A child who meets these requirements may continue to attend school even if the

child does not have all the required vaccinations, so long as the child complies with the

vaccination schedule in the medical certificate. School administrators or their designees are

required to review that medical certificate every 30 days to ensure that the child is in compliance.

Even with these amendments, the child still has the ability to be exempted from the

immunization requirements if the child has a medical or religious/phi] osophical exemption. The

amendments also provide for certain waivers of the regulation under specified conditions — if the

child is homeless, for example, or if the child is unable to locate his or her records due to a

disaster.

The amendments also add a dose of meningococcal conjugate vaccine (MCV) for entry into the

2F grade, or, in an ungraded class, for entry into the school year where the child turns 18. This - -- --

is in accordance with ACIP’s recommendations. The Department has also added pertussis to the

list of diseases against which a child must be immunized before entering and attending school; -

this acknowledges the fact that certain vaccines, like single antigen diphtheria, single antigen

tetanus and single antigen pertussis vaccine, are not available in the United States. Children

being immunized against diphtheria and tetanus in the Commonwealth prior to these

amendments were receiving DTaP, in accordance with ACTP recommendations (unless the child

had a contraindication for the pertussis vaccine, or a religious/philosophical exemption) and so

are already receiving a pertussis component in their vaccination.
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The amendments allow the Department to waive the iimmunization requirements in the case of a

national vaccine shortage, or an emergency, and also provide a child transferring into school in

the Commonwealth who is unable to provide vaccine records immediately to provide those

records or an exemption within 30 days.

Finally, the amendments change the manner and time frames for schools to report immunization

rates to the Department, in order to ensure the most accurate immunization data possible from

schools.

The rulemaking also amends existing vaccine requirements to ackunwiedge that certain types of

vaccine are no longer available in the United States, including changing the requirements

allowing for either a single antigen vaccine for both diphtheria and tetanus and acknowledging

that the acceptable immunization is a combination vaccine for diphtheria, tetanus and pertussis.

The rulemaking allows for a child with a ëontraindicátion for the pertussis component of the

vaccineto obtain a combination diphtheria and tetanus vaccination. The rulemaking also adds a

second dose of meningococcal conjugate vaccine before entry to 12th grade. -

The rulemaking makes no revision to the requirements allowing a child to obtain an exemption

from immunization requirements for either religious or medical reasons; those requirements are

statutory, and may not be altered through the regulatory process.
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The Department published proposed rulemaking in the Pennsylvania Bulletin on April 9, 2016

and provided a 30-day public comment period. (See 46 Pa.B. 1798 (Apr. 9, 2016)). The

comments and the Department’s responses to them appear in the summary of this Final

Rulemaking.

II. SUMMARY AM) OVERVIEW OF GENERAL COMMENTS

The Department received close to 300 letters of comment on its proposed rulemaking.

Commentators included individual school nurses, physicians, chiropractors, parents and

grandparents, members of the general public, vaccine manufacturers and interest groups such as

the March of Dimes, the Pennsylvania Association of School Administrators (PASA), the

Pennsylvania State Education Association (PSEA), the Pennsylvania School Boards Association

(PSBA), the Pennsylvania Immunization Coalition (PAIC), the Home School Legal Defense

Association (HSLDA), the National Meningitis Association (NMA) and the Pennsylvania

Coalition for Informed Consent (PACIC). The Independent Regulatory Review Commission

(IRRC) also provided the Department with its comments.

-

- The comments fall into several broad categories: general support for school immunizations;

general opposition to required school immunizations; opposition to vaccines in general;

-_____ concerns regarding the cost and benefit of vaccines in general, and the meningococcal and

pertussis vaccinations in particular; opposition to and support for the reduction of the

provisional period; and opposition to and support for requiring a statement of history of varicella

disease from a physician, a certified registered nurse practitioner (CRNP) or a physician assistant

(PA). There were also demands for Pennsylvania-specific data relating to numbers and costs of
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outbreaks of disease in this state. Many commentators commented on specific sections of the

rulemaking; this Preamble sets out those general comments as well as comments that are related

to specific sections.

General comments in support of rulemaking

The PAJC supported the Department’s regulations. The PAIC stated that it is critical to do all

that can be done to maintain our high rates of childhoodlstudent immunizations, and that the

changes to the immunization regulations would definitely increase “community immunity” in

schools and communities, as well as more accurate data collection. The PAIC also stated that the

rulemaking would decrease the time and labor dedicated by school nurses to remind parents to

complete required vaccine series.

The Department agrees with the commentator.

The March of Dimes supported the Department’s regulations. The March of Dimes stated that it

had led successful efforts to develop a vaccine for polio, which ultimately ended the polio

epidemic in the United States. The March of Dimes further stated that the CDC declared

vaccines to be one of the top 10 public health achievements of the century.

The Department agrees with the commentator.

PASA supported the Department’s efforts to increase immunization rates of school-aged children

in order to decrease the risk of exposure of communicable disease to students, staff, parents and
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visitors to public schools. According to PASA, inadequate immunization of schoolaged

children increases the potential for outbreaks and major disruption in student learning. PASA

stated that this has the potential to increase the cost to taxpayers of operating schools during an

outbreak by requiring schools to hire substitute teachers and other staff to fill in for staff

impacted by the disease outbreak.

PASA also stated, however, that the Department must balance the budgetary limitations and

administrative capacity of school districts and other school entities to carry out the new

requirements against the public health objective to maximize compliance with the regulations.

PASA stated that the cost and paperwork estimate severely understated the increased

administrative and paperwork burden on schools. PASA stated that since 2011, school districts

have lost more than 23,000 positions due to budgetary reasons, including 600 administrators and

administrative positions. Any policy change that requires increased staff time to oversee, track,

intervene and report on compliance with childhood immunization requirements will either

require existing staff to shift existing priorities, or require the school district to add staff, perhaps

at the expense of addressing other critical needs. The positive intent of this change in regulation

is too important to be lost in the administrative burden that will undoubtedly occur as school

districts work to manage the myriad of umfunded mandates that are passed down in the form of

regulations and legislation.

The Department appreciates PASA’s support of the Department’s public health objective. The

Department is aware of the budgetary and administrative concerns of schools and school

districts. The Department notes, however, that according to the comments received from many
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school nurses throughout the Commonwealth, the implementation of this regulation will fall on

them. According to those school nurses, they are the school staff that are currently checking

immunizations, raising exclusion issues, and reporting to the Department. Yet PSEA, which

provided comments supporting school nurses, did not raise an issue with respect to the

shortening of time frames to review medical certificates from 60 days to 30 days, or with respect

to reporting requirements. The Department acknowledges that the manner in which school

districts are operated is within the purview of the school district, and that having school nurses

perform these functions may not be how every school district functions. The Department cannot

comment on how many positions in schools have been cut due to budgetary considerations or on

how many of those positions were actually concerned with daily immunization compliance in

schools.

PSEA supported the regulation, although it stated that it understood and respected the concerns

that were raised in some of the other public comments submitted to the Department. PSEA

stated that it strongly supports the Department’s effort to establish a sense of urgency around the

issue of immunization by reducing the provisional period from eight months to five days. PSEA

stated that Pennsylvania can be proud of its record for immunizing school-aged children, but

stated that more needed to be done in order to reach the herd immunization levels of 95% or

greater recommended by the CDC. PSEA stated that this was particularly important for students

who are immune-compromised in order to help reduce their exposure to infections that could

have been prevented with a vaccine. According to the PSEA, ensuring that children are healthy

is a critical factor for keeping them in school ready to learn. PSEA said that school nurses play
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an integral part in helping to protect children and entire school communities from vaccine

preventable diseases.

PSEA urged the Department to implement evidence-based strategies to increase access to

vaccinations where needed. PSEA lauded the Department’s “Don’t Wait. Vaccinate.” program,

and urged the Department to work with schools and other community-based partners to increase

awareness of this program for students and families.

PSEA also recommended that the Department consider school-located vaccination clinics in

areas where there are gaps in providers or other challenges to providing vaccinations to increase

vaccine rates by increasing direct access to care in schools. PSEA noted that school-based

clinics could be an alternative to vaccination at a physician’s office or a public clinic, and would

reduce barriers to vaccine access because of family schedules, transportation, or concerns about

additional co-pays or visits to providers.

The Department appreciates PSEA’s support of its “Don’t Wait. Vaccinate.” program, and its

recommendations regarding how to increase access to vaccines. Unfortunately, the Department

cannot offer school vaccination clinics as PSEA envisions. The Department can only provide

vaccines to those children eligible for the federal Vaccines for Children (VFC) Program. See 42

U.S.C. § 1396a(62) and 1396s. The only children eligible for this program are children who

meet one of a list of criteria. Two of those criteria are that the child must be either uninsured, or

underinsured (that is, the insurance that the child has does not cover immunizations). Id. at

§ 13 96s. The Department does provide vaccine for “catch-up” clinics in schools for vaccine-
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eligible children, if the school applies to the Department. The vaccine may only be given to

those children who meet the eligibility criteria for the VFC Program, however. The Department

will address the remainder of PSEA’s comments as they apply to specific sections of the

regulations, infra.

One commentator, identifying himself as an infectious disease physician, stated that he

absolutely agreed with the regulations requiring all children attending school to have the

appropriate indicated vaccinations to prevent diseases such as measles and other vaccine-

preventable diseases.

The Department agrees with the commentator.

One commentator, identifying herself as a school nurse, stated that the changes were minimal

and would help school nurses maintain optimal immunization rates in this Commonwealth, as

well as help dispel the misperception that vaccines cause autism and other related complications.

The commentator stated that she would like the Department to take on the misinformation that is

being spread by a vocal minority -- the chiropractic community -- as well as certain belief

systems that immunizations cause disease rather than protect against it.

The Department thanks the commentator for her support, and will address the question of

vaccines and their relationship to disease, infra.
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PSBA supported the Department’s goals and approach to ensure that children are appropriately

vaccinated in order to safeguard the school community from the spread of certain diseases, but

stated that further refinement to the proposal would give school districts sufficient time to update

the mechanisms used to implement the regulations.

The Department appreciates PSBA’s support, and will address the remainder of PSBA’s

comments as they apply to specific sections of the regulations, infra.

One commentator stated she was in full agreement with the immunization requirements, because

in her school district, there was an outbreak of pertussis at the end of 2015 and “it was a real

mess.”

One commentator stated that she supported the Department’s regulation, because, in her area,

there is an influx of students lacking adequate irmnunizations, and there have been varicella,

measles and pertussis outbreaks in her district and in surrounding areas.

One commentator, identifying herself as school nurse writing on behalf of children who are not

immunized or who cannOt be immunized for health-related reasons, relayed a situation with

which she was currently dealing; it involved a suspected case of mumps in a school to which

three unimmunized children were exposed. One of those children had leukemia, and could not

be vaccinated. According to the commentator, it was difficult to tell the parents of the child with

leukemia that the potential case of mumps had not been confirmed by a serology test, because

without that information a well-considered decision about whether to risk the vaccine for their
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child or risk the disease could not be made. The commentator pointed out that this also raised

questions about excluding the other non-immunized students, who had exemptions based on

strong moral and religious beliefs. She stated that parents were questioning the validity of the

diagnosis, and asking for conclusive information, which she did not have. She stated that if

health care providers would have to confirm cases of communicable diseases by simple means

such as serology, the course of action in this case would have been clear. She stated that she is

still evaluating the impact of the suspected case of mumps on her school, and hoping that no

further cases arise.

The Department appreciates the support of these commentators.

One commentator supported the regulation and the Department’s efforts to reduce vaccine-

preventable diseases within this Commonwealth. This commentator cited the World Health

Organization, the CDC, and other leading health authorities in stating that vaccines are one of the

most valuable health innovations in modem times, and help save and improve the lives of all

people of all ages around the world. The commentator also cited the CDC as stating that if

vaccine rates fall below a certain level, there may be an increase in vaccine-preventable diseases,

even if these diseases are no longer common in the United States.

The Department appreciates this commentator’s support, and agrees that childhood

immunizations play an important role in reducing the incidence of vaccine-preventable diseases.

General comments, recommendations, and concerns
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One conunentator recommended that the Department simply adopt ACIP’s recommendations

regarding vaccinations by reference, and avoid the need for the Department’s updating of

regulations every time ACIP makes a change to its recommendations. The commentator noted

that this would take into account the fact that ACIP’ s recommendations evolve over time, and

would give the Department greater flexibility to modify vaccine requirements on an ongoing

basis.

The Department has considered this particular comment with regard to ACIP ‘ s recommendations

on several previous occasions, and after reviewing its previous responses, will not revise the

regulations as the commentator has requested:

In determining what immunizations to require for school attendance, the Department reviews

ACIP’s guidelines and recommendations. The Department does not, however, typically or

uniformly accept or adopt all of ACIP’s recommendations, either for the immunizations the

Department will require, or for the standards applicable to those immunizations. ACIP’ s

recommendations are helpful and often definitive but may not take into consideration issues that

may be important to the adopting state jurisdiction.

Further, because ACIP’ s recommendations are based on the purely public health reason of

protecting children from every possible disease, the group does not take into account the

possibility of community reaction, nor should it. Practitioners, too, seeking to recommend the

best health practices to their patients, are not constrained by the need to accept and review public

comment regarding the efficacy and necessity of obtaining a particular vaccine. Through these
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regulations, however, the Department is in the position of mandating that a child obtain a

particular disease vaccine or be denied access to the educational system for some period of time.

To that end, the Department must allow for the public to review and present its concerns

regarding such a mandate. For example, to have adopted the ACIP recommendations without

further review would have mandated the provision of HPV to all boys and girls attending school

without allowing for public comment. Regardless of one’s position with respect to the efficacy

of and necessity for receiving this particular vaccine, the HPV vaccine has given rise to some

controversy and concern among the public.

In addition, there are groups of individuals who strongly disagree with any immunization of

children, and many of them have commented on these regulations. Regardless of one’s view of

this issue, in the context of a regulation that requires immunizations for school attendance, rather

than recommending them for personal health reasons, these persons, too, should have a

meaningful opportunity to voice their concerns.

Adopting ACIP recommendations upon their issuance would raise other issues. Some

immunizations for diseases that are not prevalent in the Commonwealth would involve

unnecessary cost to patients. For example, with respect to the hepatitis A vaccine, although

ACIP is careful to recommend vaccination against hepatitis A in states that are considered to be

at high risk, a simple adoption of ACIP requirements would be insufficient to fully explain to the

regulated community, that is, children, parents and guardians, and schools, whether the

immunization is or is not required. These persons are unlikely to know that Pennsylvania is, in
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fact, not considered to be a high risk state for this disease due to low prevalence of hepatitis A

disease. This would necessitate additional guidance from the Department in some form.

While the issuance of additional guidance does not, at first glance, appear to be overly

burdensome, it is not the effect on the Department that raises the issue here. The Department

attempts to make its school immunization regulations as simple as possible, to aid schools and

school nurses in their responsibilities to make certain only children who are appropriately

vaccinated are attending school. To this end, the Department attempts to limit the number of

communications with respect to existing requirements. ACIP issues recommendations three

times a year, however, and adopting ACIP recommendations wholesale would require schools

and school nurses to review children for the appropriate vaccine requirements at least three times

eachyear to ensure compliance with recommended changes.

Adopting ACIP’s recommendations, without being able to review and affirmatively accept each

one, with whatever modifications deemed necessary, would inhibit the flexibility needed by the

Department to apply its and the Board’s expertise to the question of what immunizations are

appropriate as a condition of school attendance. This requires a balancing of the importance of

immunization to Pennsylvania children in preventing morbidity and mortality, versus the burden

the requirements would place upon schools, parents, and the community.

In fact, the legislature has recognized the Department and the Board as authoritative on the issue

of immunizations. In the Disease Prevention and Control Law of 1955, (see section 16(a)(6) &

(b) (35 P.S. 521.16(a)(6) & (b)), the Administrative Code of 1929, (see section 2111(c.l) (71
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P.S. §541(c.1)), and the School Code of 1949, (see section 1303a (24 P.S. § 13-1303a(a)), the

legislature has authorized the Department, with the Board and without reference to ACIP, to

create a list of diseases against which children must be immunized. To cede this authority to

create a list of diseases to a federal advisory committee that has no rulemaking authority or

responsibility, and whose recommendations are not subject to a rigorous rulemaking process

prior to issuance, is not in accord with the General Assembly’s direction to the Department. It is

the Department’s responsibility, with the approval of the Board and the necessary state

regulatory review bodies, including the legislature, to determine when and how to add required

immunizations to the list.

The Department may review standards from groups with expertise in the matters the Department

is seeking to regulate and may consult with those groups as well. In fact, the Department has

done, and continues to do, just that in many areas falling under its purview. When the legislature

has delegated a responsibility to the Department, however, the final execution of that

responsibility rests with the Department under the law. Therefore, the Department may review

and approve standards recommended by independent entities, but cannot, however, adopt future

unspecified and unknown standards and guidelines.

Then, too, there is a question as to whether it is beneficial to allow some time to pass before

accepting an ACIP recommendation as a mandate for school attendance. There may be problems

with a vaccine that ACIP has not anticipated. The Department notes that, although the vaccine

against the rotavirus was not recommended by ACLP for the age group in question here, within

four months of ACIP’s recommendation relating to that immunization, problems arose, and
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children suffered severe injury and death from twisting of the bowel, attributable to the vaccine.

If this were to occur following the adoption of an immunization mandate for school attendance,

the public’s trust in state government to properly protect them could be irreparably damaged.

The Department understands the concern that the regulatory process lags behind current thinking

of the scientific community. New vaccinations continue to be developed, and recommendations

of knowledgeable bodies change from day to day. What remains a constant, however, is the

Department’s commitment to protect the health and safety of the children of the Commonwealth

by ensuring that it exercises its discretion and expertise to review recommendations and only

require the most appropriate immunizations for school attendance in this Commonwealth. The

fact that this may take some time only means that such vaccinations are not required for a child’s

attendance at school immediately upon their recommendation by ACIP. It does not prevent a

physician from recommending and offering the vaccination to his or her patients when the

recommendations are issued. The Department would rather be cautious in the exercise of its

discretion than place additional burdens on the citizens of the Commonwealth by relying too

much on outside groups and abdicating its responsibilities to take the most efficient and practical

means necessary to prevent and control the spread of disease.

One commentator stated that she felt school nurses had not been consulted as to what was best

• practice in a school setting.

The Department disagrees with this cormnent. The Department has always been aware of the

need for comment by school nurses, and in this case, specifically sent notice by email of the
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proposed rulemaking to school nurses to solicit their comments. The Department received

multiple comments from school nurses.

PACIC stated that the Department did not solicit input from the public in a manner that would

allow the most affected parties -- parents of school-aged children in this Commonwealth -- to

participate and comment. PACIC stated that publishing a notice in the Pennsylvania Bulletin is

insufficient advertising to reach the public. The commentator stated that parents will be affected

but have not been properly involved in the process as the law and regulations suggest they

should. The commentator stated that the Department technically followed the regulatory

procedure, but should have advertised more broadly to parents as to how they could comment.

As the commentator notes, the Department complied with the requirements of the Regulatory

Review Act (71 P.S. § 745.1 —745.15) regarding the solicitation of public comment. 71 P.S.

§ 745.5(b). The Department also advertised and held a public meeting of the Advisory Health

Board on November 4, 2015, which is required to approve the list of immunizations. 24 P.S.

§ 13-1303a(a); see also 71 P.S. § 541(c.1) and 35 P.S. § 521.16(a)(6). The Department notes

that the State Board .of Education also held public meetings at which the proposed regulations

were discussed. Opportunities for comment were provided during meetings of the Committee on

Chapter 11 and the Council of Basic Education on January 13, 2016, and at the meeting of the

State Board of Education (State Board) on January 14, 2016. 45 Pa.B. 6332 (October 24, 2015).

The Department provided information on the proposed regulations to school nurses as well.

Finally, the Department notes that although PACIC stated that parents were not involved as they
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should have been, the Department received nearly 300 letters of comment, many of which were

from interested parents, grandparents and other interested persons.

One commentator raised a concern that there are so many students whose parents sign waivers

that the actual impact of the regulations could be very minimal. The commentator’s student

population includes a large number of students with autism and special needs, and unfortunately

a large number of under-immunized students.

The Department disagrees with the commentator. The Department believes that its data shows

that the number of students obtaining medical and religious exemptions is nominal in general,

and does not greatly impact the number of overall students not receiving irmnunizations. The

percentage of children in school year 2014-2015, with 4450 schools reporting was as follows:

the number of children with medical exemptions in kindergarten was 462 or 032% of children in

that grade and, in 7th grade 799 or 0.54%. The number of children with religious/philosophical

exemptions in kindergarten was 2536, or 1.76%, and the number in the ‘7th grade was 4010, or

2.69%. The number of children admitted provisionally in that school year was 13,890 in

kindergarten, or 9.66%, and in 7th grade, 25,265 or 16.92%. For the 2015-2016’ school year,

with 3908 schools reporting, the data showed the following: the percentage of children in

kindergarten with medical exemptions was 795, or 0.4% of children enrolled, and 1274 children

7th grade, or 0.5%. The number of children with religious/philosophical exemptions in

kindergarten was 4181, or 1.8%, and in the 7th grade, 6580 children, or 2.3%. The number of

children admitted provisionally in that school year was 6,792 in kindergarten, or 5.1%, and

‘Tn 2015-2016, the Department pushed the school reporting deadline back to March of 2016.
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14,383 in 7th grade or 10%. See School infonnation System, School Immunization Summary

both Public and Private Schools, School Year: 2014-2015 (hereinafter referred to as” School

Immunization Summary 20 14-2015”), retrieved from

http ://www.health.pa. gov/My%20Healthllmmunizations/schoolinimunizationrates/Documents/2

014 15 SILR.pdf (accessed September 14, 2016) and School Information System, School

Immunization Summary both Public and Private Schools, School Year: 20 15-2016 (hereinafter

referred to as” School Immunization Summary 2015-20 16”), retrieved from

http://www.health.pa. ov/My%20HealthIImmunizations/schoolimmunizationrates/Documents/2

015 16 SILR.pdf (accessed September 14, 2016). The Department believes that the change in

the way children are provisionally admitted to school will reduce the potential for disease at. --. -.

those periods during the school year in which children are under-immunized. Of course, there is

always the potential for there to be areas with a large percentage of under-immunized children.

The Department hopes that education and outreach to health care practitioners as well as to

parents and guardians can increase immunization rates school-by-school.

The PACIC stated that the Department only provided data regarding the provisional period, and

did not provide data relating to its reasoning to increase the required number of vaccines. The

PACIC stated that this was a proposal to force a medical procedure on every student in the

Commonwealth, and this is a very serious undertaking and must be considered with the utmost

scrutiny. The PACIC stated that every aspect of these changes must be supported by data, and

the Department was lacking in its answer to the questions posed by IRRC. The PACIC asked

that oversight personnel comb through these comments and consider the seriousness of the
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matter. The PACIC stated that these regulations will have serious impacts on the majority of

Pennsylvania families as well as the Commonwealth itself.

The Department disagrees with the commentator’s statement that the rulemaking is an attempt to

force a medical procedure on every student in the Commonwealth. A vaccine is not a medical

procedure. The Department understands that many commentators believe that the decision

whether to vaccinate their children should be made by parents, guardians and grandparents alone,

and that immunizations should not be mandated. The Department, however, is charged with

protecting the health and safety of all the citizens of this Commonwealth, and with choosing the

most efficient and effective way of doing so. See section 2102(a) of The Administrative Code of

1929 (71 P. S. § 532(a)). After reviewing all the comments to its proposed rulemaking, the

Department stands finn in its belief that the benefits of requiring certain vaccinations for school

entry and attendance outweigh the potential risks raised by commentators. Therefore, the

Department has made no change to the regulation. The Department has addressed the request

that it supply data for the additional dose of meningococcal vaccine it is requiring in its

responses to that specific section. The Department has also supplied additional information

relating to the pertussis component of the vaccination in response to comments on that section.

One commentator stated that the Department’s changes will not improve the situation in schools,

but changes like requiring a 4th polio dose, a 2’’ meningitis dose, and a medical certificate with a

change in review from 60 days to 30 days will simply create more paperwork for the certified

school nurses.
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The Department acknowledges the amount of good work school nurses do and will continue to

do in the course of changes to the immunization requirements. The Department’s amendment to

the regulations is intended to continue to keep children safe in the face of emerging and re

emerging diseases, which require revisions like adding an additional meningitis dose. The

Department notes that the existing regulation regarding polio states that three or more doses are

required (28 Pa. Code § 23.83(b)(3) (relating to poliomyelitis)) and speciing four simply

clarifies an existing regulation. The Department expects that school nurses, in carrying out their

responsibilities to ensure the safety of students, are continually reviewing vaccination records

and ensuring that children are up to date. The Department is hopeful that with continuing

education and the work of dedicated school nurses, the situation in schools regarding

immunization levels has improved and will continue to improve.

One commentator commented on a sentence in the Preamble that stated: “Parents believe that

they no longer need fear, as they did in the past, that a child will be blinded, seriously disabled or

killed by measles, polio, diphtheria, pertussis, tetanus, hepatitis B or chickenpox, since up to the

present time, these diseases do not occur with the frequency that they did in the past.” The

commentator stated that in the past families were not as transient as they are now, and that their

family doctor did not change with the frequency that now may occur. The commentator stated

that they did not have to get their medical records to go from one place to another, risking their

loss or improper transcription.

The Department does not disagree with the statements made by the commentator. The

Department’s only intention in making this particular statement in the Preamble was to note that
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it believed this was a potential cause for the vaccine rates being seen by the Department. Other

commentators have seen the same trend. See Bruesewitz v. Jyeth. LLC, 562 U.S. 223, 226

(2011) (citations omitted) (“But in the 1970’s and 1980’s vaccines became, one might say,

victims of their own success. They had become so effective in preventing infectious diseases

that the public beèame much less alarmed at the threat of those diseases.”)

Comments regarding costs andpaperwork and affectedpersons section of the Preamble and
Regulatory Analysis Form (RAF) to Proposed Rulemaking

One commentator stated that the fact that parents would need proof of a medical certificate, or

would have to obtain titers to prove an immunization, would result in substantial cost to the

parents, and that the Department had not adequately addressed this issue under the Cost and

Paperwork section of the Preamble to Proposed Rulemaking. The commentator stated that most

titers would not be covered by insurance because it is cheaper to revaccinate if in doubt, and

titers are very expensive. The commentator also raised the question of additional paperwork and

took issue with the Department’s statement in the Preamble to Proposed Rulemaking that the

general public would not have additional paperwork, since parents were the general public.

The Department acknowledged the additional cost, time and paperwork to parents of obtaining a

history of immunity from a physician, CRNP or PA in the Preamble to Proposed Rulemaking.

See 46 Pa.B. 1798 (April 9, 2016). Parents are considered part of the regulated community,

however, and are addressed in the Regulated Community section of the Regulatory Analysis for

(RAF) to the Proposed Rulemaking, and not in the General Public section. Afier reviewing

comments relating to paperwork and cost issues of changing the history of immunity language

relating to varicella, including the potential costs of obtaining a blood test to prove immunity, the
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Department has decided to change the regulation. Further responses to individual comments

relating to § 23.83(b)(5)(ii)(B) (relating to varicelia (chickenpox)) are addressed later in the

Preamble. Further costs regarding obtaining a medical certificate are discussed with comments

relating to § 23.85(e)(1) (ii) & (iii).

One commentator also raised a question with regard to the following statement made in the

Affected Persons section of the Preamble to Proposed Rulemaking:

The effects of time and funds spent should be outweighed by the benefits to
children and their parents, however. Because requiring these immunizations or a
more accurate proof of immunity would protect children from contracting
measles, polio, diphtheria, pertussis, meningitis, chickenpox and mumps, and
other childhood diseases, their parents or guardians would not have to miss work,
worry, or pay medical bills related to these diseases. Physicians and health care
providers would not have to treat sick children. Department staff would not need
to become involved in the prevention of outbreaks of vaccine preventable diseases
as they do now. Children and school staff members who are unable to be
vaccinated would now be protected as well.

The commentator asked what the actual data shows for the Commonwealth and nationally. In

the commentator’s high school, there have been no outbreaks in the past decade. The

commentator stated that they have had to participate in two pertussis investigations and a

chickenpox investigation, with no student contracting the disease. The students were in contact

with students from 13 other school districts on a daily basis.

The Department disagrees with the commentator. While the commentator has stated that her

school district had no confirmed case or outbreak, the school district was still involved in case

investigations, all involving time and money invested in contact tracing and immunization of

those at risk and all stemniing from at least one case with the disease which sparked the

investigation. Also, such investigations could potentially result in the exclusion of susceptible
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students and adults, that is, children and adults without immunizations or evidence of immunity.

In the case of a measles outbreak, exclusion may last for as long as 14 days after the appearance

of the last case of measles. Such a disruption — for both parents and the child -- even as a

potential rather than an actuality, far outweighs cost concerns.

Several commentators, including the PACIC, stated that the specific costs listed in Sections 19

and 20 of the RAF to Proposed Rulemaking were insufficient to support the rulemaking. These

commentators took issue with the Department’s reference to the costs of the California measles

outbreak and stated that these costs seemed excessive. One commentator requested costs for

state outbreaks, which the commentator believed were muchlower. Commentators, including

the PACIC, demanded more reliable data and a total dollar cost to the Commonwealth before any

further action could be taken. -

Several commentators, including the PACIC, stated that the Department should address the cost

to the Commonwealth and the cost to families of adverse effects from vaccines. The PACIC

noted that these adverse reactions can include Guillain-Barre Syndrome, encephalopathy and

paralysis, all of which require a lifetime of care at high cost to both the family and the state.

The PACIC commented that the cost of a pertussis outbreak, according to a CDC study, is

approximately $2,172 per case. The PACIC stated that in 2014, this Commonwealth had 813

reported cases of pertussis, and that approximately 50% of those were in school-aged

individuals. The PACIC stated that the total cost based on these number is $882,918.
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The PACIC stated that the Department did not sufficiently describe the cost to each party, and

did not do due diligence by providing any actual data. The PACIC stated that this was an

important question that needed to be addressed in detail, with numbers as to the financial and

economic impact of this, with co-pays, lost work hours, lab fees, more reporting procedures and

personnel hours. The PACIC stated that this would easily total several million dollars, which

warrants further examination.

One commentator stated that the Department claimed no costs but many benefits of blanket

vaccination. The commentator stated that the Department said there were benefits of sparing

children the disease, but no discussion of the costs of side effects. The commentator stated that

every vaccine comes with extensive warnings of serious side effects including death, and vaccine

manufacturers paid out $3 billion, so it is clear there are costs. The commentator stated that

there is no discussion of the effectiveness of needed levels of compliance to meet the

“mysterious” goals of the Department. The commentator asked how many deaths in the United

States will balance out the 18 reported disease deaths. The commentator asked how many more

cases Pennsylvania had than more highly vaccinated nearby states. if there is no significant

difference, why is the Department pushing so hard to force vaccinations. The commentator

asked for a real cost benefit analysis instead of “skewed propaganda.”

IRRC also noted that many commentators had raised questions with regard to the Department’s

answers to the Regulatory Analysis Form, including Sections 17, 18 and 19, stating that costs

will run into the millions of dollars. IRRC commented that many commentators questioned the

applicability of insurance to vaccinations and noted their possible expense. TRRC also stated that
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commentators have complained that the Department has significantly understated the increased

administrative and paperwork burden to school districts. IRRC requests specific cost estimates

related to the impact of the final form regulation on the regulated community.

The Department is aware that some commentators, including IRRC, have raised issues regarding

insurance and cost and the issue of when physicians choose to give immunizations. The

Department has responded to those questions in this Preamble, infra, at pages 98, 197-198, 208-

210, and 318-320, infra.

The Department disagrees with the comments regarding cost, and has not changed the regulation.

The Department is not implementing an entirely new school immunization requirement and

reporting system. In these amendments, the Department has reduced the provisional period,

which already exists in some form, has added a vaccine requirement for entry into the 1 2th grade,

and, by adding pertussis to the list of diseases against which a child must be vaccinated for

school entry and attendance, has clarified that the ACIP-recommended vaccine for the diphtheria

and tetanus requirement is a vaccine that includes a pertussis component — DTaP -- unless

pertussis is contraindicated for that child. Although DT is available, there are no single antigen

diphtheria, single antigen tetanus or single antigen pertussis vaccines available in the United

States.

In determining a cost/benefit of adding vaccine, the Department looked at recommendations by

ACIP, including ACIP’ s own cost/benefit analysis, the fact the vaccine was licensed by the

United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA), which reviews safety trials before licensing
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vaccines, and the costs of outbreaks and disease on students, their families, and the

Commonwealth. The Department did provide cost data from a recent measles outbreak in

California and also provided data relating to Commonwealth cases of that disease. While it has

done no study on costs of Commonwealth outbreaks, the Department believes the costs of

outbreaks in other states, including California, should be sufficient to provide information on

what the cost of a vaccine-preventable disease in the Commonwealth could he. The claim that

actual costs in Pennsylvania might be different is correct, depending upon the relative dollar

amounts for the costs that go into an outbreak response. However, the types ofcosts are the

same, because the methodologies used for disease control are the same. The Department will

discuss these costs, generally, below, and will discuss the costs relating to MCV separately at

pages 208-2 15 of this Preamble, infra.

With respect to the cost of adverse events relating to vaccines, and the cost effectiveness of

vaccines, the Department disagrees with the commentators. At least one study suggests that

childhood vaccination will prevent an estimated 322 million illnesses, 21 million

hospitalizations, and 732,000 deaths over the lifetimes of children born between 1994 and 2013.

“Benefits from Immunization during the Vaccines for Children Program Era — United States,

1994-2013” (hereinafterreferred to as “Benefits from Immunization”)MMWR (April 25, 2014)

Vol. 63(16); at 352-355, retrieved from

https ://www.cdc. ov/mmwr/preview/mmwrhtm1/mm63 1 6a4.htm (accessed August 6, 2016).

The study concluded that vaccination would potentially avert $402 billion in direct costs, and
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$1.5 trillion in societal costs because of illnesses prevented in birth cohorts between 1994-2013 2

The study found routine childhood vaccination to have created $107 billion in direct costs and

$121 billion in societal costs. After accounting for these costs, the study found the net present

values, or net savings from payers’ and societal perspectives, to be $295 billion and $1.38

trillion, respectively. While no one has undertaken a specific analysis of Pennsylvania data for

such studies, Pennsylvania data figured into this research.

With respect to the data provided by the PACIC regarding costs of a pertussis outbreak, the

Department notes that this is not Pennsylvania cost data either, but is data from a school-based

pertussis outbreak in Omaha, Nebraska, in three months in 2008. See “Local Health Department -

Costs Associated with Response to a School-Based Pertussis Outbreak --- Omaha, Nebraska,

September--November 2008,” MMWR, 60(0 1); at 5-9 (January 14, 2011) (hereinafter referred to

as “Omaha Study”), retrieved from

2 The study considered program costs, including cost of the vaccine, cost of administration,
vaccine adverse events, and parent travel and work time lost. The cost analysis was conducted
from both health care (direct) and societal (indirect and direct) perspectives. Direct costs
included outbreak control and outpatient and inpatient visits. Indirect costs included the
productivity losses from premature mortality, which was estimated using the human capital
approach. Costs for work were determined by the number of days of missed work (for provision
of care to sick children, for illness among cohort members, or for resulting disability) multiplied
by the daily wage rate associated with the value of lost wage-earning work and the imputed value
of housekeeping and home-care activities. The cost of vaccine administration from a private
provider was estimated at $29.07. The cost of vaccine administration at a public clinic was
estimated at $8.15. The study’s authors assumed that caregivers take 2 hours off from work to
take the child for a vaccination, based on previous economic studies. The study’s authors then
assumed that the average cost for these caregivers was $18.19 per hour, and that the cost for
travel to a clinic was $23.45. See VFC Publications Supplement, “Appendix: Methods for the
Cost Benefit Analysis Presented in ‘Benefits from Immunization During the Vaccines for
Children Program Era — United States, 1994—2013” (hereinafter referred to as “Supplement to
Benefits,” at 3-4, retrieved from http://www.cdc. gov/vaccines/programs/vfc/pubs/methods/
(accessed August 6, 2016).
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http ://www.cdc. gov/mrnT/preview/mmhtmI/mm600 I a2.htm (accessed August 6, 2016).

That study found that the cost per case was indeed $2,171, and that cost was attributable to the

local health department, or, approximately 1% of the local health department’s annual budget,

which would affect taxpayers. The study stated that “1) staff members reported 1,032 person-

hours spent responding to the outbreak, and 2) the total cost of outbreak response, including

overhead, labor, travel, and other costs, was $52,131 (measured in 2008 U.s. dollars). The

majority of costs (59%) occurred during an intensive 10-day period, when most of the contact

tracing and prophylaxis recommendations were made.” Id. at 2. The outbreak took up a great

deal of staff time according to the study. The study found that each case of pertussis required

nearly 42 regular person-hours and approximately 1 hour of overtime. The time spent

investigating a pertussis case included tracing of all close contacts, and each pertussis case led to

an average of 21 telephone calls and chemoprophylaxis recommendations for six close contacts.

The health department did not pay for antibiotics or laboratory testing, which presumably was

borne by the individuals through insurance or otherwise. According to the study, “[o]f the total

cost, the largest components were investigations (37.2%) and decisions and implementation

(22.9%). Resource use was most intensive during the outbreak period for all divisions [of the

health department involved], Epidemiology (156% of budgeted hours), Administration (46%),

and Media Relations (41%).” Id. at 2. According to the study, the Epidemiology Division had a

resource use of 156%, reflecting overtime and compensation hours worked during the outbreak

period. In total, staff members reported 28 hours of overtime with the largest component of

overtime allocated to investigation-related activities. Id. at 3.
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In reviewing the findings, an editorial note stated that they were subject to at least three

limitations.

First, this report focused on the direct public cost incurred by a local health department in
response to a pertussis outbreak. The private costs of pertussis, including those costs
borne by patients, persons recommended chemoprophylaxis, health-care providers, or
institutions, were not analyzed in this study. However, private costs of pertussis are well
studied elsewhere and can be substantial. Second, although this report measured the total
delay in projects resulting from the outbreak, it did not measure the type or number of
projects delayed. Future cost analyses also should measure the “opportunity costt of
outbreaks in more detail. Finally, although these data offer a picture of public health cost
when responding to an outbreak, they only reflect the resource use of one health
department and might differ for other health departments. For example, health
departments that pay for laboratory testing and antibiotic courses for patients would incur
additional costs.

Id. In short, the costs to the government, including taxpayers, and to the health system of any

outbreak response can be significant.

Pennsylvania would respond to an outbreak in the same way that Nebraska did. Once a case is

reported, the individual, or the parents or guardians of a child, is interviewed and close contacts

are identified. Those individuals are contacted and interviewed to find more contacts.

Depending on CDC recommendations, different drug regimens may be prescribed. Depending

on the disease, children and adults who are presumed susceptible or are unvaccinated, those who

cannot prove a history of immunity depending on the disease in question, or those showing

symptoms may be excluded from school until they are treated or until the exclusionary period

ends. That period differs for different diseases. For example, with measles, the exclusionary

period for susceptible children is 14 days from the date of the last case. The more cases that are

reported, the longer the exclusionary period.



In the Nebraska case, chemoprophylaxis was recommended for those persons who had direct

face-to-face contact with an ill person, or who shared a confined space with an ill person for

more than one hour, or who had direct contact with respiratory, nasal or oral sections from a

symptomatic person. The health department in that case recommended exclusion from school of

persons with a cough until they were evaluated by a doctor, and then, when more cases were

reported, recommended students with a cough be excluded until evaluated by aphysician and

either treated or determined to have pertussis.

The Department has not looked at cost in a school-based outbreak of pertussis, but it has looked

at cost in a pertussis outbreak in a health care facility. In that circumstance, it took upwards of

two weeks to diagnose the case, and by that time there were a number of symptomatic health

care workers and many exposed contacts. The costs to the health care facility approximated

$74,870, including laboratory tests, antibiotic treatment and prophylaxis, and incidental costs

(labor and postage). There were also indirect costs to the health care facility of $11,200,

including furloughs of workers. The health care workers themselves ended up with direct costs

of $4,679 in outpatient visits, hospitalization and medications, and indirect costs of $1,730 in

time lost from work.

Similar types of costs would attend an outbreak in school, although potentially the costs would

be spread throughout the affected community differently. Presumably a school would not pay

for laboratory testing or treatment as the hospital did, but teachers and students would have

copayments, and potential treatment and prophylaxis costs if uninsured or underinsured. If

required to exclude children and teachers, the school would bear that cost, including loss of
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work, and potentially loss of educational time. The school would further bear the cost of hiring

substitute teachers to the extent teachers were impacted.

In addition, the Department knows of a circumstance that would certainly involve cost in a

situation with a potential disease outbreak involving health care workers. In that situation, an

unvaccinated child was seen at a provider with a potentially highly infectious disease. The

suspect case was reported to the Department. The following day specimens were taken and sent

to the CDC for testing. The third day press releases regarding exposure were issued (the child

had been in various places during the period of communicability) and immunization clinics were

set up. Inimunization clinics continued on the fourth day. The fourth day additional titers from

unvaccinated health care personnel or those without immunization records were drawn for

testing. On the fifth day, the provider office and building where the child had been were closed.

The results from the CDC came back negative on the sixth day, and the office reopened one

week later.

During this potential outbreak, 186 contacts were followed by the Department, 93 of them were

quarantined, and 119 were immunized. This involved intense coordination with multiple

practices located in the building, to talk to staff and to notify patients who could have been at

risk. In addition, multiple employees of the practice who did not have titers drawn or records of

immunization could have been quarantined until either titers were drawn, or the situation

resolved itself. There was a disruption in the lives of patients and employees, loss of revenue to

the practices, and loss of work by the employees.
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The CDC also looked at the economic burden of 16 measles outbreaks on public health

departments in 2011. In that study, the estimated number of contacts was 8,936-17,450 persons.

The estimated number of personnel hours ranged from 42,645 to 83,133. The estimated

economic burden ranged from $2.7 million dollars to $5.3 million dollars.

The Department also did a literature review regarding the costs of measles outbreaks and found

the following:

• $142,452: 2004, Iowa

• $176,980: 2008, CA

• $799,136: 2008, Arizona

• $24,569: 2010,Kentucky

• $130,000: 2011,Utah

• $200,000: 2015, Challam County, WA

Dayan, G.H., et aL, “The cost of containing one case of measles: The Economic Impact on the

Public Health Infrastructure - Iowa,” Pediatrics, 116(1) (2004),

retrieved from http://pediatrics.aappublications.org/content/l 16/1/el (accessed May 19, 2016);

Chen, S.Y., et al., “Journal of Infectious Diseases. Health care-Associated Measles Outbreak in

the US After Importation: Challenges and Economic Impact,” Journal ofInfectious Diseases,

(Published April 28, 2011), retrieved from

http://jid.oxfordjournals.org/content1ear1y/2011/04/25/infdis.jin 15 .full.pdf+html (accessed May

19, 2016); “Costs of a Measles Outbreak,” Very Well, retrieved from

https://www.verywell.comlcosts-of-a-measles-outbreak-2633850 (accessed May 19, 2016).



The Department has weighed the potential costs of an outbreak to the Commonwealth, to the

Department itself, to the regulated cormnunity, including parents, guardians and children, both

vaccinated and unvaccinated. to the health care sector, and to the wider community, against the

costs of copayment, the potential for adverse reactions to children from these vaccinations, and

the costs of those adverse reactions. In the end, the Department believes it is appropriate to

require these immunizations. The Department has also relied upon ACIP’ s recommendations,

including its cost and benefit analysis, the cost and safety analysis done by the FDA in licensing

both MCV and DTaP. (Additional cost benefit information relating to MCV, including

references to the cost-benefit analysis performed by ACIP, is included in the Department’s

responses to § 23.83(c)(2) (relating to special requirements for tetanus and diphtheria toxoid and

acellular pertussis vaccine and meningococcal conjugate vaccine (MCV)), infra.) The legislature

has given the Department the authority to balance these costs and concerns and to then create the

list of diseases and conditions against which children must be vaccinated to enter and attend

school. The Department has exercised its discretion in this regard in promulgating this

rulemaking.

The PACIC commented that the Department’s response to Section 23 of the RAF, which

requires an estimate of the fiscal savings and costs associated with implementation and

compliance for the regulated community, local government, and state government for the current

year and five subsequent years, did not contain data, and that the estimated cost to the state

government should read “at least $1,701,245.”



The Department has addressed the question of the cost-effectiveness of meningococcal vaccine

infra,in the response to comments on § 23.83(c)(2), and has noted that cost-effectiveness studies

leading to ACIP’s recommendations included adverse events. See pages 208-215 and 217-219,

infra. With respect to the PACIC’ s comment regarding the appropriateness of the information in

Section 23 of the RAF, relating to cost to state government, the PACIC misunderstands the

purpose of this section. In order to determine state costs of a proposed or final rulemaking, the

cost to the state government is considered to be cost that must be made up by new state dollars.

The Immunization Program is not new, and is not funded out of state dollars, and so there are no

costs reflected for state government in Section 23. The cost of the program, or program

expenditures, is reflected in Section 23a and includes the potential amount for administrationoL.

vaccine doses. Section 23a showed the budgeted amount for the hnmunization Program for that

fiscal year and for the past 5 years. The Department, again in the Regulatory Analysis Form

(RAF) for this Final Rulemaking, shows no new state dollars in the cost for the Final

Rulemaking, because, again, there are no new state dollars funding the federally funded

Immunization Program.

Comments regarding VFC Program

The PACIC stated that the box allocated for the economic cost of the regulated population

should include copayments for at least 868,823 students not eligible for the VFC Program, as

students entering 12th grade have no other requirement for a doctor’s visit (such as a physical or

other examination). The PACIC stated that this will incur an office visit fee estimated at $20.00.

The PACIC stated that this totals $17,376,460. The PACIC asked how many children are using
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the VFC Program. The PACIC requested data and details about the popularity and funding of

the VFC Program.

The Department disagrees with the commentator. The number 868,823 cited by PACIC is not

the number of children entering 1 2th grade in any given year, but the number of children in the

Commonwealth eligible for the VFC Program in 2014 in all grades. PACIC appears to be

arguing that, since children entering the 1 2th grade have no other reason to be seen by a health

care provider, there will be additional copayments that cannot be attributable otherwise than to

administration of the vaccine. If this is the case, and the Department notes that children may

receive the dose at the age of 16, which may coincide with other scheduled childhood physicals,

the total number of students entering 12th grade in 2014 was 147,040, as the Department pointed

out in the RAF to Proposed Rulemaking. A study of the VFC Program for the period of 1994 to

2013 suggested that 70 % of children obtained their vaccines from private providers, and the cost

of administering a vaccine was roughly $29.07 per child (in 2013 dollars). See generally

“Supplement to Benefits,” at 4.

The Department had noted in the RAF to Proposed Rulemaking that in the Commonwealth,

approximately 50% of the children are eligible for the VFC Program; however, the Department

does not collect utilization data for the VFC Program. For public clinics, the Department noted

that the maximum regional charge in the Commonwealth was $23.14 per administration of the

dose to a child. Using the study numbers, the total cost of copayments for persons not obtaining

their vaccines from the public sector would be roughly $2.9 million dollars, or $29.04 per child.

The Department again points to the study done on the net cost savings from childhood vaccines
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from 1994 to 2013, the fact that ACIP has done a cost-effectiveness study of two doses of the

MCV vaccine and recommends that second dose, and the fact that the FDA has licensed the

vaccine. See generally, “Prevention and Control of Meningococcal Disease,” MMWR, March

22, 2013, 62(2) (hereinafter referred to as “Prevention and Control (2013)”) at 10, retrieved from

https ://www.cdc. gov/mm/preview/mmwrhtml/rr6202al .htm (accessed August 6, 2016).

The Department finds that the requirement of MCV in the 1 2th grade is safe and cost effective.

The Department also notes that parents and guardians have the option of seeking both medical

and religious exemptions.

In response to the commentator’s question regarding funding for the VFC Program, the program

is funded by federal dollars. The Pennsylvania VFC Program budget for the 20 15-2016 State

Fiscal Year was $77,363,406.70.

Comments regarding Whistleblower law suit against Merck

Several commentators mentioned that Merck, which has offices in Pennsylvania, is currently

defending its MMR vaccine against federal antitrust law suits. These commentators noted that

employee physicians and scientists claim that data regarding Merck’s vaccine’s efficacy was

falsified, the drug was mislabeled, and infonnation was intentionally concealed. They further

noted that these factors have implications for the federally-granted monopoly for the MMR

vaccine recommended by the federal government, and mandated by all states for entry into

schools.
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Another commentator also raised the Merck lawsuit and asked if this was why children must

now get two doses of the MMR vaccine, since the company claims that the 20% of the

population will not be properly immunized with just one dose anymore. The commentator

asked how we can hold these pharmaceutical companies accountable for failing products if

children’s titers are not checked after routine vaccination. The commentator stated that her

youngest daughter was tested several years after her first MMR and had no immunity to rubella

afterwards. The commentator asked how likely it was that she was just one of the supposed 20%

that will not respond and will need a second booster. The commentator asked whether the same

phenomenon was occurring with the combination diphtheria, pertussis, tetanus vaccine, where it

is being proposed that all 12 graders receive a 3’’ dose of this combination vaccine The

commentator asked how many times we should risk adverse reactions and permanent injury in

our children. The commentator questioned who was actually checking the children to see if they

possess the titers to these diseases in their blood stream. She asked whether it was safe to give

all these vaccines at once. The commentator asked that the Department require titers to be

routinely tested in children following vaccination, for example. The commentator stated that it

was her hope that children can one day be vaccinated safely for their health and not for a drug

company to prosper.

Two commentators stated that Merck’s MMR vaccine is the subject of a separate Whistleblower

claim, and that the data linking the vaccine to autism was suppressed by the CDC. One

commentator stated that this is especially significant since this tainted study is the one that was

relied upon by the National Institutes of Medicine when it investigated and concluded that there

was no autism link.
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The Department’s requirement that a child have inmiunity to measles, mumps and rubella is not

the subject of this Rulemaking. The Department did not require that all children have the MMR

vaccine because Merck has offices in the Commonwealth. The Department is not requiring all

children receive titers to determine immunity, although for measles and mumps immunity,

children may show a physician, PA or CRNP history, or a blood test result to prove immunity if

they carmot show a vaccination. The Department proposed to require the same level of history

of in-imunity for chickenpox, however, the Department has decided to withdraw that requirement

because of the cost of the blood test. The same concern regarding requiring a titer to show

measles immunity would apply here. There would be a concern regarding coverage by insurance

for the test in the absence of an actual outbreak. Regarding the commentator’s concern about a

third dose of MMR in the 12th grade, the Department’s regulations do not require this. The

Department is requiring a second dose of meningococcal conjugate vaccine in the 12th grade.

The Department’s responses to comments regarding that requirement may be found starting at

page 202, infra.

The Department believes that combination vaccines are safe. In making that determination, the

Department relies upon ACIP, the licensure requirements of the FDA, and the credible scientific

literature, which studies have found no evidence of harm in combination vaccinations. See infra

at pages 135-138.

The Merck whistleblower case involves questions surrounding the efficacy of the mumps

vaccination. The Merck case is ongoing. The Department deplores the act of placing children at
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risk by falsifying data, if that occurred. Commentators’ allegations that information connecting

the MMR to autism were suppressed by the CDC have been addressed in this Preamble, infra at

pages 46-47 and 5 1-53.

Relation ofvaccines to autism, chronic disease, injuries, illness

Several commentators stated that the autism rate is now 1 in 45 according to a UPI report, while

in the 1 980s the rate was 1 in 10,000. The commentators stated that the rise in the autism rate

correlated with the increased number of vaccines children are required to take. The

commentators stated that although it was not the only cause for the rise, it was a cause that

needed to be addressed. The commentators stated that there are many stories of mothers having

brought perfectly healthy children to the pediatrician and after the child is given multiple

vaccines at the same time they regress and are never the same. According to the commentators,

many mothers know that this was the exact day their child developed autistic behavior. They are

told it is coincidental and forced to fight for their rights in Vaccine Court. The commentators

stated that the federal vaccine injury compensation program has awarded more than 3.3 billion

dollars over the life of the program to families whose children were injured by a vaccine.

According to the commentators, there is massive underreporting of adverse vaccine events

because many parents do not realize the ensuing illness could be related directly to the vaccine

recently received. The commentators ask that if vaccines have been proven safe and effective,

why has the “Vaccine Industry” been protected from liability and lawsuits? The commentators

asked that if they are “deemed to be extraordinarily safe” by a leading proponent of vaccine in

the Philadelphia medical community, why are they shielded from lawsuits? According to the

commentators, the same doctor stated that he believes that a child’s “immune system could
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theoretically handle 10,000 vaccines at one time.” The commentators asked whether “any

professional in their right mind could believe such a statement.”

The Department has not changed the regulation. The Department has addressed the issue of

liability of vaccine manufacturers in this Preamble, infra, at pages 228-23 0. In response to the

question asked regarding why there is a need for the Vaccine Court if vaccines are safe, the

Department notes, as it has always stated, and stated again above, no vaccine is either 100%

effective or 100% safe. In order to determine whether or not a vaccine should be approved or

given, the question that must be weighed is whether it is safer to take the vaccine, or risk the

disease. The Department maintains that for those children without contraindications to

vaccines, receiving the vaccines recommended by ACIP and included in the Department’s list of

immunizations that are required prior to school entry and for school attendance, a child is safer

receiving the vaccine than not doing so.

One commentator stated that there was no merit in the contention that unvaccinated persons

posed a health threat to others. The commentator stated that the literature shows that

unvaccinated persons are generally healthier and have good immune systems that are not

assaulted by numerous toxins found in vaccines. The commentator stated that prior to the

massive number of vaccines being given to children, there were not as many cases of the

diseases of asthma, atopy, allergy (often life threatening), autoimmunity, autism, learning

disorders, communication disorders, developmental disorders, intellectual disability, attention

deficit disorder, disruptive behavior disorder, tics, and Tourette’s syndrome, seizures, febrile

seizures and epilepsy and diabetes. According to the commentator, these events “scream for a
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response.” According to the commentator, the Department should not be adding to the misery of

parents and children by increasing the mandate for more vaccinations.

One commentator stated that as a grandparent, she and her daughter have done research so that

they could make an informed decision on vaccinations. Based on their findings and their beliefs,

they have opted not to vaccinate their children and stated that no one can be more concerned for

the safety and welfare of their children than they are. The commentator asked that the

Department help protect their parental rights. The commentator stated that there are proven

concerns regarding the safety and of the efficacy of vaccines, as recent outbreaks of mumps and

measles show. The commentator stated that non-vaccinated children are not a threat to the

public at large.

Several commentators stated that known problems with vaccines are rarely acknowledged by

public health officials. One commentator noted that chronic conditions in children have

skyrocketed in recent decades and according to the CDC, one in six children have learning

disabilities. The commentator stated that public health officials cannot explain this decline in

children’s health and why 43 % to 54 % of all American children suffer with one chronic illness

requiring health insurance reimbursement, including a staggering 26 % of children under six

years of age at high risk for developmental, social or behavioral delays. Two commentators

stated that developmental disabilities among American children have increased by 17%, a fact

which is admitted by government officials, and is led by a rise in autism and ADHD.

One commentator also stated that as a physical therapist, she has witnessed the epidemic of

autism that plagues the nation. The commentator stated that since the government deregulated
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the field of biotechnology in the 1 980s, there are no long-term studies measuring the effects of

genetically modified organisms (GMO5) and adjuvants such as aluminum on human tissues

located throughout various places of the body, especially the nervous system. The commentator

stated that since OMOs have been introduced, there has been a steady upward trend of autism,

various autoimmune diseases, Alzheimer’s disease, and cancers throughout our population. The

commentator stated that the situation is completely out of control, and various health and

environmental changes brought about by the biotechnology field need to be examined before

more potential harm is done.

The Department disagrees with the commentators. The Department’s rulemaking does not -•

involve all vaccines available for children, or even all vaccines on the Department’s list of

immunizations that are required for school entry and attendance. The present rulemaking only

deals with the addition of one dose of MCV in the 1 2th grade, and a pertussis dose for

attendance.. One commentator references genetically modified organisms (GMO5), yet does not

point to any specific organism in either of those vaccinations that would be considered a GMO. — —--

With regard to aluminum, about which several commentators raised issues, the Department notes

that DTaP does include a form of aluminum. It is included in vaccines to enhance the immune

system’s response to the vaccine. It has been safely used fOr decades. (Brown, at 5). Both the

National Vaccine Program Office and the World Health Organization have determined that the

amount of aluminum in vaccines is safe. Id. If a baby follows the standard immunization

schedule, the baby is exposed to about 4-6 milligrams of aluminum at 6 months of life. By

comparison, the baby is exposed to 10 mg if he is breastfed, 40 mg if he is fed cow’s milk based

formula, or 120 mg is he is fed soy formula. There is about 200 mg of aluminum in a standard
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antacid tablet. Id. (citing The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia, Vaccine Education Center,

retrieved from www.vaccine. chop.edu!service/vaccine-education-center/hot

topics/aluminum.html (accessed July 30, 2016).

One commentator stated that vaccines are medical procedures that can cause serious injury and

death and so additional information should be provided before mandating that Pennsylvania

children receive more of them to attend school. The commentator asks that the Departments of

Health and Education provide annual statistics to IRRC and the public that compare the number

of vaccines suggested by ACIP and mandated by the state along with the number of children who

have autism, learning disabilities or require additional support in school. It would be informative

to have the educational costs associated with special education learning support, etc. over the

past 30-40 years. Another commentator asked the Department of Education to provide statistics

to evaluate the increase in special education teachers, aides and funding over the last 50 years.

The commentator also requested studies that compare the health of vaccinated versus

unvaccinated children, which would enable more informed decisions about the overall health of

Pennsylvania children, rather than focusing so single-mindedly on vaccination rates.

One commentator stated that there is much concern over vaccines right now due to the number

and type of vaccines that are being given to babies and young children. The commentator stated

that more and more information and research is coming out every day and people are starting to

become educated on what they are injecting into their children. The commentator asked that the

Department slow down changes and additions to the vaccine policy for young children. The
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commentator stated that we must take responsibility for the safety of Pennsylvania children

because the vaccine manufacturers do not.

One commentator stated that all three of her children had been affected by vaccinations: one

child has ADHD, one child has autism, and one child is prone to epilepsy. She stated that she

had to do extensive therapies to restore their immune systems.

One commentator stated that she had gotten her child vaccinations until he was eight years old

because by that time he had had several years of pneumonia vaccinations but got sick with

pneumonia four times. —

One commentator, speaking for himself and his spouse, stated that vaccines were a violation of

their religious beliefs. The commentator further stated that there was overwhelming evidence

that vaccinations were connected with autism and various other serious health issues. The

commentator stated that this was vindicated for his spouse and himself by a personal experience

with a relative when the relative was a child, because the relative was perfectly normal prior to

the vaccine.

The Department disagrees with the commentators and has not revised the regulation. The

Department is not promulgating a new regulation that would, for the first time, require vaccines

for school entry and attendance. The Department is only adding MCV in the 12th grade to the list

of required immunizations, and is formalizing the requirement of a first dose of pertussis, which,

due to the lack of single antigen vaccines for diphtheria and tetanus in the United States, has
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been in place defacto for some time. The Department has discussed the risks versus the benefits

of pertussis and MCV vaccines in the sections of the preamble relating to those immunizations,

see, infra, at pages 164-165 and 169-171 (pertussis), and pages 208-215 and 217-219 (MCV),

and has also addressed the safety of combination vaccines in this Preamble, infra, at pages 135-

138. The Department notes that the religious exemption is available for persons for whom

vaccination is a violation of their religious beliefs.

The Department can and will address cost issues relating to a second dose of MCV and pertussis,

but does not have access to and does not see the utility of a set of numbers showing the number

of children with autism, learning disabilities, and who require additional support in school and

the number of children who have vaccines. The fact that either of the two numbers go up or

down, or are large or small, without more, does not prove a theory, show a corollary or provide

causation. There is no credible study showing a link between autism and the MMR.

In fact, the Department is not aware of any valid, scientific study that finds that any of the - -• - V -

diseases of asthma, atopy, allergy, autoimmunity, autism, learning disorders, communication

disorders, developmental disorders, intellectual disability, attention deficit disorder, disruptive

behavior disorder, tics, and Tourette’s syndrome, seizures, febrile seizures and epilepsy and

diabetes are caused by childhood vaccinations. In fact, a study by two British doctors published

in the British publication, The Lancet, claiming to have found a link between autism and the

MIVIR vaccine was later retracted by The Lancet, following controversy regarding the conduct of

the study. See “Lancet Retracts Study Tying Vaccine to Autism,” Wall Street Journal, (Feb. 3,

2010). Other researchers were unable to replicate the results, and eventually there were
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allegations of fraud against the lead author. Brown, M.D., FAAP, “Clear Answers & Smart

Advice About Your Baby’s Shots,” Immunization Action Coalition,

www.irnrnunize.org/catg.d/p2068.pdf (item #P2068(9/l 3)) at 3; Offit, P. and Bell. L., Vaccines,

What You Should Know, (3” Ed. 2003), at 102-106. The lead author eventually lost his medical

license to practice in England. See http ://briandeer.com/solvedlgmc-wakefield-sentence.pdf

(accessed September 2, 2016).

One commentator stated that the Department is using scare tactics to force parents to inject their

children with known toxins with no regard to their actual safety. The commentator noted that

we were the most widely vaccinated county with the highest rate of chronic illness in the world.

The commentator stated that more honest research needed to be done on the true effects of the

vaccinations being forced on the unsuspecting public.

The Department cannot force parents to inject their children, nor can it forcibly inject children

itself. The Department can, however, based on recommendations by ACIP following licensure

by the FDA, and based on the advice of its staff of experts, choose to add certain vaccinations to

the list for which students are to be vaccinated in order to attend school. The Department notes

that the medical and religious/philosophical exemptions still exist for parents or guardians who

wish to avail themselves of them.

One commentator stated that vaccines cannot protect health; only a strong immune system can

protect health. The commentator stated that the immune system needs whole foods, clean water,

sunshine and fresh air to function at its optimum level. According to the commentator, the
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immune system is incredibly powerful when it is given what it needs. The commentator stated

that vaccines introduce into the body nothing but known toxins, carcinogens and undigested

proteins from animal and human tissues on which they are grown. The commentator stated that

they are contaminated with other diseases causing viruses and bacteria including retroviruses,

tuberculosis, SV4O virus and syphilis. The commentator stated that vaccines stimulate the vTong

part of the immune system. Natural infection stimulates the first line of defense, cell-mediated

immunity. This is what is needed for long term immunity and to effectively clear the virus from

the body. According to the commentator, a vaccine triggers a humoral response, which is an

inflammatory response. Such inflammation causes disease, and this response is not desirable and

is not the body’s natural response to infection. A hurnoral response cannot effectively eliminate

the injected virus or bacteria from the body. The commentator states that the body’s protective

barriers are designed to prevent viruses and bacteria from gaining access to the body’s vital

organs. The commentator stated that the vaccines bypass the protective barriers and put toxins

into the muscle which in turn go directly into the bloodstream and then circulate to the body’s

vital organs. The commentator states that death rates from diseases in the 1 850s and 1 950s fell

90% before vaccines were introduced, due to improved sanitation and better nutrition. The

commentator stated that to date at least 413 abortions were performed specifically for the

development of vaccines. The commentator stated that the already born person is not more

valuable than the unborn person. The commentator stated that infectious disease is not epidemic

in this country because of public sanitation, but the real epidemic is that 1 in 6 children have

learning disabilities, autism, asthma, and allergies. The commentator stated that true public

health cannot be attained when true measures of health are ignored in favor of allopathic

medicine. Allopathic medicine offers only toxic drugs or surgery to cover symptoms. The body
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uses symptoms to cure itself. According to the commentator, health care and science cannot

advance positively if only one model of health is forced on our society. The commentator asked

that the Department please research the hannful effects of vaccines before mandating them.

The Department disagrees with the commentator. The Department respects the views of the

commentator regarding allopathic medicine and the commentator’s desire that more than one

health care model be considered. The Department, however, would point to the public health

achievements of the 20th century, including the near eradication of polio and the eradication of

smallpox, both of which were achieved with vaccination programs. The Department takes issue

with the statistic quoted by the commentator regarding the decline in disease, and the attribution

that any decline was due merely to sanitation. The Department notes that the great polio

outbreaks during the century occurred in the 1 950s. See

“Achievements in Public Health, 1900-1999, Impact of Vaccines Universally Recommended for

Children-- United States, 1990-1998,” MMWR, Vol. 48(12); 243-248 (April 2, 1999)

(hereinafter referred to as “Achievements”), retrieved from -

https://www.cdq,g/ni/preview/nimwrhtm1/00056803 .htrn

(accessed August 14, 2016). The Department is aware that no vaccine is 100% effective, and

that in some cases, including with smallpox, immunity has been found to have waned. However,

even if immunity has waned, a vacated individual still has some protection and is likely to have a

less virulent form of the disease.

The Department does not disagree that chronic disease is an issue in this county, but it does not

agree that a link between those diseases and immunizations has been scientifically shown.
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Instead, the Department agrees with the commentator that good food, fresh water, sunshine and

fresh air would go far in lessening incidence of diabetes and obesity and the health problems

attendant on that condition. Better hygiene and sanitation may help prevent the spread of

disease, however, but they will-not eradicate the germs that cause disease. As long as those

organisms still exist, people will continue to get ill. A review of the history of vaccine

preventable disease shows that a drop in disease almost always occurs when a vaccine is

introduced. If the decline in diseases were due to better hygiene and sanitation, the expectation

would be that the number of cases for all diseases would begin to drop at the same time. For

example, while the number of polio cases started to decline in 1955, the number of

Haemoinfluenza b (Rib) cases began to drop in 2000, corresponding to the introduction of

vaccinations for those diseases. See https ://www.vaccines.gov/basics/effectiveness/index html

(accessed September 2, 2016).

As to how vaccines work, vaccines help develop immunity by imitating an infection. Vaccines

mimic disease agents, without making the person sick, and stimulate the person’s immune

system to build up defenses against them.

One commentator asked how long the country’s children would be healthy if we repeatedly

inject them with diseases, formaldehyde, mercury, aluminum, polysorbate 80, neomycin, animal

DNA, and aborted fetal DNA. The commentator asked whether we were now trading

chickenpox for cancer. The commentator stated that we already had an epidemic of childhood

cancers, autoimmune disorders, and neurological disease including autism, and some studies

show the excessive vaccines are the cause. The commentator stated that looking at the time line
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between the increase in these problems and the increase in vaccines. The commentator stated

that the CDC found out in 2001 that the MMR vaccine causes autism, and committed fraud in

2004 to cover up the results. The commentator stated that the MMR, given early under the age

of 36 months most definitely causes autism in many children, particularly African American

boys. The CDC cannot be tmsted to manage the safety of vaccines.

The Department disagrees with the commentators, regarding childhood vaccines and any causal

link to autism. In fact, no study has shown that the number of vaccines given to children cause

autism. The Department cannot speak to the “neurological diseases” referenced above, since the

statement is not specific. With respect to autism, however, the only study purporting to show a

link between a vaccine and autism was disproven; 10 of the 12 authors withdrew their support

from the 1998 study; The Lancet, which published the article, retracted it; and the lead author

lost his medical license in Britain in 2010.

With respect to the reference to the CDC “cover-up” regarding autism and the MMR vaccine, the

Department’s review of the information available leads it to disagree with commentators. The

allegations are specifically that data suppressed by the CDC proved that the MMR vaccine

produces a 340% increased risk of autism in African-American boys. The Department notes that

the putative CDC “whistleblower,” Dr. William W. Thompson, released the following

statement through his attorneys:

I regret that my coauthors and I omitted statistically significant information in our 2004
article published in the journal Pediatrics. The omitted data suggested that African
American males who received the MMR vaccine before age 36 months were at increased
risk for autism. Decisions were made regarding which fmdings to report after the data
were collected, and I believe that the fmal study protocol was not followed.
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I want to be absolutely clear that I believe vaccines have saved and continue to save
countless lives. I would never suggest that any parent avoid vaccinating children of any
race. Vaccines prevent serious diseases, and the risks associated with their administration
are vastly outweighed by their individual and societal benefits.
My concern has been the decision to omit relevant findings in a particular study for a
particular sub group for a particular vaccine. There have always been recognized risks for
vaccination and I believe it is the responsibility of the CDC to properly convey the risks
associated with receipt of those vaccines.

I have had many discussions with Dr. Brian Hooker over the last 10 months regarding
studies the CDC has carried out regarding vaccines and neurodevelopmental outcomes
including autism spectrum disorders. I share his belief that CDC decision-making and
analyses should be transparent. I was not, however, aware that he was recording any of
our conversations, nor was I given any choice regarding whether my name would be
made public or my voice would be put on the Internet.

Retrieved from http //morganverkamp.comIstatement-of-william-w-thompson-ph-d-regarding

the-2004-article-examining-the-possibility-of-a-relationship-between-mmr-vaccine-and-autism!

(accessed September 2, 2016).

Dr. Brian Hooker, mentioned in Dr. Thompson’s statement, published an article in the journal,

Translational Neurodegeneration concluding that “African American males receiving the MMR

vaccine prior to 24 months of age or 36 months of age are more likely to receive an autism

diagnosis.” The article was removed from public domain, however, due to issues of competing

interests on the part of the author which compromised the peer review process. Further, post

publication peer review raised concerns about the validity of the methods and statistical analysis.

Retrieved from http ://translationalneurodegeneration.biomedcentral.comlarticles/10.1186/2047-

9158-3-22 (accessed August 13, 2016).

The CDC has published a statement regarding the original article, and making the data used in

the study available for analysis by others. CDC, “CDC Statement Regarding 2004 Pediatrics

Article, ‘Age at First Measles-Mumps-Rubella Vaccination in Children With Autism and
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School-matched Control Subjects: A Population-Based Study in Metropolitan Atlanta,”

retrieved from http ://www.cdc.gov!vaccinesafety/Concems/Autismlcdc2004pediatrics.html

(accessed September 6, 2016). As the CDC noted, “[a}dditional studies and a more recent

rigorous review by the Institute of Medicine have found that MMR vaccine does not increase the

risk of autism.” Id.

The Department has addressed comments relating to vaccine additives in the Preamble, supra at

pages 43-44, and infra, at pages 126-130, comments relating to multiple vaccines, infra, at pages

55-56 and 275-276, see also 241 and 257-25 8, comments relating to combination vaccines, infra,

at pages 135-138, and comments relating to vaccine manufacturer liability, infra, at pages 228-

230.

One commentator stated that she has read that the CDC has covered up actual harm from the

MMR vaccine. She stated that she believes the vaccine industry and the CDC collude to keep

information from the public regarding the safety of vaccines. The commentator stated that the

public has long been led to believe that vaccines are safe and not a choice., The commentator

stated that she has read many accounts of children and adults suffering harm and dying from

vaccines where the chance of getting the disease or dying from it was much lower. The

commentator stated that persons making decisions about mandatory vaccinations should consider

the facts from someone other than the vaccine manufacturers, whose only concern is “keeping

the cash flowing.” In addition, the commentator stated that she was gravely concerned about the

direction the country was moving where parents were losing their right to make informed

decisions. The commentator stated that we have for too long allowed the vaccine industry to
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dictate an ever increasing schedule. The commentator stated that just because vaccines have

always been considered safe, safety should not be assumed, particularly in light of the fact that 1

in 45 children is autistic. The commentator stated that the vaccine industry has no testing, and

vaccines contain many requirements that do more harm than good.

Although the Department is not in a position to change the commentator’s view of the

pharmaceutical industry or the CDC, the Department notes that no• vaccine is licensed for use by

the FDA without going through clinical trials. In certain instances, a compassionate use

exception may be granted, or the approval process accelerated, for example, as with the Ebola

vaccine when the FDA in 2016 granted “Breakthrough Therapy” designation to the

investigational vaccine for the Ebola Zaire virus. See MPR: The Right Dose of Information,

“Investigational Ebola Vaccine Granted Breakthrough Therapy Status,” retrieved from

http ://www.empr.comlmedical-news/second-possible-case-of-locally-transmitted-zika-occurs-in

florida!article/51 1451/ (July 25, 2016) (accessed September 1, 2016). The Department is

comfortable with the recommendations of ACIP regarding MCV and pertussis. The Department

has addressed issues relating to autism in this Preamble, supra, at 46-47 and 5 1-53.

Several commentators made the comment that unvaccinated children are healthier than

vaccinated children. One commentator stated that many doctors who take care of both

unvaccinated children and vaccinated children report the unvaccinated children are much

healthier than vaccinated children. The commentator stated that unvaccinated children have

fewer earaches, sinus infections, stomach problems and allergies. The commentator stated that

unvaccinated children have healthier immune systems because they have not been injected with
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an overload of diseases their whole lives which overload and compromise the immune system.

When they get sick, they are able to fight off infections. The unvaccinated children are not the

threat to our schools. Vaccinated children are getting sick with the diseases they were vaccinated

for and proving that the vaccines do not provide the “immunity,” so how are vaccines

immunizations. The commentator stated that this is a good reason for a philosophical exemption.

One commentator stated that the regulations were highly problematic, and that there were several

issues of concern which must be noted and thoroughly discussed. The commentator stated that

the Department was assuming incorrectly that immunocompromised individuals are unable to be

vaccinated, and that all vaccines prevent vaccinated individuals from transmitting disease to the

ininiunocompromised. The commentator stated that several vaccines contain live virus, and

when given to others can shed and potentially infect immunocompromised individuals for up to 3

weeks. Requiring children to receive live virus vaccines, in order to protect the

immunocompromised may possibly backfire by spreading the very diseases they are meant to

protect against.

With respect to the comment that unvaccinated children are healthier than vaccinated children,

the Department respectfully suggests that no support exists for that statement. The Department

disagrees that vaccinations suppress a child’s natural immune system. Children are exposed to

many foreign antigens every day. Eating food introduces new bacteria into the body, and

numerous bacteria live in the mouth and nose, exposing the immune system to still more

antigens. An upper respiratory viral infection exposes a child to 4 to 10 antigens, and a case of

“strep throat” exposes a child to from 25 to 50 antigens. According to Adverse Events Associated
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with Childhood Vaccines, a 1994 report from the Institute of Medicine, t[i]n the face of these

normal events, it seems unlikely that the number of separate antigens contained in childhood

vaccines. . . would represent an appreciable added burden on the immune system that would be

immunosuppressive.? See also Offit, P., M.D., at 100. Available scientific data show that

simultaneous vaccination with multiple vaccines has no adverse effect on the normal childhood

imnume system. In fact, the CDC states: “Simultaneous administration (that is, administration

on the same day) of the most widely used live and inactivated vaccines does not result in

decreased antibody responses or increased rates of adverse reaction. Simultaneous

administration of all vaccines for which a child is eligible is very important in childhood,

because it increases the probability that a child will be fully irmnunized by the appropriate age.”

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Epidemiology and Prevention of Vaccine

Preventable Diseases, Hamborsky, J., Kroger, A., Wolfe, S., eds. 13th Ed. (Wash. D.C., Public

Health Foundation, 2015) (hereinafter referred to as “the Pink Book”), at 11, retrieved from

http ://www.cdc. ov/vaccines/pubs/pinkbook!index.htm1 (accessed August 31, 2016).

The Department further disagrees with the proposition that vaccinated children are getting sick

with the diseases against which they were vaccinated. In a study published in the Journal of the

American Medical Association (JAMA) of the risk of vaccine-preventable diseases among

children aged 3-18 years in Colorado who have philosophical and religious exemptions,

researchers determined that exemptors were 22.2 times more likely to acquire measles, and 5.9

times more likely to acquire pertussis. Feikin, D., M.D., MSPH, et al., “Individual and

Community Risks of Measles and Pertussis Associated with Personal Exemptions to

Immunizations.” JAMA 2000; 284(24) 3 145-3150, retrieved from
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http://jama.j amanetwork.comlarticle.aspx?articleid=193407 (accessed August 6, 2016); see also

Flanz, et al., “Parental Refusal of Pertussis Vaccination is Associated with an Increased Risk of

Pertussis Infection in Children,” Pediatrics, 123(6) (June 2009) (hereinafter referred to as

“Parental Refusal of Pertussis Vaccination”). The commentators do not cite a study for their

proposition, or offer any other evidence other than an anecdotal statement that many doctors

believe this. The Department can point to doctors that disbelieve the proposition. Live

attenuated vaccinations contain live viruses that are a weakened strain. Pink Book, at 5; Offit,

supra, at 100. These vaccines usually do not cause disease as may occur with the “wild fonn” of

the organism. In fact, the Pink Book states that MMR and varicella, both live attenuated

vaccines, may be given when an immunosuppressed person lives in the same house. Pink Book,

at 21. If an infection does occur, it is usually much milder than the natural disease, and is

referred to as an adverse reaction. Pink Book, at 5. Further, “vaccinated children are not at

greater risk of other infections meaning infections not prevented by vaccines than unvaccinated

children.” Offit, at 101.

The Department is respectful of commentators’ beliefs that the decision whether to vaccinate

their children should be made by them alone, and that immunizations should not be mandated.

The Department understands that many commentators believe that vaccines cause more harm

than good. As several commentators have noted, the Department acknowledges that there is no

absolutely safe vaccine. The Department has never denied that reports of adverse events and

serious adverse events are made for every vaccine. The Department is also aware of the side

effects listed on the manufacturer’s labels. Manufacturers of products warn users of products of

possible problems with products in part out of concern for liability. Because a manufacturer
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cannot prove that a vaccine is effective for a lifetime, it cannot say so without the possibility of

legal ramifications. The Department, however, is charged with protecting the health and safety

of the citizens of this Commonwealth, and with choosing the most efficient and effective way of

doing so. See section 2102(a) of The Administrative Code of 1929 (71 P. S. § 532(a)). After

reviewing all the comments and its Proposed Rulemaking, the Department stands firm in its

belief of the benefits of childhood vaccination, despite the fact that vaccines may cause adverse

and serious adverse events. These factors are taken into account by the FDA when a vaccine is

licensed, and by ACIP when it recommends a vaccine. Before the FDA licenses a vaccine, and

before ACIP makes a recommendation regarding a vaccine, these experts determine that the

possibility of adverse and serious adverse events are outweighed by the dangers of the disease

itself. See Offit, at 24; see also Preamble, supra, at pages 26-27 and infra, page 84. Therefore,

the Department has made no change to the proposal. Tables of reported cases and vaccine-

preventable diseases from 1950-20 13 published by the CDC show the decrease in deaths from

childhood diseases like polio and measles that have occurred with the advent of vaccinations.

See Appendix E “Reported Cases and Deaths from Vaccine Preventable Diseases, United States,

1950-2013,” Pink Book, at E-1 — E-8. At least one study has determined that vaccination will

prevent an estimated 322 million illnesses, 21 million hospitalizations, and 732,000 deaths

during the course of the lifetime of children born between 1994 and 2013. “Benefits from

Immunization,” at 1.

The Department also disagrees with the commentators’ statement that massive underreporting of

adverse vaccine events occurs because many parents do not realize the ensuing illness could be
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related directly to the vaccine recently received. Neither the Department nor the commentators

are in a position to know the truth of this statement.

Multiple commentators stated that the Institute of Medicine, in a series of reports on vaccine

safety spanning 25 years, has acknowledged that there is individual susceptibility to vaccine

reactions for genetic, biological and environmental reasons that have not been filly defined by

science; doctors cannot predict ahead of time who will be harmed. The commentators stated that

long standing gaps in vaccine safety research and emerging evidence that certain vaccines do not

prevent infection or transmission of disease urgently require legal protection of physician and

parental rights regarding medical and religious exemptions to vaccination for minor children.

For these reasons, physician’s rights, and parents’ and legal guardians’ rights to philosophical

and religious exemptions are an absolute imperative of both health and civil liberty.

The Department is not changing the religious/philosophical or medical exemptions, both of

which are provided for in statute.

The PACIC and several commentators stated that although the Department mentioned adverse

reactions to vaccines, it does not discuss them. One commentator stated that the Department

dismissed the possibility of these reactions as fairly rare. The commentator stated that

complications from having a disease are rare as well. The commentator stated that since the

Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) is a voluntary reporting system, we do not

know how rare the adverse reactions are. The commentator stated that the risk of adverse

reactions must be weighed against the risk of vaccine-preventable disease in the United States.
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The commentator stated that this is never done, as the risks of these diseases in developing

nations is the risk we are asked to consider.

The Department disagrees with the commentators. In fact, ACIP reviews the costs of adverse

events as part of cost-effectiveness studies done before adding vaccines to its recommended list.

Cost-effectiveness studies of meningococcal vaccines do exist. The Department has reviewed

them, along with ACIP’s recommendations, and has discussed them more fully in the comments

related to § 23.83(c)(2). Further, the Department has cited a study, “Benefits from

Immunization during the Vaccines for Children Program Era — United States, 1994-2013,”

supra, in which adverse effects are reviewed as part of a review of the cost-effectiveness of the

VFC Program in cohorts of children born between 1994 and 2013. The study finds that vaccines

save both lives and money. Childhood vaccines clearly reduce the incidence of disease and

death. Although no vaccine is 100% effective, vaccines have prevented millions of deaths each

year from preventable infectious diseases. See generally, “Benefits from Immunization” supra.

School settings are an ideal place for unprotected children to contract communicable and

potentially dangerous diseases. Requiring immunity for school attendance protects that child and

others from unnecessary illnesses.

One commentator stated that it is not true that there is no cost to the public when one examines

the amount of disease which now exists in the nation after vaccination rates have increased with

much fuller schedules. The commentator asked that the Department please consider holding

phannaceutical companies more accountable for possibly failing products rather than taking

more and more rights away from parents and guardians.
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The commentator noted that each disease poses a different level of risk, as does each vaccine,

and we cannot assume that all vaccines are risk free, nor should we assume that all diseases are

deadly in the United States. The commentator stated that measles is undoubtedly deadly in

developing countries lacking adequate fOod and clean water, has never been particularly

problematic in the United States, not even in the pre-vaccine era. According to the commentator,

the death rate for measles in 1921 and 1922 was 4.3 per hundred thousand infected, which is

extremely low. Since it was so low then, without antibiotics or other treatment regimens, the

commentator stated that it would surely be less problematic today. The commentator noted that

since 1990, the MMR vaccine has been reported in conjunction with serious side effects, such as

stroke, hearing loss, pancreatitis, seizure and other things, in 7502 reports in VAERS, as well as

358 deaths, the vast majority in children under 3. The commentator stated that we hear about

every case of children with measles however mild, but we don’t hear about the vaccine reactions

— “surely those children matter too.”

The commentator stated that not all reactions are in children. According to the commentator,

incidences of arthritis and arthralgia are generally even higher in vaccinated women than in

vaccinated children, and the reactions are more marked and of longer duration. The

commentator wondered who had decided that months or even years ofjoint pain in up to 26% of

women is acceptable, and exactly who had decided that such pain is well tolerated.

The Department disagrees with the commentators. The Department disagrees that vaccines have

not been effective in preventing and controlling vaccine preventable childhood diseases. See
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Pink Book, supra, at Appendix E. The Department notes that disease rates have fallen over the

last century due to vaccination. See “Achievements,” at 1 & 6. (“This report documents the

decline in morbidity from nine vaccine-preventable diseases and their complications -- smallpox,

along with [diphtheria, pertussis, tetanus, poliomyelitis (paralytic), measles, mumps, rubella and

haemophilus influenza type b].”) Polio caused by wild-type viruses has been eliminated from

the Western Hemisphere. See “Achievements,” at 2; see Offit, supra, at 46; see also Control of

Communicable Disease Manual, Heiman, D., Editor, 18th Ed. 2004, at 426. An average of

16,316 paralytic polio cases and 1879 deaths from polio were reported each year during the years

of 1951-1954. With the licensure of polio vaccine in the United States in 1955, polio incidence

declined sharply to less than 1000 cases in 1962 and remained below 100 cases after that year.

See “Achievements,” at 2. “In 1994, every dollar spent to administer oral poliovirus vaccine

saved $3.40 in direct medical costs and $2.74 in indirect societal costs.” Id. The last

documented indigenous transmission of wild poliovirus in the United States occurred in 1979.

Id.

Measles cases have also declined since the introduction of a vaccination. According to the Pink

Book, before 1963 (which was the year the first measles vaccine was licensed), approximately

500,000 cases and 500 deaths of measles were reported annually, with epidemic cycles every two

years. Pink Book, at 214. After the introduction of the vaccine, the incidence of measles

decreased by more than 95%. Id. In 1983, only 1497 cases were reported, the lowest annual

total ever reported up until that time. After that date, there was an occurrence of measles among

already vaccinated children, which led to a recommendation for a second dose in the age group

of children aged 5-19. Id. Tn 1989-1991, however, there was a dramatic increase in cases
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reported, along with a change in age distribution. Forty-five percent of the cases appeared in

children younger than 5 years of age. According to the Pink Book, the most important cause of

the resurgence of measles in 1989-1991 was low vaccination coverage, although measles

susceptibility of infants below 1 year of age may have decreased, since iriothers who were

vaccinated transferred less antibodies to infants in utero than mothers who had had the “wild

disease.” Id. at 215. Rates again dropped significantly because of intensive efforts to vaccinate

preschool-aged children.

The outlier in this evidence is pertussis. The waning of pertussis immunity providedthrough

vaccination has been well documented, and has been noted by numerous commentators. The

waning of immunity is due to concerns with the safety of the whole-cell pertussis vaccine

(DTwP3),which led to its replacement by the acellular pertussis vaccine (DTaP). “Pertussis

Epidemic — Washington, 2012,” MMT’VR, Vol. 61(28); 517-522 (July 20, 2012) (hereinafter

referred to as “Pertussis Epidemic”), retrieved

https ://www. cdc. ov/mmwr/preview/mmwrhtml/mm6 1 28a 1 .htm (accessed August 16, 2016);

see also Pink Book, at 266 (“The epidemiology of pertussis has changed in recent years, with an

increasing burden of disease among fully vaccinated children and adolescents, which is likely

being driven by the transition to acellular vaccines in the 1 990s”). A study of an epidemic of

pertussis in Washington State in 2012 led the authors of the study to conclude, however, that

although vaccinated children can develop pertussis, they are less infectious, have milder

symptoms and shorter illness duration, and are at reduced risk for severe outcomes, including

DTwP is diphtheria and tetanus toxoids, and whole cell pertussis vaccine. DTP is also whole
cell pertussis vaccination, and is acknowledged by the Department as an appropriate vaccination
along th DTaP.
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hospitalization. “Pertussis Epidemic,” at 4. The study recommended that efforts should focus on

full implementation of DTaP and Tdap recommendations to prevent infection and protect infants.

Id.

The Department further notes with respect to the MMR vaccine that the individual antigens that

make up the MMR vaccine are no longer available in the United States. The Department has

continued to include the single antigens in the regulation (see § 23.83(b)(3) (relating to measles

(rubeola), mumps and rubella (German measles)), because of the possibility that a child from

another country may enter the Commonwealth with single antigen vaccines. As the Department

has stated, childhood vaccines reduce the incidence of disease and death. Although no vaccine is

100% effective, vaccines have prevented millions of deaths each year from preventable

infectious diseases.

Further, the Department notes that this rulemaking is limited to clarifying that the diphtheria and

tetanus vaccinations are no longer available without a pertussis component, thereby in effect

adding a pertussis dose for school attendance; adding a dose of MCV in the 1 grade: extending

the school reporting period; and reducing the provisional period during which a child may be

admitted to school without the required immunizations. The cost implications of the regulations

are limited to those provisions, and do not extend to the general requirement of vaccination for

school entry and attendance.

Home Schooling
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The PACIC and another commentator stated that most other states do not require home-educated

students to comply with immunization regulations. The PACIC and the commentator stated that

children who do not attend a traditional public school should be exempt from the regulations

because they will not be contributing to the school’s herd immunity. One commentator noted

that this would increase the vaccination rates in schools.

Several commentators raised the issue of vaccines related to home schooling their children. One

conm-ientator stated that she had made decisions to vaccinate her child for some things, but not

others, when she felt they were unnecessary or the risk was too high, and that she refuses

vaccines for herself as well. Several commentators stated that their children were not around

other children on a daily basis, in a classroom where they can affect others by being ill, since

they were homeschooled. Another commentator stated that she believed the urgency for home

schooled children was considerably less than for children in school situations, so that these

children should have wider parameters for compliance. One commentator stated that as a

homeschooling parent, she should have the right to decide what was right for her child. She

stated that while vaccines are necessary in certain instances, there needs to be flexibility with the

requirements. One commentator stated that it concerned her that the regulations applied to all

children, regardless of whether they are in a public school setting or a home school one.

The Department has not altered its requirement of when immunizations are required, and who is

required to get them. Immunizations are required for school entry and attendance, and have

always applied to home-schooled children. The defmition of “school” in the Department’s

regulation includes home schools, cyber schools, and charter schools. See 28 Pa. Code
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§ 23.83(a) (relating to immunization requirements). Further, the Department notes that a parent

or guardian who refuses to obtain the vaccinations for their child because of a religious belief or

a strongly held moral or ethical conviction that rises to the level of a religious belief, or who has

a medical contraindication to a vaccine, may seek an exemption from these requirements, and

still attend school, whether in a brick and mortar building, or in a home-school environment.

IRRC also noted that commentators had asked the Department to exempt home school and cyber

school students, and asked whether the Department had considered this concern.

The Department has not newly included children who are homeschooled or in cyber schools in

this regulation. They are already required by law to comply with the vaccination requirements §

23.83(b) (relating to [immunization] requirements for attendance). The Department would have

to amend its regulations to exempt home-schooled and cyber-schooled students. While the

Department’s regulations relating to immunizations in schools are primarily aimed at protecting

children in brick-and-mortar schools that is not its only aim. Although homeschooled children

and children in cyber schools may not be around other children on a daily basis in school, they

are around children and adults in grocery stores, malls, playgrounds, movie theaters, and other

public areas. The dangers of passing diseases to persons who cannot receive vaccinations are

present in places other than schools. Herd immunity is really “community immunity” and a

student’s wider community, as well as the school, is impacted by failure to immunize.

The Department does have the authority to make certain decisions considered within its police

powers, that is, its authority to proteët the general public from harm. The courts have upheld this
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authority. See Stull v. Reber et al. 215 Pa. 156 (1906). Requiring immunizations for school

entry and attendance falls within that police power. The legislature has delegated, as it is legally’

authorized to do, that authority to the Department to implement through the Public School Code,

the Administrative Code, and the Disease Prevention and Control Law of 1955. The Department

cannot force a parent to.have a child vaccinated, of course. The parent always has the choice

whether or not to comply with the requirements. Making certain choices may have certain

consequences, however. For example, refusal to obtain vaccinations may result in exclusion

from school until the appropriate exemptions or medical schedules are put into place. Further, if

an outbreak were to occur, unvaccinated persons could be excluded from school for a relatively

longer period of time — for a measles outbreak, for example, persons who are susceptible, that is,

persons without immunity, may be excluded from school for a protracted period of time. Of

course, as one commentator mentions, this might not seem to be as much of an issue with

children who are homeschooled; however, failure to obtain vaccinations may have implications

beyond the child or the school, since a child who is homeschooled has contact with other

children and adults in public areas.

Comments regarding “herd” or community immunity, vaccine effectiveness and natural
immunity

Multiple commentators, including the PACIC, stated that the Department’s citation of “herd” or

community immunity as a basis for requiring additional immunizations is incorrect, and that the

Department did not explain how herd immunity prevents the spread of disease. IRRC also

requested that the Department provide specific data to support the need for the regulation related

to herd immunity. Some of the commentators stated that the theory of herd immunity was first

developed during the study of individuals who had attained natural immunity through the course
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• of infection, that is. had the “wild disease”, not those who had been vaccinated. According to the

PACIC, children would experience illness from wild virus exposure, and non-vaccinated adults

were naturally re-exposed to the wild virus as they cared for sick children, and so their natural

immunity was boosted. PACIC stated that this immunity is life long, and can be transmitted

from mothers to children through breastfeeding. PACIC stated that this protects children until

they are old enough to acquire the wild virus naturally and begin building life-long immunity.

PACIC stated that vaccines do not replicate this natural cycle for the following reasons:

• Mothers who receive vaccines can have a lower concentration of virus-specific antibodies

than mothers with naturally acquired immunity.

• As viruses mutate over time, static vaccines offer limited protecting from evolving

disease strains.

• Vaccine immunity is temporary and frequently ineffective, with up to 76% of people not

responding to repeated vaccinations. Persons with nearly 100% vaccination compliance

are still experiencing outbreaks. In 18 different measles outbreaks in North America,

vaccinated children constituted 30%-100% Of measles cases.

• Vaccination sometimes shifts the disease from childhood to more vulnerable age groups,

including the infants and the elderly, where they can be more serious.

• Even after 6 doses of Tdap vaccine, effectiveness declined to 34°/b after 2-4 years, likely

contributing to increases in pertussis among adolescents.

Many other commentators agreed with these comments. Several commentators requested that

herd immunity be responsibly omitted as a scientific basis for increasing vaccination schedules.

One commentator stated that no vaccine has ever prevented a disease, it has merely lessened the

symptoms.
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• One commentator stated that the Department made the statement regarding herd immunity

without statistics or studies. The commentator stated that this theory, which was based on the

assumption that natural immunity is the same as vaccine-based immunity, can no longer be used.

Two commentators stated that a recent mumps outbreak at Harvard was among students who

were all vaccinated. The commentators noted that there was a recent whistleblower lawsuit filed

by two Pennsylvania Merck immunologists who claimed that mumps efficacy data was

manipulated by the addition of rabbit blood to boost immunity markers. One commentator stated

that Merck could lose its MMR monopoly in the United States if its effective rate dropped too

low. According to the commentators, a PubMed study found 18 reports of measles where71% to

99.8% of students were immunized against measles. According to the commentators, 30% to

100% of all measles cases in these outbreaks occurred in previously immunized students.

According to the commentator, the study’s authors determined that as immunization rates rise,

measles becomes a disease of immunized persons.

The Department disagrees with the commentators. Again, the question of childhood

immunization in general is not at issue here. The Department already requires certain

immunizations for school entry and attendance, including Tdap in the 7 grade, and those

requirements will not change, regardless of the outcome of this rulemaking. Vaccines have

prevented millions of deaths each year from preventable infectious diseases, and will continue to

do so.
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The Department did use the concept of community or “herd” immunity to support its decision to

reduce the provisional period. Maintaining or increasing herd immunity will decrease the threat

of vaccine-preventable diseases in schools, and therefore in the general populations. Many of

these are diseases are more prevalent among school age children, but can quickly spread to the

adult population as well. Protection of the public from vaccine-preveitab1e diseases can be

accomplished by ensuring the continuance of “herd immunity” or “community immunity”

among children in schools. Low vaccination rates can lead to a waning of herd immunity,

which is defined as the protection for the community against certain communicable diseases that

arises when a critical mass of persons are immunized against those diseases. Herd or community

immunity is a means of protecting a whole community from disease by immunizing enough

people so that no sustained chain of disease transmission can be established. By breaking the

chain of a disease transmission, vaccination protects more than just the vaccinated person; it also

protects people who have not been, or cannot be, vaccinated because they are too young or too

sick. Willingharn, E. and HeIft, L, “What is Herd Immunity,” NOVA, posted September 5, 2014

(hereinafter referred to as “Wallingham and Helft”), retrieved from

http://www.pbsor/wgbh!novaIbody/herd-immunity.html) (accessed August 6, 2016); Salathe,

M. “Herd immunity and measles: why we should aim for 100% vaccination coverage,” The

Conversation, posted February 2, 2015 (hereinafter referred to as “Herd immunity and

measles”), retrieved from http ://theconversation.comlherd-immunity-and-measles-why-we

should-aim-for-i 00-vaccination-coverage-36868 (accessed August 6, 2016).

Although many commentators disagree with the concept of herd immunity, it does exist and is a

driving force behind much of vaccine policy. The more members of a community — including a
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school community — who are immune to a given disease, the better protected the whole

community will be from an outbreak of disease, and the less likely the disease will spread from

that community to other communities. When unvaccinated children, who intend to be vaccinated

at some point, are allowed to continue in school for a long period of time, the “herd” is diluted

during the time it takes them to become vaccinated. The longer the time frame in which children

have to be vaccinated, the easier it is for any introduction of disease to put at risk unvaccinated

children, children who are putting off vaccination, and those children who, for medical or other

reasons, cannot or are not vaccinated. The sooner more children are fully vaccinated, the sooner

herd or community immunity is achieved to protect at-risk children and adults who cannot be

vaccinated and all children without vaccinations, whether for medical or other reasons.

The level of immunization in a population required to achieve herd immunity does differ from

disease to disease, and some diseases, for example, pertussis. seem unaffected by it.4 In order to

detennine thresholds of immunity, epidemiologists set a value, called a basic reproduction

number (RO), in order to determine vaccination rates necessary to prevent spread of disease.

Marshall, G., M.D., The Vaccine Handbook: A Practical Guide for Clinicians, (Professional

Communications, Inc., 4th Ed. 2012), at 42-44. This is a complex calculation, and differs

depending on the factors, assumptions, and methodologies various researchers use. Id. at 42.

This does not mean that vaccination against pertussis has no benefit. The Department has
discussed this issue more fully in the Preamble at pages 164-165, 169-171, infra.

An article in Epidemiologic Reviews, published by John Hopkins University School of Hygiene
and Public Health, “Herd Immunity: History, Theory, Practice,” discusses the history and theory
of herd immunity, the methodologies and theories different researchers use to determine disease
transmission. Fine, P.E.M., “Herd Immunity: History, Theory, Practice,” Epidemiologic
Reviews, (1993, The John Hopkins University School of Hygiene and Public Health), 15:2; 265-
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These factors include how effective the vaccine is, how long-lasting immunity from both the

vaccine and the infection is, and which populations form critical links in the spread of disease,

since there may always exist pockets of susceptible individuals who are capable of spreading the

disease. Id. at 44.

Measles, for example, is easily spread through droplets and through the air, is highly contagious,

and has a relatively high threshold to protect a community. Thus, experts postulate that between

92% and 95% of the population must be vaccinated to prevent the disease from spreading.

Bednarczyk, Orenstein and Omer, “Estimating the Number of Measles-Susceptible Children and

Adolescents in the United States Using Data from the National Immunization Survey — Teen

(NIS-Teen),”Am. I Epiderniol. 2016, 184(2): 148-156 (November, 10, 2015), at 153. Polio,

which is less contagious and spreads in a different way, has a lower threshold, at around 83%.

For a variety of reasons, certain other diseases are not strongly affected by herd immunity. For

example, a disease in which immunity from vaccine and from infection wane over time, and for

302. The article points out the difficulties of making precise estimates of herd immunity
thresholds in any particular context based on differing assumptions (for example, maternal
immunity, variation in age of vaccination, geographical heterogeneity.) Id. at 282. Table 5 of
this article shows threshold rates from different studies for measles of from 55% to 96% to not
specified, based on the methods of calculation and assumptions used by various authors, and
raises issues with the assumptions used in several of those calculations. Id. at 284-287. The
article did not offer an opinion as to the appropriate RO value and threshold rates for measles.
The article stated instead that “experience does suggest that most theoretically-derived estimates
of vaccination uptake and herd immunity thresholds [for measles] have been optimistically low,
because they do not cater for important heterogeneity within real populations.” Id. at 286. The
Department has utilized a threshold rate of 92% to review its data, based on the articles it has
reviewed, and the clear acknowledgement by those articles that measles is extremely infectious.
Wallingham and Helft provided a threshold raiige of between 83% and 95% for measles, citing
“Herd Immunity: History, Theory, Practice,” supra, while acknowledging that measles is so
infectious that the threshold immunity required to protect a community is 95%. Wallingham and
Heift, at 2.
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which a human host could colonize the disease without becoming ill, would not be as impacted

by herd immunity as other diseases. This may be an issue with certain meningitis vaccines,

although there have been studies showing that vaccination for meningitis serogroup C in Britain

did create herd immunity. “Prevention and Control (2013)” at 10.

The Department does not claim that herd immunity will protect students from every infectious

disease. It will, however, protect students and adults in schools and in surrounding communities

from highly contagious and serious diseases. In order to maintain levels of immunity to prevent

the spread of potentially dangerous and highly infectious diseases. -- for example, measles, polio

and chickenpox — approximate vaccination rates need to be as follows: 92% -95% for measles,

83% for polio, and 89%-90% for chickenpox. Bednarczyk, at 153, ; see also Lecture, “Disease

Control and (RO),” Johns Hopkins, Bloomberg School of Public Health, at slide 24, retrieved

from http ://ocw.ihsph.edu!courses/publichealthbioloy/PDFs/Lecture2 .pdf (accessed August 6,

2016). When herd immunity wanes because of pockets of persons susceptible to disease or for

other reasons, the remainder of the population is at risk. See Bednarczyk, at 153-154. “[W]ith

approximately 8.7 million children aged 17 or younger who are susceptible to measles, there is a

potential for large measles outbreaks, even in the context of generally high vaccination

coverage.” Id. at 153. “[A] substantial number of children and adolescents aged 17 years or

younger in the United States are susceptible to measles, with some clustering raising concerns

that endemic measles transmission should be reestablished despite the overall high level of

immunity.” Id. at 154.
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Although the school district level data reviewed by the Department for school years 2014-2015,

and now 2015-20 16, show rates in most school districts near or above the 92% threshold for

MMR vaccination levels, individual school level data reported for kindergarten and 7th grade

shows a different picture in some schools. For purposes of herd immunity, the actual school a

student attends is the student’s particular community; it is here that the unvaccinated student

would be most at risk (students do come into contact with the larger school district community,

and with students from schools with potentially lower rates, although not on a daily basis).

There are schools within the Commonwealth at which rates for MMR in kindergarten and in the

7th grade, for the portion of the school year at which the report was made, are below 92%.

In 2014-2015, when schools reported in December, approximately 26 % of the kindergarten and

7th grade classes in non-cyber schools in the Commonwealth6had vaccination rates below 92%

for the MMR vaccine at some point in the school year. For some of those classes, the rates were

below 85%. Rates in individual schools substantially improved in 2015-20 16 (approximately

10% of kindergarten and 7” grade classes were below 92%) when school reporting was extended

to March, but there still were schools significantly below the vaccine rates necessary for herd

immunity. This means there is a period during the year in which not enough children have been

vaccinated to create herd immunity for diseases like measles, which was responsible for 481,530

cases nationwide in 1962, pre-vaccine, and 408 deaths of those children and adults.

Insufficient herd immunity also has the potential for school disruption, including closure, with

concomitant loss of educational time, loss of work and pay for adults, need for daycare or other

6 Based on Pennsylvania Department of Education information relating to cyber schools.
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care for excluded children, administrative work to identify and exclude persons who are

susceptible (those who can prove neither immunity nor vaccination), disease surveillance and

contact tracing in the community to contain the outbreak, costs to the health care system of both

the ill and the “worried well,” cost to parents and guardians of care for sick children, and cost to

the public health care system of vaccine and prophylaxis. Although Pennsylvania has not been

through a measles outbreak recently, the Department routinely conducts disease investigations

and surveillance of the type that would be greatly expanded in the event of an outbreak of

disease. The Department points to the costs to California because the actions taken in California

would be the same as those required in the Commonwealth in the event of an outbreak.

Although the actual monetary value of responding to an outbreak may differ from state to state,

the types of costs and the extent of the costs are the same in any state. The longer children

attending school with neither medical nor religious/philosophical reasons to avoid the

vaccination, the greater the chance of an outbreak crisis like this occurring in the

Commonwealth.

For example, in 1962 before there was a measles vaccine, according to the CDC, measles was

responsible for 481,530 measles cases and 408 deaths were reported nationwide, with epidemic

cycles every two to three years. After licerisure of the measles vaccine in 1963, the incidence of

measles decreased by more than 95%, and the two-to-three year epidemic cycles no longer

occurred. A resurgence of measles cases from 1989 through 1991 was the result of low

vaccination coverage. Reported cases of measles declined rapidly after the 1989—1991

resurgence, due primarily to intensive efforts to vaccinate preschool-aged children. Measles

vaccination levels among 2-year-old children increased from 70% in 1990 to 91% in 1997.
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The Department also disagrees with the commentators’ views that vaccines are ineffective. The

Department has already provided data regarding the decline in childhood illness due to the

introduction of vaccinations. The Department recognizes that outbreaks can occur even if

vaccination rates are high. According to the Bednarczyk study, even though the overall level of

immunity to measles is generally at or higher than the lowest threshold rate for herd immunity of

92%, a substantial number of children and adolescents are susceptible to measles, with clustering

of unvaccinated children raising concerns that endemic measles transmission could be re

established despite the overall high level of immunity. See Bednarczyk, at 154. The Fine article

suggests that current measles immunity levels are high enough to prohibit continued transmission

throughout most of the country, but insufficient in certain urban areas where social conditions

are least conducive to high vaccination rates. According to the author, given population

movement, it is not surprising that measles repeatedly escapes from urban centers into schools

throughout the country. Id. at 286. This is what concerns the Department about the low

vaccination rates in schools in the Commonwealth.

Further, the Department acknowledges that not all vaccines are not 100% effective, and that, on

occasion, immunity from some vaccines is shown to have waned. This occurred with pertussis,

and is why in 2011, the Department added Tdap7 as a dose for entry into the 7th grade. See 40

Pa.B. 2747 (May 29, 2010). The fact that immunity can wane does not mean that children, and

adults, should not be vaccinated. The MN4R vaccine, according to the Pink Book, is

DTaP is the pediatric formulation of the tetanus and diphtheria toxoids and acellular pertussis
vaccine, Tdap is the adolescent and adult formulation.
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approximately 95% effective. Measles antibodies develop in approximately 95% of children

vaccinated at 12 months of age, and 98% of children vaccinated at 15 months of age. More than

99% of persons who receive 2 doses off measles vaccine, with the first dose administered at no

earlier than the first birthday, develop serologic evidence of measles immunity. Pink Book,

supra, at 218. Seroconversion rates are similar for single antigen measles vaccine and the

MMR. Id. Two doses of the mumps or MMR vaccine is 88% effective, with a range of 66% to

95%. Id. at 253. Rubella vaccine is 95 % effective, with the same seroconversion rate for single

antigen vaccine and MMR. Id. at 331. Three doses of DTaP and one dose of Tdap have a

similar efficacy, 80%-85%. Id. at 268. Varicella vaccine is 70% to 90% effective against any

varicella disease, and 90% to 100% effective against severe varicella disease. Id. at 362. MCV

wanes unless a booster is administered, which is why the Department is adding a second dose of

meningitis for entry into the 12th grade. The fact that there may be a potential for waning of

immunity does not mean that vaccinations should not be required.

The Department also disagrees with the commentators’ discussions regarding the benefits of

“natural” immunity versus vaccinated immunity. The Department acknowledges that natural

infection may provide better iriimunity than vaccination.8During natural infection, the immune

system recognizes a pathogen as foreign and makes an immune response. When a pathogen

causes an immune response, it is known as an antigen. Unfortunately, however, while the

immune response gathers strength, a person is likely to be ill, as there is a struggle between the

pathogen and the immune response. Antibodies are created by the immune response. Antibodies

are specific to antigens, and have the ability to remember them, so that if the same or a very

8 This does not hold true for all vaccines, tetanus, for example.
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similar antigen tries to infect the person again, the immune response will be faster and stronger

and will protect the person from infection and illness. The cost of attaining natural immunity

can be great: A child can be paralyzed from a natural polio infection, liver failure from a natural

hepatitis B viral infection, deafness from having the measles, or pneumonia from varicella. See

Offit, at 99.

The commentators argue that only natural immunity can be passed from a mother to child

through breastfeeding and that this then protects the child until the child can catch the disease

and build up natural immunity itself.

The Department acknowledges that antibodies passed from mothers who have had disease to

children may last longer than antibodies from vaccinated mothers. See Pink Book, at 215. The

Department disagrees, however, with commentators’ argument that vaccinations do not work as

well as “natural” immunity because mothers who have not been vaccinated, but who have had

disease, pass stronger immunity to their children, which lasts until the children develop their own

immunity. Once the mother’s antibodies wear off, the child is vulnerable, and must either be

vaccinated or risk the disease. For example, maternal antibodies against measles may only last

as long as 10 months, however. Bednarczyk, at 153. After this time, children are susceptible,

and, if left to develop their own immunity must risk contracting a serious disease with a serious

risk of high fever, painful rash, ear infections, oral sores, dehydration, diarrhea, blindness and

death.
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One commentator stated that not all medical professionals see people as cattle that can be lined

up at a “mass immunization clinic,” as was suggested by another commentator. The

commentator stated that it could as easily be argued that herd immunity does not work and the

science is clear for those that choose to do their research beyond the education prepared and paid

for by the pharmaceuticallvaccine industry, which is a billion dollar industry, and laughs all the

way to the bank. The commentator stated that it is offensive to suggest that people should line

up at clinics and let nurses and pharmacy technicians who do not know their medical history give

vaccines instead of at doctors’ offices.

The Department questions the use of the term “mass immunization,” which is not appropriate in

the context of the Department’s rulemaking. The type of mass immunization clinics referred to

by some of the commentators, who have suggested that this might help to “catch-up” children

who do not have all the required vaccines, are not viable in the present circumstances. Unlike

smallpox and polio, there is not a public health “push” to eradicate a disease, which involved

public health at the federal, state and local level, and during which children were lined up to be

given vaccinations. As the Department has noted, the funding for the provision of vaccine in this

way no longer exists, and there are eligibility requirements that children must meet to get

immunizations with federal vaccine. It should be noted that even though children were lined up

to receive immunization, at those immunization clinics, which were run as part of a public health

effort to eradicate polio and smallpox, parental consent was required. In the event immunization

clinics are held again for a public health reason, parental consent will always be required. A

parent or guardian who denies consent, however, does run the risk of having his or her child

excluded from school, unless the parent or guardian can provide an exemption.
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It should also be pointed out that these circumstances do not technically meet the terms of the

“Mass Immunization Law,” (42 Pa. C.S. § 8334) which sets out the circumstances under which a

private physician, not receiving remuneration, may operate a clinic and, if approved by the

Department, have immunity for those actions.

The PACIC commented that the Department had stated that vaccine rates were lower than

optimal, that this statement was vague and should be quantified. IRRC also requested that the

Department provide specific data to address vaccination rates.

The Department’s immunization data is derived from its School Immunization Law Reports

(SILR). The School Immunization Summary 2014-2015 and the School Immunization Sunmrnry

2015-2016, which contain county level data, are available on the Department’s website, at

http ://www.health .pa.gov/My%20Healthllnimunizations/schoolimmunizationrates/Documents/2

014 15 SILR.pdf and

http ://www.health.pa. gov/My%2OHealthIImn-iunizations/schoolimmunizationrateslDocuments/2

015 16 SILR.pdf , respectively. Data from individual schools, referred to as “school level

data” in this Preamble, for 2014 and 2015 are attached to the RAF of this Final Rulemaking, as

Attachments 1 and 2 respectively. The Department provides county level data routinely. For

purposes of this Final Rulemaking, the Department is providing school level data, but is

redacting the names and addresses of the schools to protect the confidentiality of those schools.

It is not the Department’s intention to call attention to any one school, but to underscore the

importance of vaccine rates.
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Comments regarding number ofrequired immunizations

Several commentators stated that the vaccine schedule has increased over threefold from the

mid-i 980s. when there were 23 vaccines on the schedule. One commentator stated that there are

over half a million reports in the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS), and that

these reports include deaths and disabilities. The commentator stated that public health officials

claim that the two events are not linked, but that parents of disabled children frequently cite

recent vaccination as the catalyst for their children’s decline. One commentator stated that it

comes as no surprise that our children are required to receive an ever increasing amount of

immunizations in order to attend school, since many of our government officials also have heavy

ties to the major pharmaceutical companies, demonstrating a major conflict of interest to the

American people. The commentator stated that in 1983, a child was only required to have 10

vaccines during his or her lifetime, but in 2013, the child will be required to have 36-3 8 vaccines,

nearly 4 times the amount.

One commentator stated that his children were his to raise, and not the Commonwealth’s. He

stated that in the 1960s, students received around 8 vaccines. In the 198 Os, students received

around 11 vaccines. He stated that the Department was asking parents to allow their children to

have 70 plus vaccines, and asked why. He asked whether there was one safety study showing

that these vaccines are safe for all children. He stated that we do not ask children with peanut

allergies to eat peanuts for school lunches. He stated that people react differently to penicillin,

and we should not expect all children to be served by one route of prevention.
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One commentator stated that another drug should not be added to the absolutely unprecedented

number of vaccines currently on the child vaccination schedule, especially because there was

zero data on giving this extremely high number of vaccines to children.

The Department respects the commentators’ views, but disagrees with them. The Department

does not adopt the entire vaccine schedule recommended by ACIP, and only adds those

immunizations it believes are appropriate for Pennsylvania children. For example, influenza

vaccine is not required for school entry or attendance, although it is recommended by ACIP. In

fact, the Department requires 10 immunizations for school attendance, and has added only 4 new

immunizations since 1998 -- Hepatitis B, varicella, MCV and Tdap. The Department did add a

second MMR dose prior to the current rulemaking, and is now, in effect, requiring a pertussis

dose for attendance because ACIP recommendations are to give doses of DTaP and DTP as a

vaccination for diphtheria and tetanus. The Department is also now adding an MCV dose in 12th

grade. ACIP recommends many more vaccines for children; however, the Department does not

adopt the ACIP recommendations whole sale. The Department reviews ACIP’s

recommendations, and determines which it believes are appropriate for Pennsylvania children,

obtains the approval of the Advisory Health Board, and then proposes to add them to the existing

list, as it has done here.

The Department also disagrees that there is no data regarding the safety of providing this number

of vaccinations. The Department has discussed this at pages 55-56 of this Preamble, supra, and

page 275-276, infra. See also pages 241 and 257-258, infra.
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One commentator stated that the decision to vaccinate should be based on the heavy

consideration of factors such as the severity of different illnesses, their speed of transmission and

the number of people sickened when weighing their benefits versus their adverse reactions and

potential permanent injury. The commentator stated that in cunent society, vaccines are being

overused with mandated legislation being passed very quickly, removing a parent or guardian’s

right to make informed decisions regarding their own child’s vaccine schedules and health. The

commentator stated that she had just turned 40 years of age, and when she was a child, the

vaccine schedule for school aged children was shorter than it is now, and spaced out so that

combinations of different antigens to various diseases were not administered all at once. The

commentator noted that more and more childhood vaccinations, including Hepatitis B, rotavirus

and HPV contain genetically engineered components with foreign DNA segments and adjuvants,

such as aluminum, capable of triggering autoimmune responses which can contribute to multiple

disabilities later on in life, such as allergies and autism. Because of these uncertainties, the

commentator is against the Department’s regulations.

The Department disagrees with the commentator. The Department, with the approval of the

Advisory Health Board, is acting within its statutory authority by promulgating this rulemaking.

The Department is not seeking to include all ACIP recommended vaccines for attendance at

school. The Department’s regulations here do not involve all vaccines available for children, or

even all vaccines on the Department’s current list of immunizations that are required for school

entry and attendance. The present rulemaking only adds one dose of MCV in the 12th grade, and

the de facto requirement of pertussis for school attendance, because of the unavailability of

single antigen vaccines.
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The Department agrees with the commentator that severity of illness, speed of transmission, and

safety of the immunization should be considered in deciding whether or not to require an

immunization for school entry and attendance. The Department does take all this into account,

and considers the advice of its own experts on staff, the Advisory Health Board, and

recommendations made by ACIP. ACIP, which is a committee made up of physicians and

scientists with extensive experience in the field of infectious disease, immunology and vaccine

research, performs a cost-benefit analysis, makes determinations of how to use vaccines, and

then issues recommendations. See Offit. at 24. The Department also considers the FDA’s

decisions to license vaccines. The FDA reviews vaccines to determine whether or not to license

them, and considers, the safety of the vaccine and its efficacy. Id. Neither the FDA nor ACIP

requires that a child be given immunizations. The Department, based on the authority given to it

by the legislature, and with the approval of the Advisory Health Board, has the discretion to

review these determinations and decide what will be added to the listof diseases and conditions

against which a child should be immunized.

The Department notes that the MMR vaccination and a requirement for immunization against

hepatitis B, are already in place. The MMR is only the subject of this rulemaking to the extent

that the Department rewrote the requirements to acknowledge that, in the United States, the

vaccine is given as a combination vaccine. Because single antigen vaccines are still available

outside of the United States, the Department left that requirement in this rulemaking to account

for the possibility that a child could enter school from another country with single antigen

vaccines.
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The Department is also not requiring either a rotavirus immunization or a HPV immunization for

school entry or attendance, although both are recommended by ACIP. The Department also

agrees that several immunizations have been added to the list of required immunizations since

the commentator was a child. When the commentator was at school age, in the early 1980s,

several of the required immunizations were not available. For example, the varicella vaccination

was not licensed in this country until 1995, and was not added to the list of required

immunizations until 1998. Vaccines against meningitis only became available in the middle

2000s. The Department has addressed the reputed link of the MMR vaccine to autism at pages

46-47 and 5 1-53 of this Preamble, supra.

One commentator stated that researchers have shown that waning immunity is a problem with

vaccines and diseases that previously occurred in children, so that the outbreaks are pushed off to

a later date in older individuals, where they are more serious. The commentator stated that

perhaps the Department should investigate ways to increase a healthy immune response instead

of promoting more and more vaccines.

The Department disagrees with the commentator. Vaccine efficacy is still high regardless of

waning immunity in some vaccines. No vaccine is 100% effective. Even if immunity wanes, as,

for example, with pertussis, the vaccinated child is less likely to contract the disease, and is still

protected against the most severe case of the disease. “Unvaccinated children have at least an

eightfold greater risk for pertussis than children fully vaccinated with DTaP. . . Although

vaccinated children can develop pertussis, they are less infectious, have milder symptoms and
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shorter illness duration, and are at reduced risk for severe outcomes, including hospitalization...

• [Vjaccination continued to be the single most effective strategy to reduce morbidity and

mortality caused by pertussis.” “Pertussis Epidemic,” at 4.

Several commentators stated that medical “experts” disagreed over vaccine safety and

effectiver1ess, and that many studies that were done were epidemiological in nature, where data

can be manipulated to show whatever one wishes to show. The commentators stated that few

people believe that pharmaceutical companies are ethical or have the best interests of the public

at heart, the opposite is true. The commentators stated that no one should be required to accept

their products when one knows they are criminal (remember VIOXX). According to the

commentators, it has been proven that the CDC has close contacts to pharmaceutical companies,

and that a newsletter entitled VACC1NATE ADULTS published by the Immunization Action

Coalition condones and promotes increasing vaccine rates among adults. The commentators

pointed out that the major supporters whose generosity they appreciate are 8 drug companies,

and that the CDC is their primary supporter. The commentators asked how anyone can ever

think the CDC is truly in the business of controlling diseases and most especially controlling

them for precious children.

The Department disagrees with the commentators’ views, but is not in a position to convince

them otherwise. The commentators have a particular viewpoint with regard to the motives of

pharmaceutical companies, epidemiologists and the CDC. The Department is charged by the

legislature with making decisions regarding which immunizations are required for school-aged

children in order to protect them and the public’s health. The Department has been carrying out
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this function for many years to the best of its ability and with great care for the safety of the

children of the Commonwealth. The Department reviews and has relied upon the opinion of

ACIP.

ACIP is made up of experts in the fields of immunization practices and public health, use of

vaccines and other immunobiologic agents in clinical practice or preventive medicine, clinical or

laboratory vaccine research, assessment of vaccine efficacy and safety, consumer perspectives

and/or social and community aspects of inununization programs. ACIP does not include any

person who is currently employed by or involved with any employees of vaccine manufacturing

companies or who holds a patent for a vaccine. In addition, the ACIP includes ex officio

members from Federal agencies involved with vaccine issues, and non-voting liaison

representatives from medical and professional societies and organizations. Smith, J.C., “The

structure, role, and procedures of the U.S. Advisory Committee on Irmnunization Practices,

(ACIP),” https ://www.cdc.ov/vaccines/acip/committee/down1oads/article-2010-role-

procedures-ACIP.pdf (accessed September 13, 2016), at 1. ACIP’s charter states:

The committee shall provide advice for the control of diseases for which a vaccine is
licensed in the U.S. The guidance will address use of vaccines and may include
recommendations for administration of immune globulin preparations and/or
antimicrobial therapy shown to be effective in controlling a disease for which a vaccine is
available. Guidance for use of unlicensed vaccines may be developed if circumstances
warrant. For each vaccine, the committee advises on population groups and/or
circumstances in which a vaccine or related agent is recommended. The committee
develops guidance on route, dose and frequency of administration of the vaccine,
associated immune globulin, or antimicrobial agent. The committee also provides
recommendations on contraindications and precautions for use of the vaccine and related
agents and provides information on recognized adverse events. Committee deliberations
on use of vaccines to control disease in the U.S. shall include consideration of disease
epidemiology and burden of disease, vaccine efficacy and effectiveness, vaccine safety,
economic analyses and implementation issues. The committee may revise or withdraw
their recommendation(s) regarding a particular vaccine as new information on disease
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epidemiology, vaccine effectiveness or safety, economic considerations or other data
become available.

The committee also may provide recommendations that address the general use of
vaccines and immune globulin preparations as a class of biologic agents. These general
recommendations may address principles that govern administration technique; dose and
dosing interval; recognized contraindications and precautions; reporting adverse events;
correct storage, handling, and recording of vaccines and immune globulin preparations;
and special situations or populations that may warrant modification of the routine
recomn-iendations.

in accordance with Section 1928 of the Social Security Act, the ACIP also shall establish
and periodically review and, as appropriate, revise the list of vaccines for administration

• to children and adolescents eligible to receive vaccines through the Vaccines for Children
• Program, along with schedulesregarding the appropriate dose and dosing interval, and

contraindications to administration of the pediatric vaccines. The Secretary, and as
delegated the CDC Director, shall use the list established by the ACIP for the purpose of
the purchase, delivery, and administration of pediatric vaccines in the Vaccines for
Children Program.

Further, under provisions of the Affordable Care Act (Section 2713 of the Public Health
Service Act, as amended), immunization recommendations of the committee that have
been adopted by the Director of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention must be
covered by applicable health plans.

Retrieved from http ://www.cdc. gov/vaccines/acip/conimittee/charter.html (accessed August 6,

2016). The Department’s own experts review ACIP recommendations, considering the unique

needs of the children of the Commonwealth, and with the approval of the Advisory Health

Board as is required by law, then determines to add those immunizations to the list that it

believes are necessary for that protection.

Comments regarding communication ofamendments

Several commentators asked whether the changes to the regulations were being communicated to

Pennsylvania family practice doctors and pediatricians. One commentator stated she had heard

many doctors’ offices were not aware of the requirements, and asked what was being done to
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inform them so that they do not become a barrier to care. Several commentators recommended

that the Department educate new and existing health care practitioners regarding the school

immunization requirements, because in her opinion some licensed practitioners were not familiar

with them. One commentator expressed concern that in her experience immunizations were

being given on the wrong schedule. One commentator stated that physicians would have to play

a major role in implementing these regulations.

Several commentators recommended educating parents as well as health care practitioners and

school staff. One commentator stated that she hoped the general public would be educated as

well as physicians and their offices.

PSEA and several other commentators expressed a need for education of the groups impacted by

this regulation. PSEA recommended that the Department do an educational campaign for

parents, schools and health care providers that administer immunizations, including

pediatricians, family physicians, internists, CRNPs, pharmacists, and health clinics. PSEA -

recommended that the campaign include model guidance and educational materials that schools

can use for educating parents about vaccine requirements, provisional periods, exceptions and

reporting. PSEA recommended that the training for providers, including support staff, could

include medically sound information about the revised immunization requirements, schedule and

timing of shots, and indications and contraindications as well as best practices for maximizing

patient contacts — including acute office visits for minor il]nesses — to keep a child’s

immunizations current.
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The Department agrees that education of health care providers and practitioners that provide

vaccines, including pharmacies regarding these requirements would be useful and helpful, and

will reach out to stakeholder and medical organizations for this purpose once the Final

Rulemaking is approved. The Department will ensure that the immunization requirements are

made available to schools prior to kindergarten registration, which begins in March of 2017, so

that all affected persons are aware of the new requirements 5-6 months before the start of the

2017-20 18 school year.

Comments regarding HIPAA and the sharing of immunization information between
physicians’ and schools

Several commentators who identified themselves as school nurses stated that doctors’ offices

refuse to provide immunization records to school nurses, claiming that it was a violation of

HIPAA. Two commentators stated that it would be helpful if HIPAA did not apply between

doctor’s offices and schools, because it would be helpful to get records directly from doctor’s

offices, instead of having to depend upon parents who do not follow through with obtaining the

required information. One commentator stated that she had actually excluded a student from

school who had already had a vaccine but the doctor refused to send her the record, and the

parent refused to pick up the record at the doctor’s office. She did not find out that this is why

the child’s record indicated the child did not have the vaccine until after the exclusion had

occurred, but she found the situation to be ‘just ridiculous.”

One commentator recommended that the Commonwealth allow for the free exchange of

irmnunization records between school nurses, doctor’s offices, and health clinics without the
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need for a medical release, and that doctor’s offices should be required to comply with this

“mandate.”

PSEA and several commentators strongly supported the Department’s Statewide Immunization

Infonnation System (SITS) as a very useful tool to allow for sharing of information between

health care providers and schools. SITS allows for the voluntary participation of providers to

report immunization delivery in an electronic information system. PSEA encouraged the

Department to determine effective strategies to increase physician and health care provider

participation and utilization of SIIS. PSEA noted that central collection of the immunization

information would help address some health care providers’ hesitation, based on HIPAA and

privacy concerns, in sharing immunization information with schools without parental consent.

Several commentators recommended that all persons authorized to administer immunizations

should be required to record all immunizations given in SITS. One commentator noted that a

school nurse could then look in SIIS to find the immunizations, and then would be able to

concentrate on the students who truly do not have the necessary immunizations. One

commentator recommended that general and pediatric practitioners need to make sure that all

vaccinations that are given at the 4th year well baby visit are entered into SITS. The commentator

stated that it did not appear that licensed practitioners are familiar with mandated school

immunizations. The commentator noted that if the immunizations were given and put into SIIS,

the school nurses would at least be able to locate them and avoid many phone calls, unanswered

certified letters, and attempts to enforce compliance through education, which many parents have

already had, as well as threats of exclusion. Another commentator stated that many times the
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child has the immunization, but the school nurse does not have the proper documentation. The

commentator stated that parents are often charged a form fee when they request a print out of

their child’s immunization record at a time other than at the regular well child checkup. SIIS

would eliminate this issue.

Two commentators expressed surprise and frustration that more practitioners did not use SITS

and input all immunization data into the system. One of these commentators suggested a

monetary fine might force practitiOners to participate. She stated that physician participation in

SITS was a critical component for stricter provisional enrollments to be enforced.

PSEA and another commentator noted that it made sense to use an electronic system, since

children who were homeless or who switched schools frequently would always have their

electronic immunization information available, whatever school district they were in.

One commentator recommended that the Commonwealth strongly consider a statewide system of

online school-based charting for grades K-12 to which all school nurses would have access.

According to the commentator, this is the only way to seamlessly track the health of students in

the Commonwealth. She recommended that new students be immediately entered upon

registering in the school, and parents, or in the case of children in the custody of Children and

Youth, the Children and Youth Worker responsible for the child, should be required to sign a

release. The commentator stated that at the present time, they do not always receive records

from schools out-of- state or even from school districts within the state because children move

around.
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While the Department understands the frustration of school nurses over the difficulty in

obtaining immunization information, the Department cannot change the requirements of HIPAA,

which is a federal law. Health care providers are legally correct in hesitating to turn over

immunization information to schools without parental consent. The Department understands the

need for an option that provides immunization information more quickly. HIPAA does have an

exception for public health programs, including reporting programs. Therefore, if the

Department were to add a section to the Department’s regulations relating to communicable and

nonconimunicable diseases (28 Pa. Code Ch. 27) requiring reporting of vaccine administration to

the Department’s Statewide Immunization Information System (SITS) this could address the

concerns raised by school nurses on this issue. The Department has the authority to do so under

the Disease Prevention and Control Law of 1955. 35 P.S. § 521.1 — 521.21. Such an action

would, however, require a separate rulemaking, and the Department would need to propose

regulations on this topic.

The Department agrees that no child should be required to be revaccinated or excluded from

school if there is a record that is obtainable. The only way the Department can eliminate the

need for a consent under HIPAA to transfer personal health infOnnation is fOr the Department to

bring the requirement for provision of the information under the public health laws of the

Commonwealth. Reporting to SITS is voluntary. The Department, however, cannot set up a

system for school health records.
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One commentator stated that vaccinations are a medical procedure, and do not belong in a virtual

data base. This is a violation of privacy and HIPAA laws. The commentator stated that it was

no wonder physicians were not entering their vaccination records there. The commentator stated

that this played right into the vaccine industry’s billion dollar business of using the government

to force their agenda of more vaccines on children. Neither the state nor the federal government

has the right to have our medical records in their data bases.

As the Department has stated, use of the Department’s statewide immunization information

reporting system (SIIS) is voluntary, and does not require reporting of student identifying

information to the Department. Information reported by schools to the Department under §

23.86 (relating to school reporting) does not contain student names or health records. Under that

section, schools report aggregate data to the Department, for example, numbers of

immunizations by type and in certain years. No identifying information is passed between the

school and the Department through the School Immunization Law Reports (SILR). The

Department does have SITS, its vaccine registry. As has been stated, reports to SITS by providers

are voluntary, and so the only information included in that registry comes from providers who

have obtained the appropriate consents from their patients to include that information in the

Department’s system. There is no HIPAA violation.

Should the Department choose to promulgate separate regulations requiring the reporting of

vaccine delivery by persons administering vaccines, the Department has the authority to do so.

(35 P.S. § 521.3, 521.16(a)(6) & (b); see generally, Section E (relating to Statutory Authority)

of this Preamble, pages 326-328, infra). If vaccine delivery does, at some future time, become a
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reportable disease, infection or condition under the Disease Prevention and Control Law, supra,

the information contained in SITS going forward would be protected under the confidentiality

provisions of that law. The Department would be prohibited from releasing that information

with three very limited exceptions, upon the consent of the individual, for research purposes

under Department supervision, and if the Department determines that to release the information

would further the prevention and control of the spread of disease. (35 P.S. § 521.15). Because

HIPAA contains a public health exception in these instances, there would be no HTPAA

violation. See 45 C.F.R. § 164; 164.512 (relating to security and privacy).

Comments regarding insurance coveragefor immunizations

One commentator stated that the cost for vaccinations needed to be covered by the parent or

guardian’s health care insurance or some form of statewide health care. The commentator stated

that the cost could not be passed on to the schools.

The Department appreciates the commentator’s concern regarding cost. It was not the

Department’s intention that the cost of the vaccinations be passed on to the school. If a school

elects to request participation in the Department’s School Immunization “Catch-Up” Program,

the school is provided the vaccine by the Department, free of charge.

One commentator asked what the required immunizations were for children in pre-kindergarten

through 12th grade.
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The list of diseases against which children must be immunized to attend school is included in the

Department’s regulations at 28 Pa. Code § 23.83 (relating to school immunizations). That list

will change upon the effective date of this Final Rulemaking. The list of diseases against which

children attending a child care group setting must be immunized are contained in 28 Pa. Code

§ 27.77 (relating to immunization requirements for children in child care group settings). That

list will not be impacted by this Final Rulemaking.

One commentator asked whether the Department would provide clinics over the summer for

students to get the required immunizations, since doctor’s offices might not be able to

accommodate the increase in number of children seeking vaccinations.

One commentator stated that she knew the Department was increasing clinics in order to get

children vaccinated, but said she could not understand why these were only open to those

children who did not have health insurance or whose insurance did not cover vaccinations. The

commentator stated she thought it would be more helpful if the clinics were open to all who felt

they needed an alternative.

The Department no longer has the ability to run clinics for all children, due to changes in federal

funding requirements that limit the provision of the vaccine the Department obtains through its

federal grant to uninsured or underinsured children (that is, children whose insurance does not

cover vaccines), or because they are American Indian or Alaskan Native. See 42 U.S.C. §

1936a(62) and 1396s. Schools may, however, apply for the Department’s “Catch-up Program,”

which provides VFC Program vaccines to those eligible children.
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One commentator asked what the role of the state health departments would be and whether

school nurses could send students to state health centers if they had insurance.

One commentator stated that there was a state health center within 10 miles of the

commentator’s school, but noted that families still lack transportation and other resources to

access the state health center. The commentator noted that her school district was rural and

covered over 224 square miles. The commentator questioned how the change in regulations

would help those families.

The Department cannot immunize children who are insured, so that the ability of an insured child

to access a state health center does not impact the regulations. By law, the vaccine received by

the Department through its federal grant through the federal VFC Program may only be given to

children who are uninsured and underinsured, or meet one of the program’s other eligibility

requirements. Under that program, the Department may give vaccine to schools if there is a need

to catch up the VFC-eligible children in the school’s population. Any school may apply to the

Department for vaccine for this purpose. There are VFC Program providers throughout the state.

In addition, a child who is eligible for the VFC Program may also obtain vaccine at a federally

qualified health center (FQHC). The Department also administers vaccine to VFC Program

eligible children in most of its state health centers through agreements with FQHCs. The

Department has a list of these FQHCs and VFC Program providers, and can provide that

information to a parent or guardian with a VFC Program eligible child, seeking to find a

provider.
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One conirnentator asked how parents were to pay for the immunizations if an insurer claimed the

child’s coverage would not cover the immunizations before the start of the school year. The

commentator stated that she received calls on many occasions that an insurer would not cover the

visit until after the start of the school year.

Under the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA), (Pub.L. 11-148) (March 23, 2010),

an insurer is required to cover all immunizations recommended by ACIP. 42 U.S.C.A. § 300gg-

13(a)(2) (relating to coverage of preventative health services). Failure to do so is a violation of

the law. The immunizations required for school attendance by the Department are all ACIP

recommended vaccinations. Both the health care practitioner and the parent should be aware of

the insurance coverage, and plan to receive the required vaccinations in accordance with both the

Department’s requirements and their insurance coverage. Delay in obtaining the vaccinations

could create problems.

General comments

One commentator asked what steps a school nurse should take if a child did not comply with

mandated health screening. The commentator stated that some parents will turn in a form that

states that the child will have a private dental or physical examination, and then turn nothing in.

The Final Rulemaking does not deal with mandated health screenings. Questions regarding

those screenings should be directed to the Department’s Division of School Health.
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One commentator stated that she hoped the Department would have a sufficient supply of

vaccine available to accommodate the new requirements.

The Department does not anticipate any vaccine shortages in the near future. The Department no

longer provides vaccine to the general public, and would only make vaccine available for

children eligible for the VFC Program.

One commentator asked whether the Department would provide a form letter to send home to

kindergarteners currently in a provisional status if the regulations were effective for the 2015-

2016 school year. The commentator also asked whether there will be a form letter available for

future kindergarteners.

The regulations will be effective on August 1, 2017, but the Department expects Final

Rulemaking to be published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin in March of 2017. The Department

expects this to be in time for registration for the 2017-2018 school year to enable schools to

provide information to parents and guardians regarding the changes to the regulation The

Department will not be providing a form letter.

Two commentators raised issues about children with late summer birthdays, or who are “young

for their grade.” One commentator stated that she had taken her son for a physical required for

entry into 6th grade, but the doctor would not give him his immunizations because he was not yet

11 years of age. He was 13 days from turning 11, but they had to make a return trip to the

doctor’s office. The commentator noted that there are children who have skipped grades or have
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moved from areas where school start dates are different, which places them in a pocket of not

being able to receive the vaccine and then not being able to go to school. The commentator noted

that medical immunizations are based on age, while school immunizations are based on grade,

which causes problems with compliance. One commentator asked that a delay exemption be

added to the regulations so that children who enter school early, or who advance more quickly

should not be forced to receive vaccinations at an accelerated rate relative to their biological age,

if the medical recommendations for their biological age conflict with educational requirements.

The Department is not aware that any of the immunization requirements as listed would conflict

with the possible age of a child entering school. Most vaccinations necessary for school entry

and attendance are licensed for a child younger than 5 years of age, and, therefore, school entry

and attendance is not an issue. The same applies for a child at entry into 7th grade. There is no

issue with respect to Tdap, and the first dose of MCV is recommended at ages 11 to 12. If there

were to be an issue with an exceptionally accelerated child, the medical exemption is available

for use. With respect to the commentator’s son, there is a four-day grace period built into the

Department’s regulations, that is to say, that a child receiving a vaccination within four days of

the minimum age for vaccination may be counted, but a dose given further than four days before

may not. 28 Pa. Code § 23.83(f) (relating to grace period). The Department encourages parents

to take this into consideration when seeking immunizations.

One commentator stated that he was very concerned because he did not understand how the

Department of Health and the Department of Education had overlapping duties and roles. He

stated that the Department of Education was to educate, and the Department of Health was to
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keep the Commonwealth safe. According to the commentator, only when a wild virus might

happen should the Department of Health be involved in local schools. The commentator stated

he thought it was “really weird” when the Department and the Department of Education have

joined the CDC as the experts, in the jurisdiction of medicine, dictating to our children, families,

and health care practitioners what to ingest and inject and what to do so. The commentator

recommended that the Department read an article in the Wall Street Journal published on May 3,

2016, “Researchers: Medical errors now the third leading cause of Death in the United States.”

He also asked that the Department look at the top 10 causes of death, stating that only one cause,

the flu, can possibly be prevented by vaccination, and those deaths usually occur in the elderly

and not in school-aged children.

The Department agrees with the commentator insofar as the Department’s intention is to keep the

Commonwealth safe and healthy. The Department disagrees that childhood diseases cannot be

prevented by vaccination. Vaccination has prevented disease and death among children and will

continue to do so. See “Benefits from Immunization,” supra. Falling disease and death rates in

measles, mumps. rubella, diphtheria, and other diseases bear this out as well. See Pink Book, at

Appendix E.

With respect to the comment that the Department has made itself an expert, the General

Assembly has provided the Department with the legal authority to set the list of diseases against

which children must be immunized to enter and to maintain attendance at schools. See Section E

(relating to Statutory Authority) of this Preamble, pages 326-328, infra. The Departments of

Health and Education do share responsibilities in schools, as it is for school administrators to
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enforce the requirements set out by the Department under the Public School Code, unless there is

an unusual expression of illness or, in fact, any type of disease outbreak. The Department’s

authority to prevent and control the spread of disease in public and private schools is specifically

set out in the Disease Prevention and Control Law of 1955. 35 P.S. § 512.3(b). Parents and

guardians with strong objections to the regulations may still seek a medical or

religious/philosophical exemption to obtaining an immunization, but in the event of a disease

outbreak necessitating isolation or quarantine measures, or measures involving exclusion of

persons not adequately vaccinated, an unvaccinated child will be excluded from school. See 35

P.S § § 521.5, 521.7, and 521.11 (relating to disease control measures; examination and diagnosis

of persons suspected of being infected with venereal disease, tuberculosis or any other

communicable disease, or of being a carrier; persons refusing to submit to treatment for venereal

disease, tuberculosis or any other communicable disease), and 28 Pa. Code Ch. 27, subch. C

(relating to quarantine and isolation).

One commentator recommended that everyone in a position of authority to change vaccination

laws should watch the movie VA)O(ED and get educated as to what is really going on. Another

commentator recommended that everyone should see the documentary, VAXXED — Cover-up to

Catastrophe, which is a very important documentary. The commentator stated that this is not an

anti-vaccination documentary, it is a documentary explaining a CDC fraud regarding the MMR

vaccine. The commentator stated that locations where the documentary are playing are limited

because we all know the pharmaceutica]Jvaccine industry is doing everything they can to keep

this out of the mainstream.
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One commentator asked that the Department hear the cries of concerned mothers all over the

Commonwealth who oppose these changes to current vaccination policy.

The Department understands that some parents are concerned about the efficacy and safety of

vaccines. As noted above, vaccines, like medication, can cause side effects, and no vaccine is

100% effective. The most common side effects are mild, but many vaccine-preventable diseases

can be serious, or even deadly. Although many of these diseases are now rare in the United

States, they are present in other parts of the world and can be brought into this country, putting

unvaccinated children and adults at risk. The Department recommends that parents talk further

about their concerns with their children’s primary care physician.

Comments opposing imposition ofschool vaccine requirements in violation ofparental and
human rights

Multiple commentators opposed what they considered to be mandatory vaccination in general,

and provided anecdotal reasons why requiring immunizations was illegal and immoral, and a

violation of individual rights. The Department has detailed those comments below, and then

provided a response to all of the comments.

Multiple commentators stated that parents should have rights to make decisions for the best

interests of their children and about their children’s health, including whether or not to vaccinate

their children. One commentator stated that the commentator was opposed to government

regulations interfering in the choices of the commentator’s health concerns. One commentator

stated that it was a violation of human rights to force vaccines on people. One commentator

opposed any changes to vaccine policy that interferes with a parent’s God-given right to make
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medical decisions for their children. The commentator stated that informed consent is a priority.

The commentator opposed any increase to the number of vaccines currently on the childhood

schedule and opposed adding any more vaccines as a requirement for school. One commentator

said that one size fits all is not a safe policy. One commentator stated that it was a disgrace to

have that right taken from parents. The commentator expressed the belief that this was headed

toward socialism. The commentator prayed that the Department take the time to listen to the

voice of the people that we represent, and defend the rights of parents and citizens of the United

States. The commentator stated that this was not about vaccinations, but about government

control of personal rights, and where our rights and freedoms lie, with citizens or with

government officials.

One commentator stated that she completely opposed the mandatory vaccine requirement for all

school-aged children. The commentator stated that these policies are unconstitutional, and that

the Department, the Pennsylvania Department of Education, and individual schools will be

subjected to massive future liability as there is increasingly more evidence past and present,

being exposed by individuals across multiple spectrums and disciples [sic] within and without

the medical and scientific communities of the injury and death caused by vaccines. The

commentator stated that by removing an individual or parental right to take responsibility fOr

their own or their children’s health, these entities are taking on full responsibility and liability for

this child’s health and any injury or death that may occur due to these mandates. The

commentator stated that the Department, the Department of Education, and individual schools

for all levels of education are placing themselves in an extremely liable position of not giving

parents and college students true informed consent. The commentator stated that the current
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illegal, unconstitutional practice of the above entities threatening, bullying, coercing,

administering vaccines without signed informed consent and even misinforming (deceiving by

downplaying and omitting risks and alternatives to vaccines) parents and students into

vaccinating in order to attend any educational institution, public or private, must be stopped. The

commentator stated that vaccines cause injury and death as even our federal government

acknowledges. The commentator asked that the Department be informed, and defend the

constitutional rights of the citizens of this country and the residents of this state. The

commentator stated that this was the citizens’ inalienable right. The commentator stated that she

respected science, and that while people lie, that science never lies. People manipulate data.

Science never manipulates data. She stated that people compromise for gain, science never

compromises for gain.

One commentator stated that it is very important to the commentator’s family and other families

that elected officials uphold a family’s right to decide what is best for the family’s children,

including choices involving vaccines: whether, when and which vaccines to give the child. The

commentator stated that the list of vaccines continues to grow, and parents must have the right to

decide whether or not we believe the list and schedule are what is truly best for our children.

The commentator stated that the commentator appreciated the Department working to ensure

parental freedoms were not compromised.

One commentator stated that she was very concerned that the proposed changes would

compromise the commentator’s rights as a parent to provide the commentator’s child with proper

medical care and might even be dangerous to the children affected by the changes.
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One commentator stated that it was not the government that would be living with death or mental

or physical disabilities that the vaccination might cause, and that the loss was bad enough, but no

one could be sued for the loss.

One commentator stated that many people have deep personal convictions and religious beliefs

that are strongly against vaccination, and many children have reactions to them. According to

the commentator, taking parental choice out of vaccination is wrong. The choice of whether the

commentator wants these inoculations is a basic human right.

Several commentators supported comments provided by the PACIC. One commentator stated

that it was the inalienable right of citizens in a free country to maintain informed consent for all

medical procedures, including vaccines.

One commentator stated that the Department should not take her God-given right to choose for

her child away from her or her family. The commentator stated that some vaccines have been

banned in other countries, and forcing these on kids against the will of the parent should be

illegal, but the Department is trying to legalize it and say it is helping. Too many people die

from these vaccines to say this is helping. The commentator stated that no one should be forced

into receiving an injection or procedure of any kind that they or their parent or guardian does not

agree with, especially when the injection contains known carcinogens, neurotoxins, and animal

tissue and fetal tissue, or both.
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One commentator stated that she valued the opportunity to be an active voice on behalf of our

precious children, and for ourselves as members of a country unique in the world for its

enshrined defense of individual conscience and religious conviction.

One commentator stated that the citizens of America have medical freedom — freedom over their

own bodies — without fear of losing the privileges of citizenship, like education or employment.

The commentator stated that vaccines are a medical intervention involving risk, and we must

retain the right to opt out of them. Because we do not know how sensitive a child or adult might

be to a vaccination, we must retain the right to opt out of them. This is a very basic human

freedom and must be preserved. The commentator stated that this is a vital matter that concerns

every parent and child in the Commonwealth and should be fully publicized, so that citizens may

give input to their legislators. The commentator urged the protection of parental choice.

One commentator stated that Pennsylvania was not a third world country, and that there was only

one single reported measles case in this Commonwealth last year. The commentator stated that

there was absolutely no threat to the public’s health. The commentator stated that adding more

questionably safe vaccines to the mix is pointless and expensive. The commentator stated that

above all is it is imperative that a parent decide their child’s health, and not some bureaucrat.

The commentator stated that vaccines can and have injured children. The commentator stated

that unvaccinated children pose no more threat than vaccinated children. The commentator

stated that the commentator was personally aware of several children who are exceptionally

healthy and intelligent and have never had a vaccine through childhood. The commentator

counts himself as one of many that live productive lives without vaccines, boosters or
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prescription drugs. The commentator asked that parents be allowed to exercise their human

rights to raise children in their own way. The commentator stated that vaccines are not for

everyone just as prescription drugs are not for everyone, and that everyone deserves a choice.

One commentator opposed the regulations in solidarity with a friend whose life had been

affected by a routine vaccination, and to amplify her words.

One commentator stated that given links of problems to vaccines and the unreliability of the

CDC to conduct unbiased studies, no additional vaccines should be mandated.

One commentator stated that there is much concern over vaccines right now due to the number

and type of vaccines that are being given to babies and young children. The commentator stated

that more and more information and research is coming out every day and people are starting to

become educated on what they are injecting into their children. The commentator asked that the

Department slow down changes and additions to the vaccine policy for young children. The

commentator stated that we must take responsibility for the safety of Pennsylvania children

because the vaccine manufacturers do not.

One commentator stated that there should be no further mandates pushed on the citizens of

Pennsylvania without the provision of choice based on the negative side effects the vaccines

could have.
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One commentator stated that the regulations should be withdrawn and no additional vaccine

mandates be issued.

Several commentators stated that they had done intensive research on vaccines and their effects.

One commentator stated that from her research she had ascertained that today’s vaccines contain

ingredients which are highly toxic synergistically or alone, or both. The commentator stated that

vaccines cause life-long autoimmune disease, such as autism, paralysis pain and even death, and

they are usually ineffective. The commentator stated that we have been given a highly effective

immune system, and vaccines make it less effective. She stated that she has many friends who

have received the flu vaccine which is full of toxic mercury and then have come down with the

flu in 3 weeks. The commentator stated that vaccines should never ever be mandated. The

commentator stated that this was a gross violation of the Fourth Amendment to the Constitution.

The commentator stated that the sale and use of vaccines is a crime against nature solely for the

profit of big pharma.

The HSLDA also commented that the law should generally defer to a parent’s right to make

medical decisions for a child.

Two commentators stated that it was a violation of human rights to force vaccines on people.

Vaccinations should be recommendations and not requirements. Vaccinations are medical

treatments with serious risks that should be a private matter between patients and doctors, and

should only be administered by family doctors and pediatricians in their offices, and not in drug

stores or schools. The commentators stated that schools should not be allowed to ask for medical
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information, such as vaccination status. The commentators stated that if it is not permissible to

discriminate against people who have communicable diseases like AIDS, hepatitis, or herpes,

then no one should discriminate against disease-free people and prevent them from keeping jobs

or attending school because of vaccination status.

One commentator stated that it was wrong and unethical to strip Americans of their freedom to

make decisions regarding medical procedures for themselves and their families. The

commentator asked that the Department withdraw the regulations and not issue mandates relating

to vaccinations.

One commentator stated that she prided herself on teaching her chiropractic patients about true

health to take charge of their health and the health of their families. According to the

commentator, a large part of this involves having the right to choose what medical procedures

are best given the specific health needs of the family. The commentator stated that she had made

it her life’s work to better understand the human body and how to restore and maintain health,

and that she was appalled that the Commonwealth wants to completely strip the individual’s

freedom to choose what is best for the individual’s family. The commentator stated that she had

spent more time studying to understand vaccinations than most politicians who are often blinded

by the truth given their political positions.

One commentator stated that parents care more about children than life itself. They should be

able to make informed decisions. The commentator asked that no more laws be passed to “keep
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us safe.” The commentator stated that this was America, “Land of the Free,” not land of the

legislated.

Another commentator stated that every child has a right to a free and public education without

discrimination for not having a dangerous procedure — vaccinations. The commentator stated

that vaccines have serious side effects and are known to actually shed the diseases they

supposedly protect persons from. Outbreaks like the one in California occur in populations that

are 100% vaccinated. According to the commentator, there is an urgent need to require legal

protection of parental rights regarding medical and religious exemptions to vaccinations for

minor children. The commentator stated that she was proud to have been born and raised in

beautiful Pennsylvania, and she would be saddened to have Pennsylvania known for such

restrictive and unjust amendments to the law on vaccines.

One commentator stated that parents, who interact with their children daily, are more adept to

make medical decisions than medical doctors, who see the child for a 15-30 minute well-child

annual visit. The commentator stated that “herd immunity” debases the individual needs of each

child of all races. The commentator stated that the commentator believed that some

immunizations are an effective means of keeping our children healthy. The commentator stated

that they chose to immunize when their children are otherwise healthy. The commentator stated

that they chose to spread out their immunizations — 10 immunizations at 1 time is unhealthy.

The commentator stated that they respect other parents’ decisions not to immunize their children.

The commentator stated that the number of immunizations demanded in today’s world is

disconcerting. The commentator stated that antibiotics exist in today’s world which quickly
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heal. The commentator stated that her nephew had seized after immunizations. The

commentator stated that friends have children who, after the chickenpox vaccine, have developed

severe allergies, lameness and hearing loss. The commentator stated that a parent whose child

adversely reacts to an immunization is legally and morally responsible for the child’s well-being.

Because of that responsibility, the parent should be able to make the choice.

One commentator stated that there are too many questions without answers regarding vaccine

safety. The commentator stated that there are recalls, and failures, and many are for diseases that

would not cause great danger to the public. The commentator stated that vaccines need to

remain a personal decision because they are not safe for all people and therefore cannot be

required of all.

One commentator stated that people deserve the right to deny vaccinations under the United

States Constitution. The commentator requested that the Department represent the citizens as it

should. If the Department were to read the ingredients in the vaccinations, it would know they

were not safe for humans.

One commentator stated that she horrie-schooled her seven children, three of whom she adopted

from China, which has decided it knows what is best for its families note the 2 Child Policy,

which causes millions of baby girls to be abandoned every year. She stated that she has adopted

these three children in an effort to protect, love and provide a home for them, and she is working

for the parental rights of all parents to do that. She stated that America has always been regarded

as the sweet land of liberty, and was founded on the principles of individual liberty and self
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government. She stated that more and more the rights of American parents to direct the care and

upbringing of their children is being lost. She stated that it is the function of our government to

protect individual liberty and prosecute crime, and the rights of good parents, who know and

love their children best, should be protected and not infringed. She stated that to assume the

government knows best how to raise our children is to assume that it has some superior

intelligence or ability. The commentator asked that if the decisions made by people are so bad

that it is not good to permit people to be free, how is it that the decisions made by legislators are

always good. She asked whether legislators belonged to the human race. She asked whether the

Department believed that if left undirected, mankind would destroy itself because the people’s

ability to self-govern is inadequate. She asked whether the Department believed that it had a

superior intelligence that placed it above them. She asked that the Department give up its idea of

forcing parents to acquiesce to the latest vaccination requirements. Not only are they oppressive

and unjust, they imply that the government thinks it is infallible and parents are incompetent.

The commentator stated that parents are not required to immunize their children until they are

admitted to school, and this should be left unchanged. She asked that the rights of parents to

raise and direct the upbringing of children in the way the parent believes is right be protected.

One commentator stated that the federal government has shielded the vaccine industry from

effective oversight and liability, and that horrific scandals continue to emerge. The commentator

stated that the public has been willfully misled about “vaccine safety and effectiveness,” as

succeeding generations continue to suffer permanent injury and death. The commentator stated

that in this decades long battle for the truth, people who share her beliefs state that “Vaccines

should not be mandated, vaccines should be banned.” She provided ten reasons why this was the
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case, and included links and citations to articles supporting these positions, as well as additional

information, movies, videos and books relating to vaccine dangers, vaccine reaction symptoms:

(1) Vaccines cause catastrophic andpermanent damage and death. The commentator

stated that total compensation from the Vaccine Court over the life of the VAERS program was

3.3 billion dollars, that since 1988, over 16,878 petitions have been filed with the program but

only 4582 of those were determined to be compensable. The commentator stated that the flu

vaccine is the most dangerous shot in America, and in June of 2014, a report covering a 3-month

period shows that 78 cases were awarded settlements for vaccine injuries, with 55 being for the

flu shot, including one death. Flu vaccine injuries include Guillain-Barre syndrome, Chronic

Inflammatory Demyelinating Polyneuropathy, Rheumatoid Arthritis, shingles, Brachial plexus

neuropathy, Bell ‘s palsy, Brachial neuritis, Transverse myelitis, Lichenoid drug eruption, and

Narcolepsy.

(2) There is massive underreporting in a government operatedpassive reporting system

ofadverse reactions to vaccines. The federal Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)

admits that there is systemic underreporting in VAERS, since it is a system of passive reporting,

and information is not automatically collected, but can be voluntarily submitted by anyone. The

commentator noted that reports vary in quality and completeness. The National Vaccine

Information Center states that it is estimated that less than 10 % of all vaccine-related health

problems are reported to VAERS.

(3) HHSpromotes the “coincidence myth” ofSIDS’ and other adverse health effects of

vaccines. The commentator quoted an HHS statement that 10 million vaccines a year are given

to children between the ages of 2 and 6 months of age, and at this age, infants are at greatest risk

for certain medical adverse events, including high fevers, seizures and sudden infant death
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syndrome. The commentator highlighted a statement by HHS that some infants experience these

events shortly after a vaccination by coincidence.

(4) Vaccines contain numerous toxic ingredients. The commentator provided several

links to government and industry documents to support this statement. The commentator stated

that a highly toxic mercury preservative remains in flu vaccines, including non-mercury flu

shots, and provided several links in support of this information. The commentator stated that the

government admitted that even in single dose flu vaccines thimerosal is present in trace amounts.

The commentator stated that mercury has been replaced by aluminum, which some consider even

more toxic than mercury.

(5) Vaccines spread disease. The commentator stated that the vaccinated population

actually threatens the unvaccinated population by spreading or shedding the disease. The

commentator stated that herd immunity is a shocking reversal of the truth by the vaccine industry

to confuse the issue, deny responsibility for spreading diseases, and target those who refuse to be

vaccinated.

(6)There is no effective United States federal oversight ofvaccine studies, ofvaccines’

safety or effectiveness, nor the actual number ofpeople who have been harmed. The

commentator stated that the federal government had created a passive reporting system, VAERS,

which relies upon reports from the industry, medical professionals and victims, but does not

check the accuracy of the reporting system.

(7) There is no effective United States federal oversight ofmanufacturers ‘facilities,

includingforeign manufacturers in China and India who produce the most vaccines and

medicines. The commentator stated that these manufacturers are not being inspected by the main

United States regulatory agency charged with protecting the health of the American consumer.
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(8) Government institutions are protecting the “vaccine industiyfrom liability and

lawsuits and are notprotecting the public ‘s health. “ The commentator asked why, if vaccines

are stated to be ‘extraordinarily safe,” by a major vaccine proponent physician, why are they

shielded by the Congress and the United States Supreme Court from pharmaceutical corporation

product liability and physician malpractice lawsuits when vaccinations cause the death or injury

of an individual. The commentator stated that the vaccine industry was going out of business

due to law slits from vaccination victims until Congress came to its rescue in 1986, by passing

the National Childhood Vaccine Injury Act, which created the national Vaccine Injury

Compensation Program and the Vaccine Court. The commentator stated that the Vaccine Court

p laces the burden on victims to prove harm, rather than on vaccine manufacturers to prove

safety. According to the commentator, despite these onerous burdens 3.3 billion dollars have

been awarded to victims since then. The commentator stated that the law allowed vaccine injury

victims to sue manufacturers when they received no compensation, but that since 2011, the

Supreme Court shut off all access to the courts.

(9) The history of the vaccine fraud is the all-to-familiar history ofcollusion between

government and business.

(10) Vaccinations are a violation ofthe “Precautionary Principle” and the Hippocratic

Oath, “First do no harm.” The commentator stated that the medical profession’s reputation is in

shambles, because preventable medical errors are the 3’ leading cause of death in the United

States and claim the lives of approximately 400,000 patients each year. The commentator stated

that the medical profession’s general support for vaccination will worsen these statistics and

justifiably destroy the public’s trust.
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The Department disagrees with these commentators, and has not changed the regulation. The

Department has the authority, through the delegation of the legislature and the application of its

police powers to require certain immunizations for school entry and attendance, and the.

Departments of Health and Education have the authority through the application of their police

powers, to exclude any child who fails to comply with that requirement. The Fourth Amendment

to the United States Constitution protects individuals from unreasonable searches and seizures by

the government. U.S. Const. amend. IV. The commentator raising the Fourth Amendment has

not explained how a requirement that children be vaccinated prior to school attendance or entry

is an unreasonable search or seizure, nor has the commentator cited any case law to that effect.

In fact, the Department’s ability to require vaccinations upon school entry and attendance is set

forth in state law, and has been upheld by the Pennsylvania Supreme Court, which stated that it

is within the police powers of the Commonwealth to exclude from school children who have not

been appropriately vaccinated. Stull v. Reber, 215 Pa. 156 (1906).

In Stull, Plaintiff received notice from the school that his daughter, beginning December 11,

1905, would be excluded from school in violation of the Act of June 18, 1895 which requires

students be vaccinated prior to admission into school. Id. In deciding the case, the Pennsylvania

Supreme Court pointed out that the question in the case, whether the Act that requires

vaccination as a condition precedent is a valid exercise of the police powers of the state, had

been decided twice once in Duffield v. School District of Williamsport, 162 Pa. 476 (1894) and

again in Field v. Robinson, 198 Pa. 638 (1901). The court stated that “vaccination is a highly

useful ameliorative if not always a preventive of one of the greatest scourges that have in past

times afflicted humanity, and that the regulation of it by statute is not only a justifiable but a wise
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and beneficent exertion of the police power over public health.” Id. See, also, Nissley v.

Humineistown Borough School Directors, 18 Pa.C.C. 481 (1896). The case law is old, but

remains good law.

Although the Department with the approval of the Advisory Health Board has the authority to

create the list of immunizations for school attendance, it is still the case that a parent who

chooses to refuse vaccinations for his or her child because of a religious belief or a strongly held

moral belief that rises to the level of a religious belief, or because a child has a medical

contraindication to a vaccine, may seek an exemption from these requirements. With an

exemption, the child may still attend school. - - -

The Department does question several statements made by these commentators, however. For

example, the statement by a commentator that vaccines are not effective and they are full of toxic

mercury because several friends developed influenza after having been vaccinated against

influenza. While the Department notes that it is not adding flu vaccine to the list of

recommended immunizations, the Department believes some discussion of the flu vaccine is

warranted. The Department is aware that not all vaccinations are 100% effective; in fact, the

yearly flu vaccine may or may not be effective dependent on which strain of flu is actually

present in the Commonwealth. Flu vaccine is developed several months before flu season in the

United States, and it contains antigens against strains that are being seen in other countries,

whose flu season occurs before that of the United States. The flu vaccine usually includes

antigens against three strains, and some years the vaccine is a better match for the actual strain

than others. In all cases, however, getting the flu vaccine tempers the severity of the flu if the
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individual happens to get it in spite of being vaccinated. In no case can the flu vaccine cause the

flu, however. It is a killed vaccine, and cannot give any person the flu. A person may, however,

have a reaction to the flu vaccine that includes achiness and a low-grade fever for a short period

of time. This, again, is minimal compared to the two to four week time frame of the actual flu,

complete with fever, pains, malaise and cough. Further, many persons believe they have had the

flu, but have not. There are viruses that include the same types of symptoms. It is impossible to

tell whether one actually has the flu without having a test done.

With respect to the statement that the Department, the Pennsylvania Department of Education

and schools are acting unconstitutionally and bullying, coercing and administering vaccines

without true informed consent, the Department reiterates that its actions with respect to setting a

list of diseases against which children must be immunized is a legal delegation of legislative

authority to it through the Public School Code, and falls within the accepted police powers of the

state. See Stull, supra. The Department notes that it does promote vaccination, and require

childhood immunizations for school entry and attendance because it strongly believes based on

its research and its experts that vaccines are important, safe and effective in preventing childhood

disease.

The Department notes, however, that while consent may be required for a child to be vaccinated,

“informed consent” is not. The term, “informed consent,” is specific in Pennsylvania law. In

fact, although a parent or guardian (or a minor in some cases) is requested to give consent to a

vaccination, a vaccination does not, by law, fall upon the list of medical procedures that requires

“informed consent.” 40 P.S. § 1303.504(a) (relating to informed consent). The Department,
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when it does provide vaccinations, does provide a Vaccine Information Statement to any child

receiving a vaccine from the Department, which contains side effects and risks of vaccines, and

does seek written consent from the child’s parent or guardian.

The Department reiterates as well that a parent or guardian has the power to withhold consent for

a child to be vaccinated. If the parent or guardian refuses, the heath care provider does not

vaccinate the child against the will of the parent or guardian. The Department has no authority to

change that requirement, and would not forcibly vaccinate any child without consent. The

Department is, however, pursuant to law and its police power, requiring a child to have certain

immunizations to attend school. A parent or guardian who has a firmly held conviction in the

nature of a religious belief, or who obtains a medical exemption, can have the child admitted to

school even if he or she does not consent to a vaccination.

With respect to concerns regarding schools obtaining medical information, that information is

required to be provided to schools by law and becomes part of the student’s education record.

The requirements for education record information in schools are covered by the Family

Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA), 20 U.S.C. § 1232g, which protects a student’s

privacy. A student’s immunization records, however, are not considered to be a student

education record within the purview of FERPA. See

http ://www.astho.org/prorams/preparedness/public-health-emergency-1aw/pub1ic-health-and

schools-toolkit/comparison-of-ferpa-and-hipaa-privacy-rule/.
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In any case, what school districts report to the Department regarding vaccines is in the aggregate,

and does not include any child’s identifying information. The Department does note that if an

outbreak of diseases were to occur in a school, requiring the Department’s public health

intervention, the Department would be able to obtain information regarding the outbreak,

including identifying information relating to children. Once the Department had that

information, however, the information could only be released by the Department to prevent and

control the spread of disease. See 35 P.S. §ss 521.3 and 521.15 (relating to control measures;

confidentiality of reports and records); see also 28 Pa. Code ch. 27, subch. C (relating to

quarantine and isolation).

With respect to comments relating to manufacturers labels, manufacturers of products warn

users of products of possible problems with products in part out of concern for liability. The

studies of the safety for MCV and pertussis were sufficient for the ACIP to determine that the

vaccine’s benefits outweigh its risks. The Department has accepted, and the Board has approved,

these recommendations.

The Department has addressed comments regarding vaccine safety in this Preamble at pages 27-

34, 56-57, supra, and the risks versus the benefits of pertussis and MCV vaccines in the sections

of the Preamble relating to those immunizations, see. infra, at pages 164-165 and 169-171

(pertussis), and pages 208-215 and 217-2 19 (MCV), comments relating to vaccine additives at

pages 43-44, supra, and 126-130, infra, comments regarding multiple vaccines at pages 55-56,

supra, and 275-276, infra, see also 241 and 257-25 8, infra, and vaccine manufacturer liability at

pages 228-230, infra.
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General comments in opposition to vaccination and vaccine additives

One commentator provided to the Department a letter he had sent to Senator Toomey, stating

that vaccines never healed anyone, and have done massive damage to the people throughout all

of history. The commentator stated that the following things are found in vaccines: mercury,

aluminum, formaldehyde, antifreeze, live virus from degraded (rotted) monkey kidney tissue,

cancer-causing S40 in blood, or cow or dog blood and aborted baby’s human cells. The

commentator stated that vaccines contained MSG, and that this toxin blocked Leptin, which

signals to the brain that the body is full. The commentator stated that this was a major causative

in the obesity of our nation. The commentator asked why this was in vaccines, and what good it

did. The commentator asked whether there was any sanity to this scenario, and whether the

Department really believed in the safety of vaccines. The commentator stated that the

Department was reviewing only one side of the story, “reports coming from the CDC and so

called peer reviews from reliable, hrnm, sources.” The commentator stated that the peer review

issue was a scam, and that facts and numbers don’t lie. The commentator provided a number of

links to various articles that prove the truth about vaccinations and about herd immunity, and

stated that herd immunity is a lie.

The commentator stated that he has hundreds of links that show who the CDC and the WHO

really are, and how they have been caught lying and defrauding people for many years, and how

they have caused damage to people worldwide throughout the ages. The commentator stated that

the measles pandemic is nothing more than a lie on the part of vaccine manufacturers, fueled by

propaganda of the MSM. The commentator stated that there were 76 cases of measles in the
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United States related to the Disneyland outbreak and that there are about 650 cases of measles,

nationwide every year. No deaths and a lifetime of immunity for the unvaccinated. It is

common knowledge that there are vaccine-related deaths and permanent disabilities from

vaccines by the thousands. The commentator noted that there is no liability for vaccine

manufacturers, and no repercussions. Drug manufacturers are permitted to continue maiming

and killing over 100,000 people yearly. The commentator asked how this is saving 1lVCS. The

commentator asked whether Senator Toomey would be willing to have his children and

grandchildren vaccinated fully, with the 300 vaccines that are awaiting the mandate. The

commentator stated that this was not in line with the United States Constitution, particularly the

14th amendment. The commentator stated that one child or one grown-up compromised or killed

by vaccines is one too many. The commentator stated that those who do not learn from their

mistakes are bound to repeat them.

One commentator stated that much of the commentator’s concern rested with the presence of

life-destroying aluminum salts, preservatives and fetal human cells in vaccines. The

commentator stated that the safety of aluminum in humans rests on a study in which healthy

adults were given a miniscule amount of aluminum intravenously. According to the

commentator, most medical professionals can testify that intravenous intake is vastly different in

kind from intramuscular injection. The commentator stated that it is this single study on which

the claim that aluminum or aluminum salts in vaccines is safe rests. The commentator cites an

article in The Lancet by Dr. Thomas Jefferson (Vol. 4, No. 2) (2004) pp. 84-90, which confirms

that there is no safe alternative antigen prepared for market. The commentator quoted the article

as stating “Despite a lack of good quality evidence, we do not recommend that any further
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research on this topic is undertaken.” According to the commentator, this means that because

there is no safe alternative, we will not look too closely at the problem. The commentator cited

other studies examining aluminum intramuscular injection into children and rabbits, and stated

that these studies confirmed that aluminum did not exit the body but went directly to organs and

to bone mass. The commentator provided a list of peer reviewed articles on the damage of

aluminum and aluminum hydroxide. The commentator stated that they are waiting for an

effective and safe vaccine, and until then should not be required to inject a verifiably corrosive

and neurological damaging antigen. The commentator claimed the ongoing and untouchable

freedom of religious conscience, along with the freedom of parents to assume the financial and

time burden of homeschooling without medical interference from the government

One commentator stated that she is a mother of four children, and she has done research into the

issue of immunizations. She stated that she vaccinated her first two children, because that is

what she was led to believe. She stated that she then started educating herself and that there was

so much change with the amount of vaccines given clear back when smallpox was an issue, and

even then there was an increase in the disease. The commentator stated that there is no herd

immunity in this country but that no resurgent epidemics have occurred. The commentator

stated that vaccine effectiveness cannot be determined unless one is exposed to the disease

following vaccination, but she has not found research. The commentator stated that vaccines

contain toxic poisons linked to neurological damage, including aluminum, thimerosal,

antibiotics, MSG and formaldehyde, lead, cadmium, glycerine, acetone and yeast proteins. She

comments that one cannot even sue a manufacturer if there is harm because Congress has

eliminated the ability to directly sue providers or manufacturers responsible for vaccine injuries.
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Knowing all this, she asks why she would choose to vaccinate her child. The commentator states

that if people choose to vaccinate their children or themselves for protection against a harmful

disease because that is what they believe, why should they concern themselves that others have

not. The commentator states that they would then have to have faith that they are protected and

the ones that are not vaccinated would get the disease. She asks why we are letting the

government tell us what to do with our children.

Several commentators mentioned that vaccines are derived from fetal tissue. One commentator

stated that vaccines are derived from murdered babies, through abortions. The commentator

states that it is a common myth that the celHines being used to develop vaccines were taken

an abortion in the 1960s and that they self-replicate, making it possible to produce more vaccines

without procuring more abortions. According to the commentator, this could not be farther from

the truth, and a new cell line called WALVAX2 has been developed from new abortions

recently.

The Department is not in a position to dissuade these commentators from their beliefs. The

Department has given its reasons for relying on herd immunity. The Department and those who

choose to vaccinate most likely do not do so through a belief or faith that they will be protected

by the vaccination, but rather through aninformed choice, just as one commentator states that

she has made in choosing not to vaccinate her children. Religious/philosophical and medical

exemptions remain available for those who are eligible for them.
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With respect to concerns raised about vaccine ingredients, particularly about the statement that

vaccines cause healthy children to become unhealthy, and their immune systems are becoming

compromised, children are exposed to many foreign antigens every day. Institute of Medicine,

“Adverse Events Associated with Childhood Vaccines: Evidence Bearing on Causality” (The

National Academies Press (1994)), at 63, retrieved from

hp://wcnap.eduIread/2 13 8!chapter/5 ?tenn%22normal±events%22#62 (accessed September

1, 2016). Eating food introduces new bacteria into the body, and numerous bacteria live in the

mouth and nose, exposing the immune system to still more antigens. An upper respiratory viral

infection exposes a child to from four to ten antigens, and a case of “strep throat’ exposes a child

to from 25 to 50 antigens. Id. According to “Adverse Events Associated with Childhood

Vaccines,” a 1994 report from the Institute of Medicine, “[ijn the face of these normal events, it

seems unlikely that the number of separate antigens contained in childhood vaccines. . . would

represent an appreciable added burden on the immune system that would be

immunosuppressive.” Id. Available scientific data show that simultaneous vaccination with

multiple vaccines has no adverse effect on the normal childhood immune system.

Millions of doses of vaccines are administered to children in this country each year. Ensuring

that those vaccines are potent, sterile and safe requires the addition of minute amounts of

chemical additives. Chemicals are added to vaccines to inactivate a virus or bacteria and

stabilize the vaccine, helping to preserve the vaccine and prevent it from losing its potency over

time. The amount of chemical additives found in vaccines is very small. Again, the Department

does not believe this concern invalidates the regulation. The possibility that the small amount of

additives may cause a serious allergic response is outweighed by the efficacy of the vaccine in
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preventing serious disease and disease outbreaks. Formaldehyde is used to inactivate toxic

proprieties in vaccines that contain toxins (for example, tetanus). It is also used to kill unwanted

viruses and bacteria that might be found in cultures used to produce vaccines. Aluminum gels or

salts of aluminum are added as adjuvants to help the vaccine stimulate production of antibodies

to fight off diseases and aid other substances in their action. In vaccines, adjuvants may be

added to help promote an earlier response, more potent response or more persistent immune

response to disease. Some, like gelatin and MSG are added to prevent deterioration and to stop

the vaccine sticking to the side of the vial. Some, like antibiotics, yeast protein and egg protein,

are remains of the vaccine production process. Brown, M.D., FAAP, Clear Answers & Smart

Advice About Your Baby’s Shots, Immunization Action Coalition, retrieved from

www.immunize.org/catg.d/p2068.pdf (item #P2068(9/13)) at 5 (accessed July 30, 2016). None

have proven harmful in animals or humans. Id., citing Offit, P., “Addressing Parents’ Concerns:

Do Vaccines Cause Allergic or Autoimmune Diseases,” Pediatrics, (March 2003) 111(3): at

674-9, retrieved from http://pediatrics.aappublications.org/content/111/3/653 (accessed

September 13, 2016).

Specific attention was drawn by commentators to aluminum. If a baby follows the standard

immunization schedule, he is exposed to about 4-6 milligrams of alumiruun at six months of life.

By comparison, a baby is exposed to ten mg if he is breastfed, 40 mg if he is fed cow’s milk-

based formula, or 120 mg if he is fed soy formula. There is about 200 mg of aluminum in a

standard antacid tablet. Brown, supra, at 6 (citing The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia,

Vaccine Education Center), retrieved from www.vaccine.chor.edu!service/vaccine-education

center/hot-topics/aluminum.html) (accessed July 30, 2016.)
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Specific concern is also raised relating to thimerosal, which contains ethyl mercury. This differs

from methyl mercury, which is the type of mercury that has given concerns in connection to the

consumption of fish. These two forms of mercury are processed differently in the human body.

While methyl mercury is known to cause psychiatric problems, including Mad Hatters’ Disease,

ethyl mercury is rapidly eliminated from the body within a week. The inclusion of mercury in

vaccines is a frequent concern raised by persons who are of the opinion that vaccines are more

dangerous to health than the disease itself. While most vaccines became thimerosal free after

2001, some, like the flu vaccines still include it. Brown, at p4. Most importantly, influenza

vaccine is not on the Department’s list of required immunizations. The only vaccine on the-•

Department’s list that still retains a small amount of thimerosal is one of the MCV vaccines,

although there are thimerosal alternatives. The Department notes that if a person receives single

antigen doses of vaccines against tetanus, rather than Tdap or DTaP, there would be small

amounts of thimerosal in the vaccine. Levels of thimerosal in vaccines may be found at

www.vaecinesafety.edu.

In addition, commentators raised issues relating to fetal tissue, and specifically stated, in some

instances, that babies were being killed to make vaccines. The Department has not changed the -

regulation in response to these comments. Fetal tissue is not currently used to produce vaccines.

Cell-lines generated from a single fetal tissue source are used to produce vaccines. Some

vaccines, including varicella vaccine, are made from human cell-line cultures. Vaccine

manufacturers obtain human cell-lines from FDA-certified cell banks. Commentators have

stated that existing cell lines are dying out, and that studies show that new fetal tissue lines are
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bing used, citing a Chinese researcher as developing these lines, but the Department is unaware

that any existing vaccine includes any new cell line, or that it is likely to do so. In any event,

these commentators, and persons with religious objections to the use of cell lines in vaccines

may make us of the religious and philosophical exemption to refuse a vaccination and continue

to attend school.

Several commentators also raised issues relating to fonnaldehyde use in vaccines.

Formaldehyde has a long history of safe use in the manufacture of certain viral and bacterial

vaccines. It is used to inactivate viruses so that they don’t cause disease (e.g., polio virus used to

make polio vaccine) and to detoxify bacterial toxins, such as the toxin used to make diphtheria

vaccine. Formaldehyde is diluted during the vaccine manufacturing process, but residual

quantities of formaldehyde may be found in some current vaccines. The amount of formaldehyde

present in some vaccines is so small compared to the concentration that occurs naturally in the

body that it does not pose a safety concern.

Formaldehyde is also produced naturally in the human body as a part of normal functions of the

body to produce energy and build the basic materials needed for important life processes. This

includes making amino acids, which are the building blocks of proteins that the body needs.

Formaldehyde is also found in the environment and is present in different ways. It is used in

building materials, as a preservative in labs and to produce many household products.

The- body continuously processes formaldehyde, both from what it makes on its own and from

what it has been exposed to in the environment. When the body breaks down formaldehyde, it

does not distinguish between formaldehyde from vaccines and that which is naturally produced
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or environmental. The amount of formaldehyde in a person’s body depends on their weight;

babies have lower amounts than adults. Studies have shown that for a newborn of average

weight of six-to-eight pounds, the amount of formaldehyde in their body is 50-to-70 times higher

than the upper amount that they could receive from a single dose of a vaccine or from vaccines

administered over time.

Excessive exposure to formaldehyde may cause cancer, but the latest research has shown that the

highest risk is from the air when fonnaldehyde is inhaled from breathing, and occurs more

frequently in people who routinely use formaldehyde in their jobs. There is no evidence linking

cancer to infrequent exposure to tiny amounts of formaldehyde via injection as occurs with

vaccines. See “FDA, “Common Ingredients in U.S. Vaccines,” retrieved from

hrtp ://w.fdagov/BiologicsBloodVaccines/Safe’AvailabiliaccineSafetv/ucm18781 0.htm

(accessed September 1, 2016).

One commentator pointed out that the Department of Health and Human Services’ National

Vaccine Injury Compensation Program has a “Vaccine Injury Table” that supplies a run-down of

health conditions and associated vaccines. The conirnentator noted that there is quite a list of

health consequences that result from getting vaccines. The commentator also noted the list of

warnings on the package inserts placed there by pharmaceutical companies. The commentator

pleaded with the Department, for the sake of our children and future generations, not to make the

changes in question.
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The commentator stated that her grandchildren have an exemption based on medical,

philosophical and religious reasons, out of a legitimate concern for her grandchildren’s safety.

The Department is not in a position to dissuade the commentator from her beliefs. The

Department notes that the exemptions exist in the law for her and others like her who have a

strong moral and ethical aversion to vaccination. The Department agrees that there are potential

health consequences listed with respect to vaccines in the Vaccine Injury Table. With respect to

manufacturer’s labels, manufacturers of products warn users of products of possible problems

with products in part out of concern for liability. Because a manufacturer cannot prove that a

vaccine is effective for a lifetime, it cannot say so without the possibility of legal difficulties.

Safety studies have been done of both MCV and pertussis, which are being included in this

Rulemaking, and the Department has chosen to follow ACIP recommendations in including

these vaccines.

Comments regarding combination vaccines

IRRC noted that many commentators opposed the idea of doses of vaccines being administered

in a combined form, and asked the Department to state this clearly in the Preamble and in the

RAF to clearly explain the need for the change.

Multiple commentators, including the PACIC, opposed the Department’s requiring combination

vaccinations and recommended that the Department list each antigen separately. According to

some commentators this would simplify the amendment process should combinations change in

the future. This would also ensure accuracy in data collection and publication. The
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commentators noted that some vaccines were still available separately, and listing each antigen

separately is best, and should not be changed. Further, the commentators stated that evidence of

immunity was different for some of the vaccines, and that the regulation was unclear. The

commentators recommended that each disease individually list what could be given as evidence

of immunity. One commentator stated that the Department should list antigens and number of

doses separately and that this would make the regulations easier to understand. Since vaccines

are regularly changing, and some children get vaccinations in other countries where other options

are available, this would be easier. The commentator recommended a chart which explains what

can be used as evidence would also be easier.

One commentator stated that she disagreed with the Department’s proposal to eliminate separate

listings for measles, mumps, rubella, tetanus, diphtheria, and pertussis vaccines that are currently

most commonly consumed as combination shots. The commentator stated that instead of listing

them separately, they will only be listed in their combination fonns. The commentator stated

that she was against this, and her information comes straight from the FDA’s vaccine insert web

page. The commentator stated that she did not believe in mixing vaccines and giving them in

combination. The commentator stated that changing the listings by eliminating single

vaccinations that are still available is not fair and not necessary and only encourages vaccine

manufacturers to eliminate individual vaccines.

One commentator stated that he and his siblings had typical childhood diseases without

complications or visits to the doctor. He stated that when he was a child, it was rare to know any

child who had cancer, diabetes, allergies, asthma, ADHD and autism. He stated that these
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chronic conditions are much more prevalent since the vaccine schedule has tripled, and common

and reasonable people have to ask why public health officials refuse to examine the connection

between them and vaccines. He stated that this is especially troubling when thousands of parents

link the decline in their children’s health to vaccinations. He stated that administering multiple

doses of combination vaccines overloads the fragile systems of babies and young children.

One commentator stated that it is common for vaccines to be given in combination and not

spaced out as previously practiced. The commentator stated that the safety and efficacy of these

vaccines have not been studied and it is quite possible that a lifetime of immunity is not being

established, which is the intended result of vaccination. The commentator stated that vaccines

have to be changed periodically for the goal of herd immunity to take place over a period of

several decades. The commentator stated that since most of our vaccines are made by one

manufacturer, essentially we have a monopoly where fair competition does not exist, and

possibly a superior vaccine is not being delivered to the public.

The commentator specifically referenced the MMR vaccine, stating that people are starting to be

educated on the dangers of mixing vaccines in one dose. The commentator stated that the MMR

vaccine is currently under scrutiny by reputable medical professionals and hopefully will one day

be removed from the schedule completely. The commentator asked that the Department help her

to educate persons on what is actually in the vaccine and the dangers listed on the vaccine insert

sheet from Merck. The commentator stated that the vaccine has 3 different live viruses in one

injection. The commentator stated that there is live measles virus cultured in a chicken embryo

cell culture, which is chicken DNA, live mumps virus, cultured in chicken embryo cells, which is
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chicken DNA, and live rubella virus cultured in human DNA, which is aborted fetal lung cells.

The commentator stated, as if that is not repulsive enough, these cultures are them mixed with

growth medium of fetal bovine serum, which is fetal cow blood. The commentator stated that

the cow blood is screened, but that does not guarantee that a person will not be infected by

Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease. The commentator noted that there would be no liability for the

manufacturer. The commentator stated that the Merck insert clearly states that the MMR vaccine

has not been evaluated for carcinogenic or mutagenic potential. The commentator stated that,

again, no studies have been done but let’s keep injecting babies and do it again as young

children. The commentator stated that it makes absolutely no sense to inject a perfectly healthy

infant with these diseases all at once in a vaccine filled with toxins and do it again right before

they start school. The commentator asked that the Department not remove individual vaccines

from the list, and stated that she was counting on the Department to help keep children in this

Commonwealth safe, and to keep the door opened for individual vaccines, and not bundling

vaccines.

One commentator stated that it was misleading to list vaccinations in their combination forms,

since parents are not aware that combination vaccinations are actually multiple vaccinations in

one dosage. The commentator stated that they should be listed separately since it is still optional

to receive combination vaccinations separately, and this will ensure accuracy in reporting.

One commentator stated that referencing combination shots rather than individual antigens

further reinforces the misinformed and dangerous concept that vaccines are one size fits all. Not

all antigens are appropriate for all children. Many people strongly advocate for safer vaccines
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through single antigens. In many countries combination shots are not required due to safety

concerns.

Two commentators stated that the antigens for MMR and for Tdap should be listed separately as

they are separately available. The commentators stated that information should not be general,

and should be as specific as possible.

One commentator stated that with combination vaccinations, if a child has an allergic reaction,

how will parents know to which of the antigens the child reacted? The commentator stated that

it would probably be after the autopsy.

The Department has not changed the regulation. Even if the Department listed the diseases

separately, there are no single antigen vaccines available in the United States for measles,

mumps, rubella, diphtheria, tetanus or pertussis. The Department originally added language

allowing for combination vaccinations in 2010, to take into account the fact that single antigen

vaccinations were becoming scarce:

The Department supports the cormnentator’s position that combination vaccines are
preferable because of the reduction in cost by eliminating multiple visits, stocking and
storing multiple vaccines and stress on the child. The Departments existing regulations
neither encourage nor discourage the use of combination vaccines; it should be noted that
many vaccines are not available in this Commonwealth or United States as single antigen
vaccines. The Department believes that health care professionals, if they have single
antigen vaccines available to them, will take these issues into consideration in deciding
which vaccine to use. Given the concern expressed by commentators, however, the
Department has decided to revise this subsection to add language acknowledging that a
combination vaccine is an acceptable vaccine for purposes of school attendance, as well
as a single antigen vaccine. The Department added this language even in situations when
a combination vaccine currently does not exist to anticipate the continuing development
of these vaccines. The Department agrees with the commentators and strongly
encourages the use of combination vaccines when appropriate and available.
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40 Pa.B. 2747 (May 29, 2010); see, generally, 28 Pa. Code. § 23.83(b). Since that time, certain

single antigen vaccines have become unavailable. Tetanus toxoid vaccine production was

discontinued in 2013. The CDC, when asked, was unaware of any diphtheria toxoid single-

antigen vaccines historically being available or used in the United States.

The Department is acknowledging that single antigen vaccines for measles, for mumps, for

rubella, for diphtheria, for tetanus, and for pertussis are no longer available in the United States.

The Department has not eliminated the single antigen vaccinations for the MMR vaccine. The

Department has revised this section to specifically reference all three diseases at once, rather

than separately, and to specifically allow for both a combination antigen vaccine (paragraph

(3)(i)) and single antigen vaccines. See paragraph (3)(ii). The language allowing for the

inununization to be given as a single dose vaccine and as a multiple dose vaccine was in the

regulations prior to this amendment, and still exists.

The Department currently takes into account the issue of what immunizations are available in

other countries, and would provide advice to a school nurse in that regard were she or he to

question whether or not such an immunization could be accepted. The Departmeiit notes that for

this reason, the Rulemaking has not changed the language relating to single antigens for MMR

vaccination, but has simply combined the paragraphs into one paragraph to acknowledge that the

individrial antigen vaccines are no longer available in the United States.
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The Department also disagrees that what is required for evidence of immunity is unclear. In

addition to proof of the immunization, immunity to measles and rubella may be shown by

evidence of immunity proved by laboratory testing, immunity to mumps may be shown by a

written history of mumps disease from a physician, CRNP or PA, and immunity to varicelia may

be shown by a history of disease either by a parent or guardian or physician, CRNP or PA.

Immunity for any other listed disease requires a record of the immunization itself. This is

specifically set out in the regulation. The Department believes that there is no need to create a

chart for the four instances in which a history of disease or a laboratory test is acceptable as

proof of immunity.

The Department disagrees with the commentators regarding the safety and efficacy of

combination vaccines. Studies have found that combination vaccines in fact benefit children,

because fewer injections will be required to protect against disease, allowing for the introduction

of new vaccines into the immunization schedule, and thereby preventnig additional disease.

“Combination Vaccinations for Childhood Immunization,” MMWR (May 14, 1999), Vol.

48(RRO5); 1-5 (hereinafter referred to as “Combination Vaccinations”), retrieved from

https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/preview/mmwrhtml/rr4805a1 .htm (accessed August 6, 2016);.

Halsey, N.A.. “Safety of Combination Vaccines: Perception Versus Reality,” Pediatr. Infect,

Dis.J., (Nov. 2011 Supp.): S40-44. The Department notes that a study done by the University of

Rochester with a grant from GlaxoSmithlK]ine Biologicals, makers of Pediarix, a DTaP, IPV

vaccination, and published in the Journal of Pediatrics, also found that no efficacy or safety is

compromised when clinicians administer a combination vaccine that streamlines the process.

See https://www.urmc.rochester. eduinews/story/1 673/combination-vaccine-okay-for-infants-
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rochester-study-shows.aspx (accessed August 6, 2016). According to ACIP, the American

Academy of Pediatrics (AAP), and the American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP), “The

use of cOmbination vaccinations is a practical way to overcome the constraints of multiple

injections, especially for starting the inununization series for children behind schedule. The use

of combination vaccines might improve timely vaccination coverage.” “Combination

Vaccinations,” at p. 6. ACIP, AAP and AAFP stated that “use of licensed combination vaccines

is preferred over separate injection of their equivalent component vaccines. Only combinations

approved the U.S. Food and Drug Administration should be used.” Id. The Department, with

the approval of the Advisory Health Board, is following the recommendations of ACIP, AAP

and AAFP, and allowing combination vaccines that are licensed by the FDA.

With respect to one commentator’s statements regarding the safety of the MMR vaccine, and her

desire to see it eliminated, the Department’s regulation relating to the requirement of an MMR

for school attendance is in place, and is not impacted by this rulemaking. The Department does

note that no peer reviewed valid scientific study has yet shown the link between vaccines and

autism. What had been the seminal study in this, area, a 1998 research study, was severely

criticized, discredited, and later retracted by the British medical journal that published it, The

Lancet. The Department has discussed the issue of autism in more detail at pages 46-47 and 51

53 of the Preamble, supra.

Further, the Department notes that between 1950 and 1963, when a licensed measles vaccine was

introduced, there were between 320,000 to 760,000 cases of measles yearly in the United States,

the highest year being 1958 with 763,094 cases reported, and 552 deaths. Measles is a highly
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contagious acute viral illness with a fever of equal to or greater than 101 degrees Fahrenheit,

rash, cough. coryza and conjunctivitis. It is airborne or droplet spread. Persons are

communicable 4 days before the rash appears, through 4 days after the rash appears. Measles

can remain infectious for up to 2 hours after the infected person has left the room.

Complications include otitis media, pneumonia, laryngotracheobronchitis (croup), diarrhea and

encephalitis. It is more severe in the very young, and may be associated with hemorrhagic rash,

protein losing enteropathy, oral sores, dehydration, diarrhea, otitis media, blindness and severe

skin infection.

From the introduction of the measles vaccine in 1962 to 1989, when a spike in the number of

measles cases occurred, the number of cases nationwide dropped roughly from 1481,530 with

408 deaths in 1962 to 3,396 with 3 deaths in 1988. See Pink Book, Appendix E (Table, Reported

Cases and Deaths from Vaccine Preventable Diseases, United States, 1950-20 13). A spike in

measles cases occurred in 1989 to 1991, with the number of cases increasing to 27,786 in 1990.

Id. This was attributable to low immunization rates. Pink Book, at 214-215. A second dose was

recommended by the American Academy of Family Practitioners in 1989. In 1991, the number

of cases fell to 9,643 nationwide. Endemic measles was eliminated from the United States in

2000, although spikes in cases continue to be seen. No vaccine is either 100G/ effective or 100%

safe. According to the CDC’s Pink Book, the efficacy rates for these vaccinations are as follows:

Measles: 95%; Mumps 88% (range 66%-95%) and Rubella 95%.

The Department notes that, while some vaccines only have one manufacturer, and therefore, the

quality of the vaccine may suffer because of the lack of competition, there are several vaccines
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that are manufactured by more than one company. Meningococcal conjugate vaccine, for

example, is made by Sanofi Pasteur and Novartis. DTaP is manufactured by Sanofi Pasteur and

GlaxoSmithKiine. The Department does not mandate the brand name vaccine, but lists the

disease against which the child must be vaccinated. The Department notes, again, that all

vaccines that are added to the list of those required for school entry are first licensed by the FDA

and then reviewed and approved by ACIP.

With respect to the comment regarding fetal bovine serum, and concerns that this additive may

expose children to Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease, commonly referred to as “mad cow disease,” the

Department disagrees with the commentator. Fetal bovine serum is used in some vaccines as a

growth medium. A “mad cow disease” scare regarding vaccines arose in the early 2000s

following publications of newspaper articles regarding a “mad cow disease” outbreak in the

United Kingdom and the potential that several drug manufacturers had used fetal bovine serum

from countries at risk for “mad cow disease.” Offit, at 112-113. The FDA asked the

Transmissible Spongiform Encephalopathy Advisory Committee and the Vaccines and Related

Biological Products Advisory Committee to meet on July 27, 2000, to discuss this matter and the

CDC then issued a public health service statement in the Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report

on December 22, 2000. The FDA found the threat of “mad cow disease” to be remote and

theoretical, and no known case of transmission exists. FDA, “Vaccines and Variant CII) (vCJD)

Questions and Answers,” retrieved from

http://www.fda.gov/BiologicsBloodVaccineslVaccines/QuestionsaboutVaccines/ucm143 522.htm

Laccessed August 6, 2016) (hereinafter referred to as “Vaccines and Variant CID”). However, in

order to maintain public trust in immunizations, the FDA recommended the elimination of the
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use of bovine materials from countries at risk for “mad cow disease.” Offit, at 115, also cited by

Vaccines and Mad-Cow Disease, Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia, (hereinafter referred to as

“CHOP Vaccines”), retrieved from http://www.chop.edu!centers-programs/vaccine-education

center/vaccines-and-other-conditions/vaccines-mad-cow-disease#.V6YC 1k 2aUk (accessed

August 6, 2016). At the time, the FDA stated that:

The FDA has looked at the benefit of vaccines and the risk of contamination of vaccines
with the BSE agent. The Public Health Service, FDA, and FDAtsadvisory committees on
Transmissible Spongiform Encephalopathy (TSEAC) and Vaccines and Related
Biological Products (VRBPAC) believe the risk that anyone will get vCJD from a
vaccine to be remote and theoretical. Vaccines have a proven benefit in reducing the
incidence of serious, often life-threatening diseases. The absence of high levels of routine
vaccination leads to an increased incidence of vaccine preventable diseases. Therefore,
removal of licensed vaccines from the market for a remote, theoretical risk can have
serious medical and public health consequences. In considering the balance of risks and
benefits, the use of all vaccines, even those which were manufactured with bovine
derived materials from unapproved sources, should continue:

“Vaccines and Variant CJD,” at 2. It should also be noted that in terms of the use of fetal

bovine serum in the vaccine process, serum comes from blood, and blood from infected animals

or blood from infected people has never been shown to be a source of infection to humans. Offit,

at 115; see also “CHOP Vaccines.” The serum is diluted and eventually removed from cells

during the growth of vaccine viruses. Prions are propagated in mammalian brains and not in cell

culture used to make vaccines. Therefore, prions are unlikely to be propagated in the cells used

to grow vaccine viruses. “CHOP Vaccines.” The Department has not changed the regulation.

The Department has addressed concerns relating to vaccine additives at pages 43-44, and 126-

130 of the Preamble, supra, and concerns relating to safety of multiple vaccines being given at

one time at pages 55-56, supra, and 275-276, infra, of the Preamble, see also 241 and 257-25 8 of

the Preamble, infra.
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Comments regarding vaccine safety

Two commentators stated that they had recently become a grandfather for the first time, and that

his and her granddaughter received her three-month vaccinations in accordance with CDC

recommendations. The commentators stated that she had a very severe reaction, which included

fever, diarrhea and an encephalitic cry, which each of the commentators recognized because each

was a nurse in the health care industry. The commentators stated that with each cry she thrashed

her arm backwards. The commentators stated that the behavior lasted ten days before she

returned to a more nonnal status. The commentators stated they would like to have her

sensibilities tested before proceeding with the recommended scheduled vaccines to ensure she

will not suffer more permanent damage. The commentators stated that they did not understand

why the Supreme Court ofthe United States has labeled vaccines as unavoidably unsafe but that

the Department is taking no safeguards. The commentators stated that it was absurd that great

risks were being taken with the lives of so many young and fragile children.

One commentator stated that she is a parent of a child whose health declined with every round of

routine immunizations. The commentator stated that her child is now suspected of having a

mitochondrial disorder that has been noted in medical literature and vaccine compensation court

legal proceeding as being associated with childhood vaccination. The commentator stated that

she did not understand how vaccines could be labeled as “unavoidably unsafe” and yet

precautions are not being taken on a public health level to screen for those children and

individuals who may be vulnerable or most harmed by vaccine injury and vaccine reactions in an

attempt to prevent vaccine harm.
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One commentator stated that she is not opposed to the development and distribution of

vaccinations in order to support the therapy involved in developing immunities, however, the

commentator is opposed to basic freedoms being restricted by over-complicated legislation. The

commentator stated that her own children were vaccinated, but shortly after vaccinating each one

they were hospitalized with complications that she did not recognize as being related to the

vaccines. The commentator stated that she chose to vaccinate because she was told that it had to

be done, and if the children were not vaccinated, the children would likely contract the diseases

which the vaccines were supposed to prevent. The commentator stated that one daughter ended

up with whooping cough after she went to the doctor’s office for an unrelated vaccine, and the

commentator had to care for her day and night for nearly a month. The commentator stated that

another daughter was hospitalized as an infant and had to suffer through a spinal tap before the

commentator realized that the child’s condition was due to the vaccine she had been given two

weeks before. The commentator stated that she has since spent a great deal of time learning

about vaccinations, immunization and the risk associated with undergoing the schedule of

vaccines dictated by the Department. The commentator uses the word “dictated,” because she

sees her freedom to choose how the health and well-being of children are being managed being

taken away.

One commentator stated that she had studied vaccinations as a lay person for several years, and

has concluded that she is not comfortable with their safety. She declined Tdap and MCV for 7th

grade for her children for this reason. She raised the following issues in general:
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• Litigation against HPV manufacturers to begin in Juie of 2016 in Japan; the Japanese

government removed HPV from the recommended vaccine list.

• A CDC whist1eb1ower granted whistleblower status by the Obama Administration and

requested to be subpoenaed by Congress has yet to be acknowledged; his story was made

public in 2014, and he submits that he and his colleagues at the CDC destroyed

documents that supported a link between the MMR vaccine and autism in certain cohorts.

• A letter of complaint by Sin Hang Lee, MC, FRCP, FCAP, director of the Milford

Molecular Diagnostics Laboratory in Milford, CT, was written to the Director General of

the World Health Organization against the Global Advisory Committee on Vaccine

Safety, the CDC and others for misrepresentation of facts regarding safety of the HPV

vaccine.

• The American College of Pediatrics issued a statement in January 2016, regarding new

concerns about the HPV vaccine.

• Pharmaceutical representatives are coming out of the woodwork with stories about

horrible corruption within the pharmaceutical industry.

Because of this she stated that she believes there is a high likelihood of corruption surrounding

how recommendations for vaccinations are made. The commentator stated that because of this

her choice is to be conservative and hold off on further vaccines for her own children.

One commentator stated that although everyone wants to protect immunocompromised children,

we need to protect all children from the excessive number of vaccinations they are being given.

The commentator stated that we need to work together and demand accountability from vaccine

manufacturers, and require cleaner, safer, vaccines before we mandate them on healthy children.
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The conrmentator stated that we need to demand that the CDC does its job and requires longer

testing on vaccines before clearing them for use and mandating them on children. The

conmentator stated that parents who have exemptions are sometimes the children of vaccine

injured children that want to protect their other children. The commentator asked who were we

to stand to protect immunocompromised children and not stand to protect children that have

already been injured by vaccinations. The commentator stated that there are millions of these

children and they are not being supported. The commentator stated that vaccine manufacturers

have absolutely no liability so they have no incentive to make safer vaccines. The commentator

stated that when a lawsuit is filed and won by these families, which is rare, taxpayers are paying

for it instead of the vaccine companies. The commentator stated that pharmaceutical companies

have all the money and their lobbyists and representatives are out there making sure the laws and

regulations are in place for them to keep selling our government unsafe vaccines.

Several commentators stated that the government and the medical and pharmaceutical industries

should first do no harm. One commentator expressed concern that children were being harmed,

families were being devastated, and futures were being destroyed. The commentator stated that a

parent has the right to make a truly informed choice about what is injected into a child’s body

which has the risk of permanent injury arid death. The commentator stated that the government

has a moral and ethical imperative to provide that right. One commentator stated that she had

been a registered nurse for 16 years and had worked in a hospital all that time. She stated that as

a citizen of the United States of America and as a resident of this Commonwealth, she must

defend the United States Constitution and the Pennsylvania Constitution and she expected the

Department to do the same. The commentator stated that she had taken an oath to be an
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advocate for the truth regarding the persons she cares for, and if medical personnel compromise.

and do not defend these oaths, there is no limit to the evil and atrocities that will be committed in

the name of medicine. She stated that together we should hold all federal, state and local

governments accountable to defend constitutional rights to maintain truth and integrity in the

process and conveyance of all medical and scientific infonnation (all benefits, risks and

alternatives) to obtain an individual’s true consent. She stated that this true consent includes

defending a citizen’s or a resident’s right to refuse based on the integrity of these truths.

The Department has not changed the regulation. The Department is not creating a new

immunization program. The only new immunization requirements the Department is adding are

a dose of MCV for entry into the 12th grade, or, in an ungraded class, for entry into the school

year where the child turns 18, and a pertussis component, since certain vaccines, like single

antigen diphtheria, single antigen tetanus and single antigen pertussis vaccine, are not available

in the United States. The Department has addressed the safety of those vaccines in the specific

sections relating to those requirements. The Department is not adding HPV to the list of required

immunizations for school entry and attendance. Further, the Department notes that exemptions

still exist in statute to allow concerned parents to exempt children from vaccinations under

certain circumstances. Any claim of a link between MMR and autism has been sufficiently

debunked by the retraction in 2010 by The Lancet, the British medical journal, of what was until

then the seminal study in England. Further, safety of combination vaccines, multiple vaccines

at one time, the number of required vaccines and additives to vaccines and other safety issues

have been discussed elsewhere in this Preamble.
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In addition, the Department notes that the right to request a medical, religious, or strong moral or

ethical conviction exemption still exists in the law and in the regulations. The Department has

addressed the issue of informed consent at pages 119-120 of the Preamble, supra.

PACIC asked that the Department provide the average number of children in this state who are

“medically unable to obtain a vaccination.” PACIC stated that the CDC is seeking to severely

limit the conditions for which children may be eligible for a medical exemption. PACIC stated

that requiring someone else to undergo a medical procedure that carries inherent risks for the

sake of another individual is a novel concept in the United States where individual rights have

always been honored. PACIC stated that upending this foundational principle should not be

taken cavalierly.

With respect to the commentator’s question regarding the Department’s reference to children

who are medically unable to receive the vaccination, these are those children with medical

contraindications, for example, children with a contraindication to pertussis. A child with a

medical exemption is medically unable to receive a vaccination. Although the Department has

provided, supra, the number of children in 2014-2015 and 2015-2016 who had medical

exemptions at the time data was collected, the Department also notes that a child’s situation may

change, and that a doctor may determine that a child cannot receive a vaccine at one point, but

may be able to receive it at a later date. The Department has no way of knowing whether these

children are in a provisional status at the present time, or have medical exemptions.
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Further, the CDC has no authority to limit what condition may warrant a medical exemption, nor

does the Department. The decision that a particular condition warrants a medical exemption is

determined by the child’s doctor. ACLP. an advisory body to the CDC, lists contraindications to

certain vaccines, but the decision regarding whether to a child should receive a medical

exemption is within the scope of practice of the physician or his or her designee. The regulations

do not affect that relationship. Further, the Department notes that, while it strongly encourages

persons to think about whether their actions regarding vaccination impact other persons, it has

not impinged on personal liberty by promulgating this regulation. Acting pursuant to its

statutory authority, the Department has added to the list of diseases and conditions for which an

immunization is required to enter and attend school. The Department has not, and cannot, -

change the legislature’s directive that children be able to obtain medical and religious

exemptions to these requirements. A child who possesses such an exemption is not impacted by

these regulations. That child may, however, in the case of an outbreak of a vaccine-preventable

disease in a school, be excluded from school under the Department’s authority to prevent and

control disease in schools, see 35 P.S. § 521.3(a). In the event that the child contracts the

disease, the child may be isolated or quarantined under that same authority. See 35 P.S.

§ 521.11. The Department notes that these exclusionary principles have long been upheld in the

Commonwealth. Stull v. Reber et al. 215 Pa. 156 (1906); see also Nissley v. Ilumineistown

Borough School Directors, 18 Pa.C.C. 481 (1896).

Comments regarding pharmaceutical companies and vaccines

One commentator stated that the pharmaceutical industry was stirring up hysteria in order to

continue this revenue stream, whether it is necessary, beneficial or not. The commentator stated
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that there are too many uncertainties about the safety and effectiveness of so many vaccines just

to bulldoze ahead because of media hype. The commentator stated that the inclusion of heavy

metals like mercury in some of these vaccines is horrible. The commentator asked how pumping

mercury into her grandchildren could improve their health.

One commentator said that it should be up to the parents to decide if a child should get more

immunizations, but if a pediatrician recommends it, most persons will comply.

The Department hopes that physicians and parents discuss the medical issues, including

immunizations, relating to their children, and make decisions that are in the best medical

interests of the child. The medical exemption is in place for those who need it.

One commentator stated that she was vehemently opposed to mandatory vaccinations, and that

she and her sister had nearly died from the pertussis vaccination. The commentator stated that

she believed strongly in scientific-based evidence that childhood illnesses build the immune

system. The commentator stated that the regulations were a violation of personal rights in many

ways. The commentator stated that in these times of “sinister profits” being made by the “likes

of Dick Cheney” and others, who buy up patents on vaccinations prior to ramping up general

hysteria about Zika virus, Flus and other diseases, it is imperative that we do not allow

government control of what boils down to protecting our immune systems from the hubris of

scientists and their financial partners.
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One commentator stated that the number of vaccines on the childhood vaccination schedule have

tripled since the 1 980s and doubled since the year 2000. The commentator noted that the

pharmaceutical industry has become a multi-billion dollar industry attracting individuals looking

to make money from all ends. The commentator stated that we must be mindful of an industry

paying large sums of money to control the conversation relating to the health and safety of our

children. Another commentator hoped that, as a voting citizen in the state, that the Department

would choose to represent the commentator’s views rather than those of “Big Pharma.”

One commentator stated that the only benefit of vaccines is the great financial gains of the

pharmaceutical companies and the government that makes laws based on the companies’

lobbyists. According to the commentator, vaccines cannot produce health or protection from

disease. The commentator stated that they are loaded with nothing but toxic chemicals and DNA

and RNA fragments from thQ tissues on which the bacteria and viruses are grown. The

commentator stated that they have historically been and are now contaminated with retroviruses.

The commentator stated that the health risks of vaccines are great, and are listed in the package -

inserts of the vaccines. The commentator stated that a vaccine is a phannaceutical drug, and that

healthy people do not need drugs to maintain their health. The commentator stated that the right

to refuse vaccinations and any other medical treatment is a basic human freedom. The

Hippocratic Oath states first do no harm but the Department is doing harm.

One commentator said she would thank the Department for doing what was right and not giving

in to pharmaceutical company bullying.
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The Department disagrees with any inference that its decisions to add to the list of

immunizations required for entry and attendance at school is controlled by the pharmaceutical

companies. The Department bases its decisions on recommendations from ACIP, and only adds

those immunizations to the list that it believes are appropriate for Pennsylvania children. The

Department added varicella immunity to the list shortly after that vaccine became licensed for

use. The Department then added Tdap and MCV for entry into the 7t1i grade when those yaccines

became available and as recommended by ACIP, and is now adding a second dose of MCV in

accordance with ACIP recommendations. As the Department has explained, the addition of

pertussis to the list is made de facto due to the fact that single antigen diphtheria, tetanus and

pertussis immunizations are not available in the United States. Currently, a child will either

receive DTaP or Tdap to meet the requirement in the existing regulations that children be

immunized against diphtheria and tetanus, depending upon the age of the child and previous

vaccination status in accordance with ACIP recommendations, unless he or she has a

contraindication to the pertussis component. Pink Book, at 114. A child who has a

contraindication to the pertussis component of the vaccine may obtain the DI vaccination to

finish the DTaP series, and, for entry into the 7th grade, may obtain a medical exemption from

the Idap vaccination. The Department added Tdap to the list of immunizations required for

entry into the 7th grade in 2011 to account for the waning pertussis immunity being seen across

the country. See 40 Pa.B. 2747 (May 29, 2010). If the child does not receive Tdap in the 7th

grade, there is no alternative other than an exemption.

The Department also acknowledges that an individual may indeed choose to refuse a certain

medical treatment for the individual or the individual’s children, but notes that that choice may
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have consequences. For example, a person with tuberculosis may choose to refuse treatment, but

if the person does so, the Department has the authority, by law, to quarantine that person until he

or she undergoes medical treatment or recovers. See 35 P.S. § 521.11. In this case, the

legislature has given the Department the authority to set a list of diseases against which children

must be vaccinated in order to attend school. If the parent refuses the vaccination for the child

without a religious or medical exemption, the child may be excluded from school because, as

with TB, the implications of the parent’s choice go beyond the health of the child. Particularly in

cases of mumps and of measles, the child’s lack of immunity can seriously impact not only

children who are unable to be vaccinated, but adults as well. The decision, however, is still

within the parent or guardian’s purview to make. -

Comments regarding accuracy ofelectronic medical records

The commentator stated that at her son’s five-year-old well child checkup, the nurse refused to

provide five year vaccinations that she had requested, and as a parent she knew her child needed

the shots. Upon investigation of the electronic medical record, the commentator determined that - -

the nurse was reviewing the wrong medical record. The commentator stated that she has had to

correct her child’s electronic vaccination records showing dated, hand-written copies as - --

documentation.

The Department acknowledges the commentator’s concerns regarding accuracy of records and

information. The Department cannot and does not regulate the use of medical records in

physician offices.
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COMMENTS REGARDING SPEFICIC SECTIONS OF THE RULEMAKING

CHAPTER 23. SCHOOL HEALTH.

§ 23.82. Definitions.

Medical CertUlcate

IRRC requested that the Department clarify its use of the term, “health care provider,” in the

definition of “medical certificate,” to clarify which professions may fill out and sign a medical

certificate.

The Department has revised the regulation. The Department intends for only those practitioners

within whose scope of practice diagnosis or examination fall to be able to make a determination

of the appropriateness of the scheduling of future vaccines and to sign the medical certificate.

The Department has changed the definition of the term “medical certificate” to clarify that only a

physician, CRNP or PA may sign that medical certificate. The Department notes that in the case

of a situation where the immunizations are being received from the Department, or a local health

department, a public health official may sign the medical certificate, as they may sign the

certificate of immunization.

§ 23.83. Immunization Requirements.

Subsection (a). Duties ofa school director, superintendent, principal, or other person in
charge ofa public, private, parochial or nonpublic school.

Three commentators suggested that school administrators be required to “buy-in” to the

Department’s regulations, and that repercussions should occur if the immunization laws were not

followed. One of these commentators stated that in school year 2015 - 2016, she had 30 of 190
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kindergarten students who were not fully immunized. Under the 5-day provisional rule, she

would have had to exclude those students. She would have needed to have had the support of

her school administrator.

One commentator requested that the Department enforce the regulation relating to medical

certificates, and noted that although the Philadelphia School District would not exclude a child

who lacked the required immunizations, she herself excluded a child transferring from that

district for that reason. She complained that it is unfair that those who enforce the immunization

laws, and who are stretched to the limit by having so much to do in the school health setting,

have to deal with school districts in the state who ignore them - -

Several commentators, including PSEA, stated that they supported the changes to the

regulations, but recommended that the regulations state “shall exclude,” rather than “may

exclude.” According to several commentators, unless exclusion is required, school districts will

not exclude, and there will be no change for the better. One commentator noted that the

administrators in her school district take their exclusion responsibility seriously, but this has not

always been the case. One commentator wondered why the Department would go to the trouble

to change the regulation, and then leave a ioop hole for administrators to use. PSEA stated that

without this language, there would not be consistent application across the state, or even across

school buildings. PSEA stated that even though the provision was intended to provide local

discretion, the effect is to undermine the goal of achieving optimal immunization levels for

students.
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IRRC asked why the Department would allow discretion if it was requiring immunizations for

attendance. IRRC asked the Department to explain the reasonableness of providing flexibility in

the regulation and how allowing non-inirnunized children to attend school adequately protects

the public’s health.

Two commentators stated that the Department should change the word “may” to “will,” in the

sentence, “the child may not be admitted to school, unless the child has at least one dose of the

multiple dose . . .

The Department’s proposed regulation did require exclusion of children not meeting

immunization requirements. The term “may not” used in a regulatory context is a prohibition on

an action. “Curtailment of a right, power or privilege is expressed by “may not.” See § 6.8

(relating to use of “shall,” “may,” “may not,” and “will”) Pennsylvania Code and Bulletin Style

Manual (4th Ed. 2003), at 36. The Department, however, has changed § 23.85(e)(l) (relating to

provisional admittance to school) of the regulation to emphasize that, even though obtaining

certain immunizations in order to attend school is a requirement, a school administrator or the

school administrator’s designee may provisionally admit a child under certain circumstances. -

Under these amendments, however, a child who lacks the single dose of a single dose vaccine, or

who does not meet the requirements for provisional admittance for multiple dose vaccines under

§ 23.85(e)(l), may not be admitted to school, absent a medical or religious/philosophical

exemption, see § 23.85(e)(2), or under another waiver provision. See § 23.85(g) (relating to

applicability). The Department notes that the only required vaccination that meets this single

dose defmition is Tdap..
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In addition, the Department acknowledges the hard and dedicated work of the Commonwealth’s

school nurses, and understands that they may at times be frustrated. The Department notes that

enforcement of these provisions is not an easy matter. The enforcement provisions of the

Public School Code and the various public health statutes under which the Department derives its

authority to require certain immunizations for school entry and attendance with Advisory Health

Board approval, make violation of those statutory provisions a summary offense, with

corresponding monetary fines or imprisonment. See 24 P.S. § 13-1303a(b) (relating to

immunization required; penalty)9;35 P.S. § 521.16(a)(6) (relating to rules and regulations for

vaccination of persons and animals) and 521.20 (relating to penalties, prosecutions and

dispositions of fines), 71 P.S § 541(c.1) (relating to Advisory Health Board) and 71 P.S. § 1409

(fine and penalty for violations of orders). Some of these statutes date back to 1905, from a time

period when failure to comply with certain orders of health departments were considered to be

akin to criminal offenses because of the severity of the consequences attendant on ignoring those

orders — failure to comply with an immunization requirement for smallpox, for example, an

easily spread disease with an extremely high mortality rate (between 20% and 50%).

Although these penalty provisions remain available at the present time, the Department has not

used one in recent memory. The Department’s position in areas of compliance with public

health laws has been that cooperation and voluntary compliance are more effective than

coercion, and this holds true for immunizations and at the local level as well. For the

This section does not specify whether the prosecution would be carried out at the instigation of
the Department or the Department of Education, or both.
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Department or the Pennsylvania Department of Education (PDE) to take action to force a school

administrator to enforce the regulations in a particular way would require the Department to file

a private criminal complaint, and seek the approval of the local district attorney to prosecute the

case, and would, at the least, impinge upon local control of schools. School administrators know

their student populations, and how to reach those populations better than the Department does or

could. Allowing school administrators to encourage voluntary compliance from their school

populations in a way best suited to the unique local needs of those populations is, in the

Department’s opinion, the best way to ensure that there is compliance with the requirements,

and, therefore, that students are appropriately protected. The Department notes that the

Department itself can, pursuant to its public health authority, exclude children and “susceptibles”

(that is, persons lacking immunity from a particular disease, whether because of lack of

vaccination or waning immunity) from schools during an outbreak of disease (see 35 P.S. §

521.3(a), 521.7, 521.11 (relating to responsibility for disease prevention and control;

examination and diagnosis of persons suspected of being infected with venereal disease,

tuberculosis or any other cormriunicable disease, or of being a carrier; persons refusing tO submit

to treatment for venereal diseases, tuberculosis or any other communicable diseases); see also 28

Pa. Code ch. 27, subch. C (isolation and quarantine). The day-to-day decisions relating to

administration of school immunization requirements, however, more appropriately rest with

school administrators and their designees. See 24 P.S. § 13-1303a (relating to immunization

required; penalty) (“It shall be the duty of all school directors, superintendents, principals, or

other persons in charge ofany public, private, parochial, or other school, including

kindergarten, to ascertain that every child, prior to admission to school for the first time, has

been immunized.. .“) (emphasis added).
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Subsection (b). Requiredfor attendance.

General

One commentator stated that a child at seven years of age, beginning a series of DTaP, would not

get four doses of pertus.sis, the child would only get one dose of Tdap, and asked if this was

correct. The commentator referenced the Department’s current regulations and guidance manual

for school nurses and noted that it provides the amount of Td (adult tetanus and diphtheria

toxoid) needed, but not pertussis vaccine. She asked whether there would be a section such as

this in the new manual, because she did not believe this followed ACIP guidelines.

The commentator is correct that for children, seven years of age and older, ACIP recommends

that a child would not get four doses, and would get one dose of Tdap:

Vaccines containing reduced diphtheria (Le., Id and Tdap) are indicated for children 7
years and older and for adults. A primary series is three or four doses, depending on
whether the person has received prior doses of diphtheria-containing vaccine, and the age
these doses were administered. . .. For unvaccinated persons 7 years and older. . . the
primary series is three doses. The first two doses should be separated by at least 4 eeks,
and the third dose given at 6 to 12 months after the second. ACIP recommends that one
of these doses (preferably the first) be administered as Tdap.

Pink Book, at 114. A child entering the 7th grade who cannot receive a dose of Tdap, would

need to obtain an exemption; the Department added Tdap to the list of immunizations required

for entry into the 7th grade in 2011 to account for the waning pertussis immunity being seen

across the country. See 40 Pa.B. 2747 (May 29, 2010).
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The Department will update its immunization manual for school nurses upon approval of Final

Rulemaking. The Department believes its regulations follow ACIP requirements, and will

ensure that the updated Manual does as well.

Paraaraph (1’). Diphtheria. Tetanus and Pertussis.

The March of Dimes supported the Department’s regulation to require immunization against

pertussis. The March of Dimes stated that pertussis is a very contagious bacterial disease that

invades the upper respiratory system and releases toxins, which cause airways to swell. The

disease is very contagious, and is spread by coughing or sneezing, or by spending time in close

proximity to another person. According to the March of Dimes, many babies who get pertussis

are infected by older siblings, parents or caregivers who are unaware they have the disease.

According to the March of Dimes, infected individuals are most contagious about 2 weeks after

the cough begins. According to the March of Dimes, the best way to prevent pertussis is to

receive the vaccination.

The Department agrees with the March of Dimes.

One commentator stated that she supported the addition of pertussis as a required vaccination.

According to the commentator, requiring a vaccine with a pertussis component is essential to

slow down the increasing number of students being diagnosed with the disease. The

commentator stated that the diagnosis is typically made after the child has been in school during

the time of active disease transmission. Further, according to the commentator, the student often
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misses several days of school until a 5-day course of antibiotics is completed and suffers a

prolonged recovery period of suboptimal health due to persistent cough and fatigue.

The Department is in agreement with the commentator. The Department, however, needs to

clarify the statements it made in its Preamble to Proposed Rulemaking that it was adding a dose

of pertussis to the required list ofimmurrizations. In fact, this is not completely accurate. The

Department has added permssis to the list of diseases against which a child must be immunized

before entering and attending school in acknowledgment of the fact that single antigen

diphtheria, single antigen tetanus and single antigen pertussis vaccine are not available in the

United States. Children being immunized against diphtheria and tetanus in the Commonwealth

prior to these amendments are receiving DTaP, in accordance with ACIP recommendations

(unless the child had a contraindication for the pertussis vaccine, or a religious/philosophical

exemption) and so arc already receiving a pertussis component in their vaccination. There is

also a pertussis component in Tdap, which the Department currently requires for entry into the

7th grade. See 28 Pa. Code § 23.83(c)(l). Because of the recent outbreaks of pertussis, the

Department found the addition of pertussis to the list of diseases to ensure vaccination to be

appropriate. A child who has contraindications to the pertussis immunization may, as indicated

in the regulation, receive the less widely available DT vaccination to complete the series.

One commentator asked why the Department includes tetanus vaccine in its list of

immunizations, when it is not a communicable disease.
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The requirement that children be immunized against tetanus is already in place under the

Department’s regulations at 28 Pa. Code § 23.83(b)(2), and is not impacted by this Final

Rulemaking. In fact, however, tetanus is a communicable disease, as defined by the Disease

Prevention and Control Law of 1955 (35 P.S. § 521.1-521.21). A communicable disease is

defined as:

An illness due to an infectious agent or its toxic products which is transmitted, directly or
indirectly, to a well person from an infected person, animal or arthropod, or through the
agency of an intennediate host, vector [or] the inanimate environment.

Id. at § 521.2 (relating to definition of “communicable disease”). The Department and the

Advisory Health Board have the authority, under that same law, to “issue rules and regulations

with regard to. . . the immunization and vaccination of persons. . . ,“ Id. at § 521.1 6(a)(6) & (b),

as well as to create a list of diseases against which a child must be immunized to enter school

under the Public School Code, 24 P.S. § 13-1303a(a), and to make and revise a list of

communicable diseases against which children are required to be immunized against as a

condition of attendance at a public, private or parochial school under the Administrative Code.

71 P.S. § 541(c.1). Therefore the Department, with the approval of the Advisory Health Board,

had the authority to include tetanus on the list. Tetanus is a disease that is often fatal and can

result from a small puncture wound or an animal bite. Often times there is no history of injury.

From 200 1-2008, the last years for which data was compiled, the case fatality rate was 13%.

Pink Book, at 345. This can vary depending on whether experienced intensive care unit

personnel and resources are available. Once contracted, tetanus is extremely difficult to treat.

Because it is characterized by painful muscular contractions, first of the jaw and neck, and then

of the trunk, thereis the possibility that the child would be hospitalized and on a ventilator for

some time. A full recovery without lasting effects is not assured. Control of Communicable
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Disease, at 529. ACIP recommends the immunization, and the Department has seen no reason to

remove it from the list, despite the fact that it is not spread through human-to-human contact.

The efficacy rate of tetanus vaccination is 100%. Pink Book, at 347.

One commentator recommended the addition of a requirement allowing for parental

confirmation of pertussis. since the commentator knew a school-aged child who had had

pertussis, and the vaccination would be pointless for him.

The Department disagrees with this recommendation, and has not changed the regulation.

Diagnosis of pértussis disease can be difficult to confirm, particularly with tests other than a

culture for B. pertussis. “Preventing Tetanus, Diphtheria, and Pertussis Among Adults: Use of

Tetanus Toxoid, Reduced diphtheria Toxoid and Acellular Pertussis Vaccine,” MMWR

55(RR17); at 1-33 (December 15, 2006), retrieved from

http://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/pdf/rr/rr55 1 7.pdf (accessed August 31, 2016). Further, vaccination

with Tdap for children with a history of pertussis disease is recommended, because the duration

of the protection by pertussis disease is unknown. Pink Book, at 271.

Multiple commentators, including the PACIC, opposed the inclusion of a pertussis vaccination.

The PACIC stated that it was not effective, and did not add to herd immunity, according to a

2013 study. The commentators stated that given the fact that the CDC and top doctors are

verifying that the vaccine lacks efficacy and there is early waning of immunity from the vaccine,

it is hasty to add a vaccine that is already under scrutiny from the medical community. The

PACIC and another commentator cited the FDA as stating the vaccine does not prevent
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transmission of pertussis. The cther commentator quoted the CDC as saying that despite high

levels of vaccination pertussis outbreaks continue to occur, and as reporting no school-aged

deaths from the years 2012 through 2014. The deaths were in children younger than three

months of age. The commentator stated that since the vaccine comes with severe risks of

adverse effects up to and including death, the benefits must be weighed against the risks. One of

these commentators noted that we are seeing outbreaks of pertussis among fully vaccinated.

Several commentators cited a February 2016 American Academy of Pediatrics publication that

stated Tdap provided moderate defense against pertussis during the first year of vaccination but

not much longer; immunity waned in the second year, and little protection remained after two to

three years. One commentator cited the period as from two to four years, another as two to five

years. One commentator stated that immunization might prevent clinical symptoms, but could

not block infection, carriage or transmission. The commentator stated that people who get four

to six vaccinations can get silently infected and transmit infection without any symptoms,

showing the illusory nature of vaccine acquired herd immunity.

One commentator stated that she had personally studied the CDC, FDA, the National Institutes

of Health, and other scientific documents concerning this particular vaccine showing that

historically and presently it has been and is a complete failure since its inception. The

commentator stated that the commentator has watched the rate of pertussis skyrocket since 2005

when ACIP gave a recommendation for pregnant and post-partum women to receive this

vaccine, despite the fact that the majority of physicians’ opinions are that the safety of this

practice had not and still has not been established. The commentator stated that pregnant women

are being experimented on without their knowledge. The commentator stated that the vaccine
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manufacturers clearly state in all their brochures that the pertussis vaccine does not prevent the

carrying or transmitting of pertussis. According to the commentator, it simply potentially

decreases an individual’s symptoms to that of a common cold or the flu allowing them to further

perpetuate the disease unknowingly with extensively delayed diagnosis and treatment of

antibiotics. The commentator stated that ACIP also found indicators that when the mother has

received Tdap, it lessened the potential benefit of pertussis vaccine in their children, due to

cellular changes. The commentator stated that Bordetella pertussis has a long history of

outsmarting the vaccine industry by RNA changes and mutation. The commentator stated also

that there are 32 different strains of Bordetella all with similar signs and symptoms and that

makes it difficult to diagnose the particular disease.

The Department disagrees with the commentators, and has not changed the regulation. Although

there have been breakthrough pertussis outbreaks, the response of the CDC and the American

Academy of Pediatrics has been to recommend booster vaccines and other vaccination strategies,

not to recommend no vaccination. “FDA Approval of Expanded Age Indication for a Tetanus

Toxoid, Reduced diphtheria Toxoid and Acellular Pertussis Vaccine,” MMWR, 60(37);1279-

1280 (September 23, 2011), retrieved from

https://.cdc.gov/mm/preview/mmhtml/mm603 7a3 .htm (accessed August 6, 2016);

“AAP Updates Tdap Recommendations,” American Academy ofPediatrics, retrieved from

https ://www.aap.org/en-us/about-the-aap/aap-press-roomlpages/AAP-Updates-TDAP

recommendations.aspx (accessed August 6, 2016).
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Even if there is some waning of immunity from the vaccine, there is still also some protection

being afforded by it. Several studies of outbreaks have noted that those who refused pertussis

immunizations were at greater risk for contracting the disease than those who had the

immunization. See “Parental Refusal of Pertussis Vaccination,” supra; see also “Pertussis

Epidemic,” at 4 (“Unvaccinated children have at least an eightfold greater risk for pertussis than

children fully vaccinated with DTaP”). In addition, pertussis vaccine is already present in

DTaP, which is recommended by ACIP for vaccination against diphtheria and tetanus, which has

been on the list of diseases against which children must be immunized to enter and attend school

in this Commonwealth. See former 28 Pa. Code § 23.83(b)(1) and (2). It is also a component of

Tdap, which has been required for entry into the 7th grade since 2011. Id. at (c)(1)(i). The

Department has also taken into account the need to address possible pertussis vaccine

contraindications, and has allowed for a child to have diphtheria —tetanus toxoid vaccine (DT) to

complete the vaccination series. See subsection (b)(l). A parent may also obtain a medical or

religious exemption for a child. See 28 Pa. Code § 23.84 (relating to exemptions from

immunization).

Multiple commentators opposed the inclusion of pertussis vaccine for kindergarten. One

commentator stated that she had a very severe reaction to the DTaP vaccine as an adult, when her

child was born, and it has changed her and left her the shell of a person she used to be. She

stated that she is only starting to regain her health seven years later. She stated that every case of

pertussis she sees in the area is in fully vaccinated children, which leads her to believe there is a

problem with the vaccine, not the unvaccinated children. The commentator stated that she is

coming from a place of wanting informed decisions made for her family between her doctor and
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herself. One commentator stated that he had a personal friend whose child received the

vaccination only to be infected with Whooping Cough. The commentator said that 40 years ago,

a child was asked to stay home for five days of school. He asked when was the last time there

was a whooping cough outbreak among the non-vaccinated? There has not been one in the

Commonwealth to his knowledge. One commentator stated that she opposes vaccinating her

child again with the vaccine, for kindergarten admission. She stated that her child had the

vaccine, and still had to undergo whooping cough testing, so not only did her child have to

undergo vaccination, but also the testing, which was equally painful. One commentator stated

that they were the parents of a child who had a severe reaction to the shot, and needed two brain

surgeries which they believe were related to the vaccine side effect. The commentators believed

that a parent has the right to consider family history and predisposition to negative reactions and

reject it if they choose.

One commentator stated that the commentator’s son, on receiving the first DPT dose as an

infant, reacted within hours with inconsolable crying. The commentator stated that a state health

department worker recommended not giving the remaining doses of DPT. The commentator

stated that not all children can receive all vaccines.

The Department agrees that not all children can receive all vaccines. In fast, if a child has a

medical contraindication, there is a medical exemption available. Further, in a case where it

appears there may be a medical contraindication to the pertussis component of the vaccine, the

Department’s regulation provides for the completion of the series with DI, a diphtheria — tetanus

toxoid vaccine that does not include a pertussis component. See subsection (b)(l).
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